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PREFACE 

 

This master thesis is the final product of my graduation project for the master track Real Estate 

Management & Development (REMD) at the Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e). For this 

graduation project I had the opportunity to look into the small world of car park investments.  

 

This niche market represents a lot of potential in the rough and tough investment world. Compared 

to other investment assets, this only represents a very small part. However, this does not mean that 

it is not an interesting asset category to study. The past 7 months a whole new world opened up to 

me and made me to appreciate the relevance of such a stable investment asset.  

 

Therefore, I would like to thank Bouwfonds IM and the TU/e for this memorable experience. In 

particular Jos Smeets and Peter van der Waerden for their knowledge and helpfulness during this 

graduation process. Peter van der Waerden could complement me perfectly with his knowledge 

about the parking market and Jos Smeets supported me in the general real estate research territory. 

 

In addition  I would like to thank the whole business unit Parking from Bouwfonds IM for their help 

with the structuring of my research and the gathering of data for the analysis. In particular Ruud 

Roosen and Jeroen Beimer for their guidance during the graduation process. As a last remark, I would 

like to thank my family, girlfriend and close friends for their support and faith in me.  

 

Finally, I would like to end my student time with the phrase that in my opinion perfectly summarizes 

the real estate world: 

 

 
The object of the game is to  

become the wealthiest player through 
 buying, renting and selling property  

(Monopoly, 1935). 
 

 

 

 

 

Sander van Tuijl 

sandervantuijl@gmail.com 

 

June, 2014  
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SUMMARY  

The real estate market has changed rapidly, with as most important cause the financial crisis and the 

subsequent recession.  The risks of real estate investments are being reconsidered and that has implications for 

the consideration in which asset will be invested. There is an increasing social and commercial interest in 

parking real estate. This interest is strengthened by the poor investment performances of other real estate 

sectors over the past few years. However, in comparison to other real estate sectors, parking real estate 

functions differently and can be seen as a real estate category that doesn’t function on its own. In addition, 

parking real estate is subject to municipal policy, location, building characteristics, operating characteristics and 

general trends. Since the parking market is really intransparant, it is hard for investors to distinguish which car 

park or car park location is interesting as an investment. This study contributes to this challenge by defining 

which characteristics of a car park are important for an investor when searching for new investments. This 

leads to the following research question: 

 

Which characteristics are determinative for a car parks attractiveness for real estate investors and what are the 

weightings of the characteristics compared to each other? 

Parking real estate 

There are several different parking possibilities that can be investigated, like: on-street parking, car park 

parking and parking area. This thesis focusses on the smallest category, car parks. A car park is described as: a 

(part of a) real estate object with a parking function.  

In the future a car park is going to be more and more important for the functioning of city centers all over the 

world. It is expected that the attractiveness of large cities will increase overtime, which leads to a problem for 

the traffic flows and accessibility of these city centers. 

This is intensified by the increasing car usage in the upcoming years. Cars are becoming more and more the 

preferred way of transport. To prevent congestion in city centers it can be expected that the governmental 

parking regulations will be tightened in the future. This seems to be favorable for the attractiveness of car 

parks.  

 

Car parks are currently getting increasingly more attention from multiple companies as investment object. 

However, there is little information about car parks on the market. Real estate in general can be characterized 

as intransparant, but the parking market belongs to the most intransparant segments. This complicates doing 

research in this real estate sector. But despite this intransparancy, the business activity in this sector is 

expanding. In the past, the operation of a car park was seen as a business that costs more than it yielded. 

Nowadays, specialized companies can, with the right amount of expertise, transform the parking business into 

a profitable business as well as real estate category.  

Investing in real estate  

Investing in real estate is described as capturing assets in real estate to realize a future cash flow, by operating 

and selling of the real estate. When it comes to investing in real estate, the function of the asset is 

determinative and can be distinguished by characteristics like; a different return-risk profile, a high and stable 

cash return, portfolio diversification and an inflation hedge. The return and risk profile seems one of the most 

important characteristics. This is due to the fact that every investor tries to reach the maximum outcome 

regarding its own investment objectives, thus the highest return risk ratio. This return risk ratio (Sharpe ratio) is 

a well-known ratio for risk-adjusted investment performance analysis. The higher a fund or asset’s Sharpe ratio, 

the better a fund or asset’s return has been relative to the risk it has taken on.  

 

With investments in parking real estate, it is favorable that the owner of the car park does not have any 

operational risk, but only receives the annual rent of its tenant. The rent an operator has to pay to the real 

estate investor is mostly based on the car parks turnover. A decrease in turnover will not directly influence the 

investors return, but is an important indicator with a predictive value for the future. In addition, return and risk 

are very important characteristics concerning the attractiveness of an investment for real estate investors. 

However, not all the required information is available to calculate this Sharpe ratio. To remedy this, a 

comparable ratio between an approximated ‘return’ and a therefrom derived ‘risk’ can be used: the ‘return risk 

ratio’ (RRR).   

Next to that, the location of an investment is important. The ‘blue banana’ (a discontinuous corridor of 

urbanization which covers one of the world's highest concentrations of people, money and industry)  seems to 
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cover most of the attractive locations for investing in parking real estate. According to investors nowadays, the 

location also links with sustainability goals; the responsible way to bring together the care for the environment, 

long lifetime investments, tenant satisfaction as well as value growth. 

Research approach 

To answer the research question, a stepwise multiple regression analysis is carried out. Since this analysis 

requires a level of measurement of interval or ratio level, some of the data is recoded by effect coding or is 

normalized to simplify the statistical analysis. In order to achieve the best result with the stepwise multiple 

regression analysis, the multicollinearity is also removed from the analysis. Due to the little amount of 

information available internally at Bouwfonds IM and on the market, out of the total range there are just 33 car 

parks appropriate for multiple regression analysis. The information of those 33 car parks is derived from 4 

different funds of Bouwfonds IM. Two of the funds focus on institutional investors and the other two funds are 

focusing on private investors. The car parks in the database are widely spread across Europe and are located in 

the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, France, Spain, Norway and the United Kingdom. The RRR of those 33 car 

parks will be analyzed on the influence of 20 independent characteristics. Those characteristics are distributed 

over 3 spatial levels with underneath 8 characteristic types to increase the clarity of this research. The effect of 

each of those characteristics will be tested. 

Data analysis 

Stepwise multiple regression analysis has proven to be the most appropriate analysis method due to the small 

individual relation between the dependent and independent variables. This analysis shows an ultimate model 

of 8 characteristics where the R-square is 0.738, with a significance level of 0.002. This means that the model is 

significant and the predictions of the model are reliable for more than 99%. This model can predict the change 

of the dependent variable for approximately 74%. The high coefficient of determination is probably caused by 

the mutual relations and underlying information of these variables.  

 

The characteristics that can predict the RRR in order of weighting for car park investments are: distance to the 

parking ring, household growth, distance to the highway, distance to the train station, clear passage height, 

construction year, occupation and tariff difference. This final model includes variables from only 5 of the 8 

characteristic types. The five characteristic types are: environmental-, accessibility-, competition-, property- 

and functionality characteristics. Visiting goals, safety perception and regulation characteristics are not 

incorporated in the final model. This analysis proves the expected influence of accessibility characteristics. 

Since 3 of the 8 characteristics are from the characteristic type accessibility, this type is relatively important in 

comparison to the other characteristic types. Together with the household growth in the region and the 

occupation of the car park a large part of the prediction can be carried out. Despite this result, there seems to 

be an indistinctness of the data since the characteristic types, visiting goals and regulation are not included 

while the expert opinion and literature study showed the importance for the attractiveness of car parks for real 

estate investors. However, by means of this analysis it has not been possible to proof the influence of those 

characteristics. This is possibly due to the fact that this kind of characteristics is hard to depict in numbers.  

 

The model created is tested on its usability in practice for a car park that is on the ‘watch list’ of Bouwfonds IM. 

It is a car park in the city center of Dublin (Ireland) and is located in the most vibrant area of the city. Next to 

that, Ireland is according to many research agencies, labeled as an attractive country to invest in. The 

expectation is therefore that this car park will be an attractive one. This expectation is tested with the model 

and the testing confirms the attractiveness of this car park since the outcome, a RRR of 7.1, is very high. In 

comparison with the average RRR of the total Bouwfonds IM portfolio (0.75) it really seems to be an attractive 

investment. 

Conclusion & recommendations  

The validation of the model for a car park on the watch list of Bouwfonds IM clearly demonstrated the 

functioning of the derived model in practice. However, since not all the expected characteristics could be 

included in the model, it is not proven that this model gives decisive results, since not all the expected 

characteristics are included in the model. It can better be seen as a step towards more clarity in the 

intransparant world of parking real estate investments. Notwithstanding the earlier mentioned shortcomings, 

by using the model it is now possible to get a numerical ‘sense of attractiveness’ in the acquisition process.  
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It stands out clearly as well that accessibility characteristics are very important for the attractiveness of car 

parks for real estate investors; 3 out of the 8 decisive characteristics belong to that characteristic type. This first 

step hopefully gives reason for more investigation on this topic. 

 

The major problem of this research was the lack of data and observations due to the intransparancy and 

limited volume of the market. A specific recommendation for future research is to build and use a more 

comprehensive database with more spread in the assets, better defined characteristics and more years of 

turnover information.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problem identification 

The real estate market has changed rapidly, with as most important cause the financial crisis and the 

subsequent recession. In the investment market this led to fewer transactions and the value of real estate is 

under pressure. The risks of real estate investments are being reconsidered and that has implications for the 

consideration of in which asset there will be invested (Rabobank, 2010). 

 

There are real estate sectors, besides the standard real estate investments (residential, retail, offices and 

industrial), that are less known but still interesting for investments. For the standard classes there is much 

information of many countries available. This makes the market of the standard real estate assets more 

transparent than the market of the lesser known assets, like parking real estate (Schneider, 2009).  

 

Parking real estate can be seen as a real estate category that doesn’t function on its own, but is supportive to 

other functions. Parking real estate is subject to municipal policy, location, building characteristics, operating 

characteristics and general trends (Achterberg, 2008). 

 

Parking is impossible to separate from mobility. In the last decades, there is an increase in mobility and 

passenger-kilometers. According to PBL (2010) mobility is a prerequisite for economic growth and social 

development. The availability of sufficient parking facilities influences the accessibility of municipalities and its 

important economical destinations (Rijksoverheid, 2005). The increasing pressure on space influences the 

accessibility and concentration of the demand of parking facilities (Platform detailhandel, 2003). Car parks are 

an answer to the increasing demand for parking facilities and the necessity of efficient use of space. 

 

With respect to the car accessibility of city centers, next to the congestion on the access roads, parking is in the 

busy city centers a problem. The pressure on the available parking capacity in the city centers is high on peak 

periods. A higher function density, the increasing auto mobility and extensive parking regulations in residential 

areas are causes of an increasing demand for parking facilities in city centers. Due to these developments, 

municipalities are forced to look for alternatives for parking in public space. A possible solution is to realize 

public car parks (Loon, 2006). 

 

This social and commercial interest makes a car park an interesting real estate object. Also, the standard real 

estate investments don’t give the high returns like before the financial crisis. This creates a higher interest in 

emerging niches for the real estate investors. Parking real estate is one of these emerging niches (Figure 1-1). In 

Figure 1-1 it is visualized that parking real estate gives a relatively high annual return and follows the same path 

as other real estate sectors. Until recently, the parking real estate market was immature and chances on direct 

investments are limited. However, there are investment opportunities in parking real estate (Wijk, 2010). This 

particular segment of real estate has the characteristics of infrastructure (long-term leases and thus long-term 

cash flows). So, it would appear that parking real estate is currently a relatively interesting option as 

investment category (Lammert & Sengers, 2011). 

 

Figure 1-1: Comparison of total investment returns for real estate classes in the Netherlands, 2004-2012 (IPD, 2012) 
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Investments in car parks are characterized by a double certainty on returns according to Bouwfonds IM (2012). 

An investor receives rent of the tenant/operator. If the tenant/operator leaves, the investor stops receiving 

rent but people will still park in the car park. The investor has thus also another cash flow: parking revenues. 

This gives more revenue insurance and helps to decrease the risk profile, which currently can be decisive with 

respect to the standard known segments: residential, retail, offices and industrial (Wijk, 2010). For investors, it 

is also important to know how easily tradable (liquid) car parks are. However, the car park market is not 

transparent and car parks can’t be easily compared to each other due to the variety of car parks and the low 

level of cash flow (Wijk, 2010). Which information is needed to let the parking market meet the requirements 

of transparency will be discussed later on.  

Sentiment on the market 

Parking facilities and parking costs are a hot topic in the media at the moment. This is mainly due to the 

municipal elections of March 2014. Retailers associations predicate that the reason for retail vacancy is 

attributable to the growth in parking costs over the last four years (Detailhandel, 2014) (Figure 1-2). According 

to KpVV (2014) there are some trends recognizable to avert the reason. They state that due to the crisis, some 

necessary market developments are accelerated. For example, no longer supporting by the public authorities 

for car parks with an unprofitable top, a loss-making operation is no longer accepted, the ownership of a car 

park is becoming more and more common to be transferred to companies owning or operating car parks as its 

core business. This therefore might mean, that the increasing parking costs relate to foregoing arguments. On 

the other hand, the argument of Detailhandel (2014) is anyhow not totally true. Namely, according to Garde 

(2009), the reaction of people regarding the parking costs is evaluated by time and money. Notwithstanding 

retailers think that the accessibility of shops and also the availability of parking places has a positive influence 

on their sales. This perception is however not supported by different research on this topic. Next to that, 

visitors of a car park seem to attach more value to the location of the car park and the habit of parking at the 

same spot, then to the actual costs (Bouwfonds, 2014). In addition, field trials show that free parking does not 

attract more people to the area (Figure 1-2). 

 

 
Figure 1-2: Sentiment on the market (verkeerstnet.nl (2014) and nrc.nl (2014)) 

1.2 Problem description 

Due to the variety of parking possibilities, it is hard for investors to distinguish which car park or car park 

location is interesting as an investment. There are checklists (VEXPAN, EPA) to evaluate car parks, but the 

current checklists mostly relate to building characteristics seen from the consumer perspective. These aren’t 

the characteristics the investor will investigate, since car parks don’t function on their own and car parks have a 

definite connection with their surroundings. This character means that the location and the surrounding area 

of a car park are important for the execution and operation of a car park and thus also important for the value 

of the car park from an investor point of view (Bouwfonds, 2010). Next to that, visiting a car park is, according 

to Bouwfonds (2014), often necessary, or part of a habit. This means that the location of the car park in its 

surrounding seems the most important point concerning the attractiveness. From the moment a parking 

consumer used the car park for the first time, and leaves the car park satisfied, it might become part of the 

habit. 
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The studies of Achterberg (2008), Garde (2009) and Weterings (2013) can be considered as start for defining 

the characteristics of car parks and the incentives of different stakeholders. They have also looked into the 

success and failure within developments of car parks with regard to environmental characteristics. Achterberg, 

Garde and Weterings are pioneers in this subject, which means these characteristics still need to be validated 

and quantified. Garde (2009) tried to validate some characteristics by examining the correlation between a car 

parks performance and the characteristics that influence the performance most. Some of the expectations 

could not be confirmed in the research. This is partly due to the limited database regarding the spread of the 

car parks.  

 

For the office market there is a quantitative assessment model that takes the environmental characteristics 

into account, the REN (Real Estate Norm) which measures the quality/attractiveness of offices. The REN is 

developed in 1991 by DTZ Zadelhoff, Jones Lang Wootton and Starke Diekstra. The REN is focused on analyzing 

accommodation situations and to support those who are searching for accommodation during their orientation 

phase by comparing the accommodations (RENNF, 1992). With the REN, building characteristics of an office to 

test are known. However, the definition of REN shows that the norm doesn’t indicate what a good or bad 

commercial real estate location is on its own (Vink, 2004). However, this norm doesn’t apply to the car park 

real estate category. Perhaps it is a possibility to add this category to REN.  

 

This study will show which characteristics of a car park are determinative for an investor when searching for 

new investments. Important is to make the decision attributes clear and traceable and make it possible to get 

the same attractiveness ratings of multiple car park acquirers. This means that it is attempted to substantiate 

the sense of attractiveness with demonstrable relationships. Therefore, the objective of this study is: to find 

out the determinative characteristics and its weightings of a car park concerning the attractiveness for real 

estate investors.  

1.3 Research plan 

The problem identification and problem description provide the basis for the research plan. Until now, there is 

no research about the characteristics that are decisive for the attractiveness of a car park for a real estate 

investor. This is inter alia the reason to start a research with the following research objective and research 

question: 

 

Research objective: "The characterization and quantification of car parks in order to find out which car park 

characteristics influence the attractiveness for real estate investors the most.” 

 

Research question: “Which characteristics are determinative for a car parks attractiveness for real estate 

investors and what are the weightings of the characteristics compared to each other?” 

 

Sub questions:  

- What is parking real estate? 

- When is a car park attractive for real estate investors? 

- What are the characteristics of a car park? 
- Which characteristics are relevant for the attractiveness of a car park for real estate investors? 

- What is the most adequate method to select the relevant characteristics? 

- What are the weightings of the different characteristics with respect to each other? 

1.4 Graduation Company  

Bouwfonds IM (2014): “Bouwfonds Investment Management (Bouwfonds IM) is the real asset investment 

management division of Rabo Real Estate Group, one of Europe’s leading real estate companies. Bouwfonds IM 

offers distinctive investment products for institutional and private clients in selected real estate, infrastructure 

and natural resources sectors. Bouwfonds IM manages a portfolio with a total value of €5.7 billion, distributed 

among the following sectors: commercial and residential real estate, communication infrastructure, parking, 

and agriculture. Bouwfonds IM has local offices in the Netherlands, Germany, France, Poland and Romania, and 

employs over 150 FTE.” 
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Bouwfonds IM (2014): “Car parks are vital to the attractiveness, quality and effectiveness of inner-city 

infrastructure, contributing to the reduction of on-street parking and congestion of inner-cities. Bouwfonds 

Parking Real Estate invests in car parks located in densely populated and economically strong cities with strict 

and enforced parking policies, anchored to various vital economic activities: working, retail, leisure and/or 

residential, or in car parks located at hospitals or at infrastructure hubs such as railway stations or airports. 

Bouwfonds IM contracts long-term, indexed leases yielding stable cash flows and income growth above 

inflation. They invest for the long term and offer our investors an attractive risk-adjusted return driven by a 

favorable fundamental outlook: car ownership is projected to increase over the long term and cars will remain 

important to reach inner-city destinations. Car parks are an attractive investment class because of their high 

Sharpe (return/risk) ratio – the vacancy risk is minimal and rental income is readily being substituted by parking 

income if an operator defaults. Bouwfonds IM selects best-in-class international or local operators with a good 

track record to manage the car parks we invest in and pay a sustainable rent that has been derived at from 

long-term historical turnover figures.” 

1.5 Reading guide 

Chapter 2 and 3 are divided into a part which focusses on the description of the parking market and a part 

which focusses on the investor and his preferences. This is split up because it increases the clarity of the 

structure of the thesis. In chapter 4 (determining characteristics), the information collected in the 2 foregoing 

chapters is put together. In an organized way, the different sources and characteristics are described and 

combined into one collective table. When all the characteristics are combined, a group of experts is asked to 

make a selection of the (in their opinion) most important characteristics concerning the attractiveness for 

investors. Those experts give the first rating to the different characteristics. This rating is used as guidance in 

chapter 5 for the establishment of the different hypothesis. When the most important characteristics are 

known, the data analysis (chapter 5) will be carries out. In the first part of the chapter, the data will be 

discussed. Then the analysis process is lied out and the hypotheses are stated. In het end of the chapter 5, the 

results will be discussed and compared with the formerly stated hypotheses. After the regression model is 

discussed, the model is applied on a case study in chapter 6. The attractiveness will be predicted of a possible 

new asset. In chapter 7, the conclusions are described and form together with the recommendations for 

further research and recommendations for Bouwfonds IM the closing of this thesis. This reading guide is also 

visually supported in Figure 1-3. 

 

 
Figure 1-3: Reading guide  
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2 PARKING REAL ESTATE 

In this theoretical framework the determining terms, characteristics and actors of the parking real estate 

market are covered. This framework forms a complete picture of the relevant trends and developments in this 

sector. This theory constitutes a list of characteristics which in practice describes the attractiveness of car parks 

as an investment product.  

2.1 The concept of ‘parking’ 

From horse stable to car park, parking already exists for centuries. A car park is a logical consequence of the 

development of the automobile in the late nineteenth century. Over time, the nature of the car park has 

changed with the changing use of real estate in general (McDonald, 2007). 

 

The most commonly used definition of a car park is: a built facility which provides space for the parking of 

vehicles, primarily cars. The dictionary (van Dale, 2003) defines a car park as a large, public, covered parking 

place. For this research the following definition is endorsed; a (part of a) real estate object with a parking 

function (Loon, 2006). 

 

Since there is hardly any literature available on parking, it is important to clearly define which part of the 

parking market is examined. There are many different types of parking facilities (Figure 2-1). From the 

perspective of the investor, paid public car parks are relevant since this commercial property is operated by 

private parties. Therefore there is more information available about this part of the market. The following 

types of parking can be defined: parking along the street (81%), parking in parking areas (17%) and covered car 

parks (2%) (CROW, 2005). This research will focus on parking in car parks (Figure 2-1) as these are getting more 

and more interesting as an independent real estate category and can be considered as property investment 

(CROW, 2006).   

 

 
Figure 2-1: Different types of parking (Bouwfonds, 2010) 

 

Previously, the development and operation of car parks were seen as a business that costs more than it 

yielded. Parking is most of the times a requirement imposed by the government (parking standard) which 

frequently causes an oversupply of parking spaces. Nowadays, with the right amount of expertise, it is 

increasingly possible to transform the parking expenses (developing parking facility) into a profitable real estate 

object. CROW (2005) refers for expertise to the difference between the core business of a commercial operator 

and the municipality who is operating a car park as an additional non-core task. That a car park is more 

profitable nowadays can also be attributed to the densification of the Netherlands, the redesign of the public 

space and the growth of car consumers. After the introduction of paid street parking, the operation of car parks 

boomed (Gerritsen, 2009). This created a basis (in addition to scarcity) to ask money for parking in a car park. 

The prices of on street parking have increased significantly the past few years (Q-Park, 2012). This contributed 

to the development of more car parks operated by commercial companies.  
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2.2 The future of car parks 

Looking into the future of car parks, it appears to be positive. In the future, large cities will still have a great 

appeal for residents of rural areas. Next to that, it is expected that the volume of car traffic continues to 

increase and the parking regulations will be stricter in the future. Next to those specific predictions, it is hard to 

predict the influence of technology or trends like car sharing on the parking market. This will definitely affect 

the future of car parks, but little is written about it.   

2.2.1 Attractiveness large cities 

It is a fact that for many years shopping is the major reason to visit the larger cities. However, the physical 

shopping is decreasing at the moment and it is partly replaced by online shopping. Some shopping segments 

suffer more from the online competition than others. In addition, a decrease in physical shopping has an effect 

on the amount of times a city is visited and therefore influences the utilization of car parks.  

Next to that, another trend in larger urban centers can be recognized. There is more and more need for 

experiencing dynamic areas. This influences the parking market due to the fact that most of the interesting car 

parks are situated in a high density function area. Those areas can keep their appeal by holding the large 

amount of vibrancy in the area. The cafes, restaurants, theaters, cinemas and other leisure activities in the 

surrounding make the area vibrant. Due to the vibrant environment vacant properties can relatively easy find a 

new tenant. According to Bouwfonds IM (2014) the larger city centers can preserve a reasonable flow of traffic 

and are therefore protected in losing their critical mass.   

2.2.2 Car usage is growing 

CBS (2012) expects an increasing amount of cars in the Netherlands for the upcoming years. In addition, they 

expect the car to stay the preferred mode of transport to the larger cities (Figure 2-2). This matches the real 

estate investment expectations for car parks in city centers of large cities in Europe. The last decades the 

amount of cars grew steadily with an average of 2% per year and the expectation is that the amount of cars 

until 2025 will continue to grow with an average of 0.5% per year. This expectation is based on the expected 

growth in households and inhibited by the high unemployment rates (Bouwfonds IM, 2014).  

 

 

Figure 2-2: Mobility per type of transport and per distance interval (CBS, 2012) 

2.2.3 Parking regulations influence parking supply 

Visitors of large city centers are more and more looking for car parks because of the difficulty of finding a 

parking space. This is mainly attributable to the high density and intimacy of European inner cities and the 

degree of parking regulations by local governments.  Over the last decades the mobility and parking regulations 

are tightened to prevent congestion and promote safety.  The more policy on parking there is, the more a car 
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park or other parking facilities will be used. It is expected that the parking regulations in the future will be 

further tightened which seems a good sign for the parking real estate investments.  

2.3 The parking market as a real estate market 

Multiple disciplines, like; economy, geography, demography, sociology and urban planning, play a role in the 

real estate market. From a geographical perspective, there are local, regional, national and international real 

estate markets. These separate markets can be divided per function as well (residential, office, industrial, retail, 

hotel, etc.) (Vlist, 2009). The real estate market can be divided into several segments. The main segments that 

can be distinguished are the tenants / users market, the investment market and the construction market. 

These segments have a mutual interaction as indicated in the ‘Four quadrants model’ (Figure 2-3) DiPasquale & 

Wheaton (1996). These interactions are influenced by the relationship between supply and demand, which 

leads to transactions. The model shows how the supply and demand is interconnected with the segments and 

shows that the shift in a quadrant directly influences the next quadrant. Finally, adjustments in supply and 

demand on the side of the consumer will lead to modifications in the rest of the chain up to the real estate 

investor. 

 

   

Figure 2-3 & Figure 2-4: Functioning real estate market and balance after modification (DiPasquale & Wheaton, 1996) 

 

In the example (Figure 2-3), a macro economical modification is shown. When the car mobility is increasing due 

to a strong economic growth, the line representing the demand for parking space will move to the right (Blue 

line, Figure 2-3). This results in a rent increase when the supply is unchanged. In this case, it is assumed that if 

the price rises, the rest of the markets remain unchanged in the beginning but will change correspondingly over 

time. In the second quadrant the real estate price is higher, which subsequently influences the construction in 

the third quadrant. Finally, all those changes will lead in the fourth quadrant to a bigger supply of real estate. 

The new balance is shown with the dashed line in Figure 2-3. In conclusion, the increasing demand leads to a 

rising rental price, real estate value and supply. When lines in other quadrants are moving, something similar 

will happen.  

 

After understanding the functioning of the real estate market, it is possible to classify the parking market into 

this model. From a consumers perspective the real estate market differs per object and is recognizable by its 

unique location and physical characteristics. Real estate is a heterogeneous product, which is not only 

dependent on its physical characteristics but also of the market conditions. Within the category heterogeneous 

products, there are two types that can be distinguished: liquid (current) real estate and illiquid (incurrent) real 

estate. The higher the liquidity of the object, the lower the risk profile. Liquid real estate can be interpreted as 

real estate that is easily tradable (Figure 2-5). According to Min (2009), illiquid real estate is not tradable 

between different sectors. It is specifically developed with regards to the user’s needs, making it only tradable 

in the same sector. The tradability is very small, since there are very little buyers and sellers on the market. This 

results in a limited number of transactions and therefore little to no reference data. Next to that, the 

differences between scale and location are in such a way big, that objects are hard to compare (Min, 2009). In 
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conclusion, Geer (2006) distinguishes the following three characteristics of illiquid real estate; function specific, 

slightly tradable, little reference data. According to Min (2009), illiquid real estate can subsequently be 

categorized into; illiquid real estate in use of governmental companies or illiquid real estate in use of 

commercially operated companies. The commercially operated illiquid real estate can mainly be recognized by 

the coherence between the real estate and the business process. This is therefore the reason of the few 

transactions. Geer (2006) states finally that a car park is a fairly liquid form of illiquid real estate.  

 

 
Figure 2-5: Examples of liquid and illiquid real estate (Own editing, 2014) 

2.3.1 Transparency in real estate markets 

In 1877, Walras was the first to investigate a balanced and transparent market. Ever since that moment the 

following theory is used; ‘in a perfect market, there are enough buyers and sellers, with products that are 

completely interchangeable and in which all parties are fully aware of the economic and technical relevance of 

their decision-making’ (Walras, 1877). Transparency by means of information is a theoretical prerequisite for 

the performance of a perfect market. In reality, a fully transparent market does not exist, allowing the ‘degree 

of transparency’ as a relevant indicator of assessing the market. The more information obtainable on the 

market, the ‘more honest’ the process of pricing proceeds (Elferink, 2012). 

 

The real estate market is considered as far from perfect, mainly due to the lack of information available and 

thus a low degree of transparency (Keeris, 2001). The decisive institutional investors, financial institutions and 

real estate advisors have a need for more market information. However, the same companies are the ones 

which are the most restraining when it comes to sharing information. The difficulty of increasing the 

transparency in the real estate market is according to Elferink (2012) fully attributable to prior reason.  

 

Zoellner (2006) states that: “The rationality of market parties’ choices depends on the information possessed. 

The market transparency may in turn be characterized by the amount of information available to the 

participants of the market, which means that the rational choices of market parties are affected by the 

transparency.” Elferink (2012) summarized the importance of transparency on the market as follows: 
• Increase mutual competition 

• Promote confidence 

• Lower volatility and higher liquidity 

• Construction of data sets 

 

Kousemaeker (1998) distinguished 13 aspects that are important to increase the degree of transparency. At the 

moment all these aspects are available on the market; the degree of transparency is higher.  

• Location, situation and position • Applicable interest rate 

• Rental prices • Market situation 

• Vacancy • Esthetic quality 

• Ownership land • Multi functionality 

• Access • Legal rights 

• Technical quality installations • Pollution 

• Contract features  
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2.4 Relevant parties 

Three different markets and three different actors can be distinguished (Figure 2-6) concerning the parking 

market (Loon, 2006). In the investors market it is about the investors, in the operator market it is about 

operators and in het parking market it is about the parking consumer.  

 

 
Figure 2-6: Conditions on the market (Loon, 2006)  

 

2.4.1 Investors market 

First, the real estate market where car parks are being traded will be discussed. The real estate developers and 

owners of existing car parks are the suppliers on this market. In this market, the demand side can be 

categorized into two types of investors, the municipality as investors and the commercially orientated 

investors. The commercial investor will determine the height of its investment based on the required return 

(Loon, 2006).  

Several companies who are not involved in the operation of car parks, but do invest in this segment are in 

random sequence: IEF, Bouwfonds IM, Rodamco, Corio, Ellwanger, Q-park and Quantum. Only Quantum and 

Bouwfonds IM offer a specialized parking fund for institutional and private investors (Schneider, 2009). If the 

municipality determines the amount to invest, it may occur that the amount to invest for social reasons differs 

substantially from the rest of the tenders.  

 

Over a period of a year a very limited number of (not public) transactions are made on the parking market. 

Most of the transactions that occur are mainly between investor and developer and could increase the 

transparency when they would be publicly available (Loon, 2006).  
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2.4.2 Operators market 

The owner of a car park can outsource the operation of a car park to an operator by a fixed and/or 

performance based fee. The biggest operators in Europe are, in number of parking spaces operated, in random 

sequence: Vinci Park, Apcoa, Interparking, Q-Park and NCP. Most of the parking operators can also function as 

car park administrator, when this is asked by the owner/investor (Schneider, 2009). Lots of operators and 

municipal parking companies are active on the Dutch parking market. Those local operating markets are 

anything but transparent and are strongly influenced by local factors and municipal policy (Loon, 2006). 

2.4.3 Parking market 

The operator of a car park is simply stated a supplier of parking spaces in a deposition area for consumers of a 

parking space. The transactions in this market are taking place between the operator of the car park and the 

consumer of the car park. The business process that goes with it, are all activities an operator undertakes in 

order to operate the car park (Loon, 2006).  

 

According to Weterings (2013) and Loon (2006), the parking consumer is an individual customer who is 

searching for a place to park his car. Parking the car is never a standalone activity and is derived from activities 

like; shopping, working, visiting and recreating. The parking behavior of the parking consumer is subject to 

social- and economic developments. The parking consumers are able to afford themselves to be critical about 

their use of time, choice of location and will make a choice based on the attractiveness and accessibility of city 

centers. The walking distance to the destination and accessibility by car are important variables in the 

evaluation of a car park. The parking consumer sees increasingly value to the ease of use, social safety and 

amenity value of a car park (Weterings, 2013). From practice can be learned that a parking consumer is willing 

to pay for a good accessible, conveniently situated and an ease of use car park (Loon, 2006). On the other hand, 

parking a car is most of the time an obstacle in visiting the destination. Due to the high parking pressure in city 

centers, visiting a car park is most of the times necessarily.  

 

The visualization of the parking market by Loon (2006), shows the relation from the developer to the consumer 

as a linear relation. This link suggests that the real estate developer is only developing a car park for the 

investors’ demands. Seen from a contemporary zeitgeist, the developer is developing a car park for the 

consumer, to make it is as comfortable as possible (Figure 2-6, blue line). This makes it attractive to visit. When a 

car park is attractive for the parking consumer, it is, in its turn, attractive for an operator to operate that car 

park. In the end, this also seems to be attractive for car park investors (Bouwfonds, 2014). When is that car 

park the most attractive for car park investor and where has the car park to comply to? This will be answered in 

the following chapters. 

2.5 Parking policy 

The success of a car park is dependent on many variables, like: a mixed use area with offices, retail, residential 

and leisure activities, mainly due to the fact that parking a car is never a standalone activity. A car park is a 

‘point’ infrastructure where lots of functions are accommodated in a relatively small area (Gerritsen, 2009). A 

car park and its associated functions could strengthen each other’s appeal in which the municipal policy can be 

determinative in the success of the area. On the other hand, from the urban planning perspective, it is not 

desirable to park cars in the public space. According to Gerritsen (2009), cars are detractors of the 

environmental quality of the public space. The parking policy is an interesting characteristic for an investor in 

parking real estate. Despite an investor has a limited influence in the municipal parking policy, it seems to 

directly influence a car parks turnover. When there is a strict clamping and fining policy in the city, parking 

consumers are more inclined to make use of the car park. So, the stricter the policy, the more attractive for 

parking consumers to opt for the car park. 

2.5.1 Relation between stakeholders 

Two actors are according to Weterings (2013) responsible for enforcing the parking policy; the municipality and 

the operator. Both actors are involved in developing a practical parking policy that directly influences the 

parking consumers and investors.  Next to the main actors, some other institutions are influencing a parking 

policy, namely: consultants, national government and the European Union. Those actors are influencing, to a 

lesser extent, the regulations, analysis and advices (Figure 2-7). 
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Figure 2-7: Influence of actors on parking policy (Weterings, 2013) 

2.5.2 Municipal policy 

Last decades municipalities are confronted with the increasing amount of cars and demand for parking spaces. 

This resulted in some problems concerning the accessibility and livability of the larger city centers. Since the 

municipality is responsible for those aspects, they tried to solve it by restraining the parking behavior of their 

residents and visitors. Paid parking, time limit parking and permit systems are examples of some restraints 

(Goudappel Coffeng, 2004).  The municipality may gain the most benefits by operating a part of the parking 

spaces themselves. In this way they can optimally control the parking tariffs in the city (Jansen, 2003).  

 

Most of the municipalities established a municipal parking company to control the on- street and car park 

parking (KpVV, 2007). Since those municipal parking companies are subject to local politics, it is not so clear 

what the underlying reasons for their (tariff) policy is (Ecorys, 2005).  

 

Cost-effective parking management and optimization of parking spaces seem to be difficult objectives for 

municipal parking companies. Research of Dijken (2002) has shown that after the introduction of a parking 

policy the main targets of a municipality consists of:  

• Optimal usage of existing parking facilities 

• Increase or maintain the current parking supply 

• Reducing the demand for parking spaces 

• Generating income. 

 
The regulation of on-street parking has a large influence on operating a car park. The on-street parking tariff 

and on-street parking scarcity are very important for the acceptance of paid parking in car parks in the 

surrounding. Next to that, operating the car park is influenced by parking-, traffic- and transport policies. The 

changes in parking policy deserve a closer look. Key changes can be; shrink or expand parking times, raise or 

lower parking tariffs but also shrink or expand on-street parking possibilities. In addition, developing new 

parking spaces and increasing the amount of parking permits does obviously affect the operation of a car park. 

Paying for parking is a major annoyance of a parking consumer. It is therefore really important to verify on-

street parking payments, because otherwise people will lose their willingness to pay for car parks (Gerritsen, 

2009). On the other hand, Trendbox (2010) did research on parking tariffs and concluded that the parking 

consumer does not mind a rising parking tariff if that means that they will easily find a parking space close to 

their destination.   
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2.5.3 Parking policy phasing 

According to Dijk & Montalvo (2011) and Technical Committee on Transport (2006) the parking policy in Europe 

in general can be described in seven different phases:  

1. No parking policy: This is acceptable until the parked cars are negatively influencing the attractiveness 

and the quality of the area. 

2. Parking is regulated and controlled: This means that in some streets it will be prohibited to park your 

car.  

3. Parking time limitation: This result in a more efficient use of the available space. 

4. Paid parking: Parking tariffs become an instrument to regulate the available parking space.  

5. Parking regulations for residential areas: a lot of parking consumers will try to park in the adjacent 

residential area.  

6. P+R facilities: This can be an addition for the parking supply in the city center.  

7. Mobility management: Multiple activities to make private and public transport acceptable for 

travelers.  

 

Foregoing phasing shows increasing intensity and an increasing level of regulation, this starts from the first 

phase (Weterings, 2013). A well thought parking policy is important for the congestion in a city center and 

seems an important characteristic for investors in car parks.  

2.5.4 Operate or outsource  

Municipalities have a choice with respect to the actual operation of a car park. They can earn money by 

operating the car park themselves or focus on steering the policy by outsourcing the car park operation. A 

municipality should focus on their core business, steering the parking policy and outsourcing the operation 

(Jansen, 2003). Jansen (2003) confirms that the municipal culture is not appropriate for customer-orientated 

thinking and a commercial company setting. Jansen (2003) states that there is a huge difference with 

commercial companies who are operating car parks as their core- business and periodically presenting their 

results to their stakeholder. When a municipality decides to separate the policy from the operation, this is 

according to Jansen (2003) the most optimal form of implementing the parking policy.  

 

There are not that many differences between a municipality and a commercial company looking from a 

financial perspective to the operational costs. The larger differences can be seen in terms of knowledge and 

expertise (Jansen, 2003). In general, it is emphasized that customer orientation is the determinative issue in the 

operation of a car park. Jansen (2003) also adds that, the quality that is delivered is more important than the 

height of the tariff. This is based on the fact that a change in tariff does not influence the occupancy rates. Only 

a small part of the parking consumers is guided by the parking tariff.  

2.6 Resume 

Parking already exists for centuries and is during the time adapted to the user’s needs. There are different 

parking possibilities that can be substantiated. This thesis focusses on the smallest category, car parks. A car 

park is described as: a (part of a) real estate object with a parking function. In the future, a car park is going to 

be more and more important for the functioning of city centers all over the world. It is expected that the 

attractiveness of large cities will increase overtime, which lead to a problem for the traffic flows and 

accessibility of city centers. This is intensified by the increasing car usage the upcoming years. Cars are 

becoming more and more the preferred way of transport for traveling more than 3 kilometers. To prevent 

congestion in city centers the governmental parking regulations will be tightened in the future. This seems to 

be favorable for the attractiveness of car parks. Car parks are currently getting more and more attention from 

multiple companies as investment object. However, there is little information about car parks on the market of 

real estate. Real estate can be classified as intransparant, but the parking market seems the most intransparant 

part. This does not contribute to the simplicity of doing research in this asset class. But despite this 

intransparancy, the business activity in this sector is expanding. In the past, the operation of a car park was 

seen as a business that costs more than it yielded. Nowadays, specialized companies can, with the right amount 

of expertise, transform the parking business into a profitable real estate category. In next chapter there will be 

focused on the second quadrant of the four quadrant model real estate model of DiPasquale & Wheaton 

(1996). The car park investment market will be further substantiated.  
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3 ATTRACTIVENESS FOR INVESTORS 

The literature of parking real estate in the foregoing chapter gives a good impression of the versatility of the 

parking market and showed that this market also functions as a real estate market. It appears that there are 

three important actors in this business, which are the consumers, operators and owners/ investors. This 

chapter will build upon the investor and more specific the investor in parking real estate. Finally, the most 

attractive regions to invest in parking real estate will be discussed. 

3.1 Investments in real estate 

The capital funding system has resulted in the buildup of a large pension reserve and is nowadays better and 

better invested in real estate. The Dutch real estate investment market developed the last decades until a full-

fledged, mature and reasonable liquid market (IVBN, 2010).  

 

Investing in real estate, is capturing assets in real estate to realize a future cash flow, by operation and selling 

of the real estate. When it comes to investing in real estate the function of the asset is decisive, in contrast to 

investing where it comes to the function as means of production (Van Gool, Brounen, Jager & Weisz, 2007). 

 

Real estate investments are distinguished by certain characteristics compared to other investment categories. 

Some characteristics are a different return- risk profile, a high and stable cash return, portfolio diversification 

and an inflation hedge (IVBN, 2010). 

 

Investing in real estate can be both direct (physical asset) and indirect (public/private). With direct investing in 

real estate (the car park), the definition implies that the investor is directly owner of the real estate or owner of 

the financial equity certificates, which entitles to the revenues of that real estate and in which the investor has 

a majority interest and the say over the management (Van Gool et al., 2007). 

 

On the European real estate investment market, both private- and institutional investors are active. They differ 

by professionalism, amount of capital which is used for investments, investment objectives and the terms in 

the way which they invest (Cuppen, 2011). Private investors invest in real estate in different ways with different 

capital and cannot be seen as a homogeneous group. Institutional investors are pension funds, insurance 

companies and investment institutions. (E.g. Van Gool et al., 2001). For an institutional investor, it is important 

that he can satisfy his future obligations. The biggest difference between private and institutional investors is 

the degree of homogeneity. Institutional investors invest for the long-term and need to satisfy the future 

obligations, in which they have certain return objectives. These objectives deviate less between institutional 

investors than between private investors. Private investors are also more opportunistic (Cuppen, 2011). From 

now on, with the word investors, institutional investors are meant, since this thesis will from now on focus on 

institutional investors since they can be treated as a homogeneous group. 

3.2 Attractive real estate for investors 

The decisive terms for real estate investments by real estate investors are, according to Briels (2012), the risk 

and return. Due to the fact that it is an uncertain business, the investor demands a proper return as a 

compensation for the risk he takes. The higher the uncertainty (risk), the higher the compensation (return). The 

risk of a particular investment should always be judged against its return. In fact, return and risk is an 

inseparable pair (Roosen, 2006). Each investor aims to achieve the highest possible return at an, for him, 

acceptable risk. 

3.2.1 Return 

Every investor tries to reach the maximum outcome regarding its own investment objectives. The return is in 

this case taken as the income or loss in the given period, in relation to the previously invested capital (Keeris, 

2001). Each market segment has its own characteristics, but passes through roughly the same real estate 

market cycle concerning the realized returns (Briels, 2012). 

3.2.2 Risk 

The definition of risk is, according to Keeris (2001); the probability of failure, with regard to the prescribed 

return in relation to the risk. Whenever the term is applied to investments, the investment risk regards the 

standard deviation of the expected return and is according to Lee (2006) the most popular risk measure. On the 
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other hand, Lee (2006) stated, that the alternative risk measure like: Lower partial moment (LPM), mean 

absolute deviation (MAD), minimum and maximum drawdown (MaxDD) also represent advantages in other 

circumstances. Variance (standard deviation) is however the most popular risk measure when it comes to 

smaller amounts of assets and in less complex situations.  

When zoomed in on this risk measure, it appears that in the investment market, the average yearly return is an 

indicator for growth and the standard deviation became the favorite indicator for risk (Briels, 2012). The risk for 

investors can thus be illustrated by the volatility of the investment. The volatility may in turn be explained as 

the deviation over a period in relation to the average (Watson Wyatt Dictionary, 2014). A real estate investor 

therefore has an interest in car parks which generates a stable return. According to Roosen (2006), risk is the 

volatility in return, whereby the volatility is defined as the standard deviation. 

 

In Figure 3-1.1 the relationship between risk and volatility is illustrated. There are two investments, A (blue) and 

B (black) which start at the same moment. The return is drafted over a given period. Investment A is making a 

stable return in comparison to investment B. This means that investment B has a higher volatility then 

investment A. This means that investment B is more risky to invest then investment A (Geltner & Miller, 2005). 

In the investment market, this fluctuation is measured as the standard deviation of investments. The lower the 

standard deviation, the more interesting for real estate investors.  

3.2.3 Sharpe ratio 

There is a ratio which combines the return and risk of a portfolio or asset with each other. This Sharpe ratio is a 

measure of risk and is named after the founder William F. Sharpe. He created the ‘Sharpe ratio’ for risk-

adjusted investment performance analysis. The Sharpe ratio uses standard deviation to measure a fund's risk-

adjusted returns. The higher a fund's Sharpe ratio, the better a fund's returns have been relative to the risk it 

has taken on. The higher a fund's Sharpe ratio, the better its returns have been relative to the amount of 

investment risk it has taken. The higher a fund's standard deviation, the higher the fund's returns need to be to 

earn a high Sharpe ratio (Morningstar, 2014). 

 

The Sharpe ratio can be calculated with the following formula: 
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In a study of Bouwfonds IM (2014), the Sharpe ratio of parking real estate investments is compared to 

investments in other real estate sectors. As can be seen in Figure 3-1.2. Parking real estate investments show a 

relative high Sharpe ratio compared to other real estate sectors. In addition, this figure shows the effect of 

adding parking real estate to a portfolio. As you can see, a portfolio with parking real estate gives a higher 

Sharpe ratio than a portfolio without parking real estate, which shows the role of parking real estate. 

 

 
Figure 3-1: 1. Volatility. 2. Return risk profile of different real estate sectors in the Netherlands (Bouwfonds IM, 2014) 
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3.2.4 Association with other real estate categories 

Investing in car parks is partly similar to investing in hotels. The major exception is the very long lease term of 

car parks (10 and 40 years) and with hotel investments, there are additional revenues next to the rental 

income, like food and beverage revenues. However, investing in hotel and parking real estate is substantially 

different from investing in other commercial real estate. In the case of hotel and parking real estate the object 

it selves is mainly part of the product offered to the consumer. In these two categories, the location, 

maintenance and interior design of the property are factors that directly influence the operating result. A 

‘good’ location is really important for the success of hotel and parking real estate (Bastiaan, 2007). A location- 

and object description by means of the most important characteristics of the property along with insight in the 

cash flow of the company can provide a reasonable estimate of the operating result. Hotel- and parking real 

estate is, among other things an interesting real estate category to invest in, due to the fact that, when an 

operator goes bankrupt, the owner still receives income from parking tickets and can therefore without haste 

search for a new tenant. Since this approach generates a lot of certainty, the illiquidity of the real estate is less 

important when investing in those categories (Bastiaan, 2007).  

3.3 Investing in parking real estate 

Currently parking real estate is perceived interesting as a separate real estate investment category, so this can 

be characterized as such. Parking real estate is a niche product and relatively unknown as an investment 

category. Because of little studies on parking real estate, there is less information on this category than on the 

traditional real estate investment categories (residential, retail, office and industrial), so there can still great 

strides being made (Wijk, 2010). 

 

Three different forms, regarding the operation, for an owner of a car park can be distinguished; the car park 

can be managed on their own account and risk, the car park can be managed by a third party or can be leased 

to a car park operator. In the last case the owner of the car park does no longer have any operational risk, but 

only receives the annual rent of its tenant (commercial real estate). Bouwfonds IM is pursuing this form of 

operating its car parks. Naturally, the owner is in this case still subject to other risks, like: credit risk and market 

risk. The difference in the form of management is determined by the type of car park and the business strategy 

of the owner (Scheider, 2009). 

 

The car park’s turnover is an important variable for the attractiveness of a car park for a real estate investor. 

The turnover is dependent on different factors, like: capacity, occupancy and tariff. The profit on the other 

hand can be inhibited, according to appraisers, by cost items as; operating expenses, rent, personnel costs and 

various operational costs. However, Jansen (2003) stated that the focus on results can best be achieved on the 

revenue side. Cost reduction often leads to undesirable deterioration in quality, which in the end contributed 

to a lower occupancy. The revenues of a car park are mostly generated by the tariffs for short term parking as 

well as long term subscriptions. Steering the right mix will result in higher turnovers. 

3.3.1 Rent of a car park 

The rent an operator has to pay to the real estate investor, when an operator leases the car park of an investor, 

is normally based on the turnover of that car park. The rental value of a car park can be calculated by the 

turnover minus the operational cost and the profit and risk margin of the operator (Figure 3-2).  

 

���� � Turnover  Operation	expenses  Profit	and	Risk	margin 

 

Due to the fact the financial health of a tenant (operator) is important for investors, a stable turnover growth is 

required (Bouwfonds, 2014).  In Figure 3-2, a worst- and best case scenario are sketched. In the best case, at the 

moment of purchase, the investor contracts the operator with a rental value of the car park (black line). This 

rental value is based on the expected turnover development and contains a margin for the operational 

expenses and profit and risk. In this case the turnover develops as expected (dashed, light blue line). In the 

worst case scenario (striped, dark blue line), the turnover decreases over time, this creates a problematic 

situation for the operator. The operator’s expenses are greater than its revenues, whereby the operator can go 

bankrupt (A, Figure 3-2). When this happens, a new operator will be searched by the investors. In this case the 
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new rental value will be calculated based on the current turnover figures and gives the investor an investment 

loss (B, Figure 3-2). This shows the importance of a stable turnover growth for real estate investors. 

 
Figure 3-2: Relation rent and turnover development (own editing, 2014). 

3.4 Attractive locations for parking real estate 

The question, where to invest in parking real estate is answered by a study of Wijk (2010). The interesting areas 

are shown on an attractiveness map (Figure 3-3). The ‘where to invest’ question is made transparent in this way. 

What stands out clearly in the attractiveness map is that most of the capital cities in Europe belong to category 

A, when it comes to investing in car parks. Exceptions to this are Berlin and Rome, which are not in the group of 

most attractive cities to invest in car parks. This is mainly attributable to the low growth of parking expenditure 

by consumers (Wijk, 2010). The attractiveness research is looking at the following characteristics in NUTS 3 

regions (region division Eurostat, appendix I); regional economic clusters, population, population growth, 

concentration of retail sales and centrality index. The centrality index is a value which describes to what extend 

regions attract people from other regions. The higher the value the more attractive the region for parking 

investments is. Remarkable is that the most attractive regions are within the bounds of the ‘blue banana’. The 

blue banana covers an area from Milan to Liverpool, containing the Randstad, Flemish diamond and the Ruhr 

region (Figure 3-3) (Wijk, 2010).  
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Figure 3-3: Regions for investing in car parks (Wijk, 2010). 

3.4.1 Sustainability in investment market 

Sustainability is increasingly important in real estate investment and the parking industry as well. Caring for the 

environment is in the parking industry reflected in the operations domain. They carry out all kind of 

adjustments, including reducing the carbon dioxide emissions. In addition, many municipalities are trying to 

minimize the amount of cars in inner cities. An example of a policy implementation is the P+R system, which is 

not yet functioning optimally in most of the cases (GCC, 2009). 

 

An investor looks in a different way to sustainability. According to investors, sustainability is the responsible 

way to bring together the care for the environment, long lifetime investments, tenant satisfaction and value 

growth. Next to that, sustainable real estate is real estate that is built or adjusted with minimal impact on 

limited resources, materials, energy, water and locations and at the same time functions optimally (Copier, 

2009). In addition, investors are more and more focusing on CSR (corporate social responsibility). The three P’s 

(people, planet and profit) are in this way mostly their guidance. When this strategy is being applied on the 

parking industry, this means that a balance has to be found between human well-being (safety, ease of use), 

environmental impact (commodities-, material- and energy use) and an economical responsible investment and 

operation (Bontebal, 2010).  

3.5 Resume 

Investing in real estate, is capturing assets in real estate to realize a future cash flow, by operation and selling 

of the real estate. When it comes to investing in real estate the function of the asset is determining and can be 

distinguished by characteristics like; a different return- risk profile, a high and stable cash return, portfolio 

diversification and an inflation hedge. The return and risk profile seems one of the most important 

characteristics. This is due to the fact that every investor tries to reach the maximum outcome regarding its 

own investment objectives (highest return risk ratio). This return risk ratio (Sharpe ratio) is a for risk-adjusted 

investment performance analysis. The higher a fund or assets Sharpe ratio, the better a fund or assets returns 

have been relative to the risk it has taken on.  

 

A real estate category which shows the same characteristics as parking real estate is hotel real estate. The 

major exception between those two categories seems the very long lease term of car parks (10 to 40 years). In 

the case of hotel and parking real estate, the object it selves is mainly part of the product offered to the 

consumer. In these two categories, the location, maintenance and interior design of the property are factors 

that directly influence the operating result. A ‘good’ location and ‘strong’ tenant are really important issues for 
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the success of hotel and parking real estate, due to the large influence of the turnover to the profit. With 

investments in parking real estate it is favorable that the owner of the car park does no longer have any 

operational risk, but only receives the annual rent of its tenant. The rent an operator has to pay to the real 

estate investor is based on the car parks turnover. A decrease in turnover will not directly influence the 

investors return, but contains a prognostic value for the future.  

 

Concerning the attractiveness of a location for parking real estate investments, it stands out clearly that most 

of the capital cities in Europe belong to the most attractive locations. It is in addition notable that the most 

attractive regions are within the bounds of the ‘blue banana’. The blue banana covers an area from Milan to 

Liverpool, containing the Randstad, Flemish diamond and the Ruhr region. The quality of a location contributed 

to the sustainability of investments. According to investors, sustainability is the responsible way to bring 

together the care for the environment, long lifetime investments, tenant satisfaction and value growth.  

 

In next chapter, all the different characteristics wherein a car park can be subdivided are combined, after which 

the most important characteristics on asset level are selected and clarified.  
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4 DETERMINING CHARACTERISTICS 

A general picture of the parking market and its functioning is given in chapters 1 and 2. In this chapter, the 

most important characteristics are distinguished on basis of the analysis model (Figure 4-1). The dependent and 

independent characteristics for real estate investors are described. This selection is based on the literature 

study in foregoing chapters. The characteristics list is composed with the idea of describing and selecting the 

characteristics that influence the attractiveness of a car park for real estate investors. As a last step to compose 

the list for the analysis, the characteristics are discussed with expert, where their expertise is used to select the 

most important characteristics describing the attractiveness. 

 

 
Figure 4-1: Analysis model 

4.1 Dependent car park characteristic  

As stated by Keeris, Geltner & Miller and Briels in foregoing chapter, return and risk are very important 

characteristics concerning the attractiveness of an investment for real estate investors. Especially the relation 

between return and risk is important. This is normally given as a Sharpe ratio as described in foregoing chapter. 

However in this study, not all the required information to calculate a Sharpe ratio is available. This is mainly 

due to the fact that parking real estate is an intransparant niche market, whereby not all required information 

is available on the market. Bouwfonds IM is becoming more and more a key player on the parking market and 

tries to document as much data as possible concerning parking real estate. To remedy this, a comparable ratio 

between ‘return’ and ‘risk’ will be approximated, the from now on called ‘return risk ratio’ (RRR).  

 

The ‘return’ for this ratio is approximated by calculating the growth in turnover over the available data period. 

As described in paragraph 3.2, the turnover growth is a very important variable for investors in parking real 

estate and is a prognostic value for the future of the investment. The ‘risk’ for this ratio will be approximated 

by calculating the volatility of the ‘return’ (in this case turnover growth) and the volatility will be measured as 

the standard deviation of this turnover growth. From now on, when the term ‘return’ or ‘risk’ is used, the 

foregoing definition is meant. In formula: 

 

´���(��	�	)*		���	
´	+���, � 	
′���(��′

′�	)*′
�

%	of	turnover	growth

Volatility	+St	dev,	in	turnover	growth
 

4.2 Independent car park characteristics  

There are a number of studies (e.g., Achterberg (2008), Garde (2009) and Wijk (2010)) and institutions (e.g., 

EPA and Vexpan), that tried to characterize a car park for a variety of purposes. The EPA (European Parking 

Association) and Vexpan are assessing car parks regarding the quality of property features, like: lighting, 

roadway slope, technical installations, etc. They are using several characteristics to rank the car parks in 

function of the attractiveness of the car park. On the other hand, Achterberg and Garde tried to characterize a 

car park not only on property based characteristics, but also on environmental characteristics and location of 

the car park. These studies vary between finding out the success and failure factor of a car park and 

researching of the location, environmental and market characteristics of a car park and measuring the most 

important characteristics when it comes to the performance of a car park. In the following paragraphs the 

different sources will be discussed. Also the way Bouwfonds IM is characterizing the attractiveness of car parks 

is discussed before the final characteristics list is presented.  

 

The research of Wijk (2010) describes car parks as an alternative investment category and has devoted a part of 

his thesis to describe the characteristics of a car park. The features described are the characteristics which are 

perceived important for an investor. A car park is recognizable by: a link with its surroundings, operations 

related and hard to transform to a new function. The main conclusion of this research is that investors are not 
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only looking at the object itself, but especially at location and environmental characteristics. This conclusion is 

used as guidance for the classification of the characteristics by spatial levels (Paragraph 4.1).  

4.2.1 Car park characteristics  

In Table 4-1 all car park characteristics from different sources are shown. There are four different institutions or 

studies which have researched car park characteristics, namely: Achterberg (2008), Garde (2009), EPA (2011) 

and Bouwfonds (2014). The characteristics found from the four different sources are aligned at the left side of 

Table 4-1. At the top of the Table 4-1 the different sources are given. Together, all those characteristics can 

influence the performance/ attractiveness of a car park. Table 4-1 shows where the characteristics are coming 

from and where the characteristics overlap. In the following paragraph the sources are discussed separately. 

The characteristics that will be incorporated in the statistical analysis are selected by 6 car park investment 

experts and their view has been used as guidance for this research. This will be described in paragraph 4.3. 
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Table 4-1: Car park characteristics per source.  

  

Achterberg (2008) Garde (2009) EPA (2011) Bouwfonds (2014)

Expected population growth in %

Population region (Nuts 3)

Density of population (#/m2)

GDP/ capita growth in %

Expected household growth in %

Distance to highway in meters

Distance to train in meters

Distance to parking ring in city in meters

Parking guiding systems (external/ car navigation)

Position disclosure (in surrounding)

Pedestrian routes

Distance to anchor in meters

Centrality index

Fuel prices

Unemployment rate in %

# Anchors

Anchor concentration in m2

Opening durating shops

Value surrounding RE

Anchor mix (walkscore)

Safety perception

Social return

Parking pressure surrounding

# of competitors

Clamping and fining

On-street tariff

Policy regulation (7 steps)

Political background

Price policy (hours paid parking p.w.)

Colom distance

Quality of lighting

Size parking space (width in meters)

# entrances

# parking levels

# exits

Design type (splitlevel)

Parking guiding systems (internal)

Clear passage height in meters

Capacity in #

# Opening hours in week

Occupation in %

Tariff per hour

Ownership land

Energy label

Construction year (CAPEX)

Image

# staircases

# elevators

Accessible to disabled

Safety technics

# Toilets inside

Quality of mobile network coverage

Payment options

# electrical charging points

LITERATURE

CHARACTERISTICS
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Achterberg (2008) 

The most important characteristics with regard to the success or failure of a car park are researched by 

Achterberg (2008). Achterberg used these characteristics to determine which characteristics are influencing the 

success or failure of a car park regarding the financial and social return. The list of these characteristics is used 

for this research and is therefore included in Table 4-1. The majority of Achtenberg’s (2008) characteristics focus 

on environment and vicinity related characteristics and to a lesser extent on property related characteristics, in 

this case a list of EPA.  

Garde (2009) 

The goal of the research of Garde (2009) was to find relationships between the performance of a car park and 

different types of characteristics, like the users’ parking costs, general urban characteristics and characteristics 

of the commercial activities in a city or city center. The conclusion of this report is to invest in parking facilities 

which match the following criteria: high quality of urban amenities, high value of the surrounding real estate 

and a high density of the population. A negative point of Garde’s research is that most of the car parks used in 

this research are located in the same city in the Netherlands (Almere). This may give a distorted image of the 

reality. All the characteristics used in Garde’s research are given in Table 4-1. Most of Garde’s characteristics are 

describing the car parks’ environmental related characteristics and the financial performance of a car park. 

Despite it is good start on investigating this topic, not all possible characteristics are included. Some limitations 

have been recognized by Garde (2009) himself, for example: the quality of public transport and on street 

competition. Some other characteristics that may influence the performance are also not taken into account: 

municipal policy on parking and object characteristics. By adding those characteristics and using another 

database, it might be possible to better explain the car park performance.  

EPA (2011)  

The collaboration between the institutions Vexpan and EPA hand out a yearly European Parking Award. The 

EPA is an umbrella organization of all European car parks organizations. The Vexpan is on its turn the umbrella 

organization for Dutch car parks and Vexpan is a member of the EPA. For this parking award they are co-

operatively judging the quality of many car parks based on property characteristics. Most of the EPA (2011) 

characteristics are describing the car park as a separate object and judge it to a lesser extent on environment 

related characteristics. 

Bouwfonds (2014) 

Bouwfonds IM analyzes a car park before the purchase process will start. This so called ‘quick scan’ is used to 

get a quick impression of the car park. The quick scan consists of different characteristics which need to be 

verified. In Table 4-1, the important characteristics according to Bouwfonds are given. The technical quality of a 

car park is important since they are willing to invest in attractive car parks without CAPEX (capital expenditures) 

during the operating period. CAPEX negatively influences the return on investments of an asset. Since 

Bouwfonds IM is a real estate investor, they are also looking at contracts, financial obligations and other 

project details. Those characteristics will not be taken into account in this research because they are strongly 

object- and operator related.  

4.3 Selecting characteristics for research 

After merging the characteristics from the different sources into one characteristics list, a list of 54 

characteristics is composed (Table 4-2). All these characteristics seem to be important for the attractiveness of a 

car park seen from multiple actors. In order to do a more specific examination regarding the attractiveness of a 

car park for real estate investors, the list has been presented to 6 experts on investments in car parks to get a 

more accurate research. Their opinion can be the basis for the expectations and hypothesis in chapter 5.4. The 

characteristics selected by the experts will be used in this research and will be checked on their influence on a 

car parks turnover growth in the next chapter. The selected list consists of 54 characteristics that may have an 

influence on ‘RRR’. To clearly arrange all the different characteristics for this research, the characteristics will 

be categorized in the following paragraph (Paragraph 4.4).  

Expert panel 

The expert panel consists of 6 experts who are working in the business unit Parking of Bouwfonds Investment 

Management. Bouwfonds is one of Europe’s leading real asset investment managers, especially in the niche 

market parking real estate. Three of the six experts in this panel are mainly responsible for the acquisition of 
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new car parks and have lots of experience in this field. Two others are responsible for the fund management 

and are also involved in the acquisition of the car parks. The last expert is a researcher for the business unit 

parking and is therefore also involved in the acquisition process. All this experience is used for the composition 

and selection of the characteristics list. The characteristics which are mentioned by at least one expert will be 

selected for further research. The ones that are not mentioned will not be included in this research.  

 

Table 4-2:  Selected characteristics by experts 

  

Expert1 Expert2 Expert3 Expert4 Expert5 Expert6

Expected population growth in % Expected population growth in %

Population region (Nuts 3) Population region (Nuts 3)

Density of population (#/m2) Density of population (#/m2)

GDP/ capita growth in % GDP/ capita growth in %

Expected household growth in % Expected household growth in %

Distance to highway in meters Distance to highway in meters

Distance to train in meters Distance to train in meters

Distance to parking ring in city in meters Distance to parking ring in city in meters

Parking guiding systems (external/ car navigation) Parking guiding systems (external/ car navigation)

Position disclosure (in surrounding) Position disclosure (in surrounding)

Pedestrian routes Pedestrian routes

Distance to anchor in meters Distance to anchor in meters

Centrality index Centrality index

Fuel prices Fuel prices

Unemployment rate in % Unemployment rate in %

# Anchors # Anchors

Anchor concentration in m2 Anchor concentration in m2

Opening durating shops Opening durating shops

Value surrounding RE Value surrounding RE

Anchor mix (walkscore) Anchor mix (walkscore)

Safety perception Safety perception

Social return -

Parking pressure surrounding Parking pressure surrounding

# of competitors # of competitors

Clamping and fining Clamping and fining

On-street tariff On-street tariff

Policy regulation (7 steps) Policy regulation (7 steps)

Political background Political background

Price policy (hours paid parking p.w.) Price policy (hours paid parking p.w.)

Colom distance Colom distance

Quality of lighting Quality of lighting

Size parking space (width in meters) Size parking space (width in meters)

# entrances # entrances

# parking levels -

# exits # exits

Design type (splitlevel) Design type (splitlevel)

Parking guiding systems (internal) Parking guiding systems (internal)

Clear passage height in meters Clear passage height in meters

Capacity in # Capacity in #

# Opening hours in week # Opening hours in week

Occupation in % Occupation in %

Tariff per hour Tariff per hour

Ownership land Ownership land

Energy label -

Construction year (CAPEX) Construction year (CAPEX)

Image -

# staircases # staircases

# elevators # elevators

Accessible to disabled Accessible to disabled

Safety technics Safety technics

# Toilets inside -

Quality of mobile network coverage -

Payment options Payment options

# electrical charging points # electrical charging points

CHARACTERISTICS SELECTED

EXPERT OPINION

CHARACTERISTICS
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4.4 Categorizing the selected characteristics 

A categorization gives more structure to a list of individual characteristics. This categorization can be divided 

into a spatial level and a characteristic type.  

Spatial dimension  

A categorization on the spatial dimension contributes to the organization of the characteristics. This spatial 

categorization suits best with this subject, due to the arguments of Wijk (2010). He stated that the car park 

attractiveness can be mainly derived by the strong link with its surroundings. This spatial categorization best 

describes this mindset (de la Blanche, 1913). 

 
Figure 4-2: Illustration of spatial levels (de la Blanche, 1913) 

 

When these characteristics are classified on spatial dimension the following aspects can be distinguished: 

situation, site and object. The situation describes the environment and accessibility of the object as illustrated 

in Figure 4-2. The site describes the direct surrounding of the object, containing the visiting goals/ anchors in the 

surrounding, the safety perception, competition and regulation at the specific location. Finally, the object is 

discussed. This aspect describes the object characteristics, divided into property based and functionality based 

characteristics.  

Type of characteristics 

According to the current list of characteristics in Table 4-1, the categorization of Achterberg (2008) can be used 

for the corresponding characteristics. For this research the categories are shown in Figure 4-3. Those categories 

are describing the different type of characteristics that could be of influence for the attractiveness of car parks 

for real estate investors.  

 

 
Figure 4-3: Car park characteristics categories 
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4.5 Resume 

Return and risk are very important characteristics concerning the attractiveness of an investment for real 

estate investors. Especially the relation between return and risk (Sharpe) is important. However in this study, 

not all the required information to calculate a Sharpe ratio is available. To remedy this, a comparable ratio 

between ‘return’ and ‘risk’ will be approximated, the from now on called ‘return risk ratio’ (RRR).  The RRR is 

the dependent variable. As independent variable, a number of characteristics, from multiple studies are 

combined into a list of 56 characteristics. All these characteristics seem to be important for the attractiveness 

of a car park seen from multiple actors. In order to do a more specific examination, the list is presented to 6 

experts on investments. To give more structure to a list of individual characteristics a categorization on spatial 

level and characteristic type is applied and leads to 3 spatial levels and 8 characteristic types. In next chapter 

the described analysis model will be carried out.  
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5 DATA ANALYSIS 

In this chapter the data analysis is discussed. First an introduction of the used data is given. After that, the 

process to get to the analysis is illustrated. This is followed by the expectations regarding the outcome of this 

research based on the literature study and expert opinion. This chapter will be concluded by the actual analysis 

and the comparison of the results with the expectations.  

Portfolio used for the analysis 

The total portfolio of the business unit parking of Bouwfonds IM is used for this statistical analysis. The 

portfolio consists of 4 different funds containing 39 car parks; two of the funds focus on institutional investors 

and the other two funds are focusing on private investors. The private funds and the first institutional fund are 

no longer in the acquisition phase. The second institutional fund is still in the acquisition phase, which means 

that the fund is not completed yet. The portfolio consists of 39 car parks, from which there are currently 37 in 

possession of Bouwfonds IM. For 34 of the 39 car parks there is turnover information available, which is 

necessary information to calculate the dependent characteristic for this thesis. One of the 34 assets shows a 

strongly increasing turnover growth, because the surrounding area is still under development. This asset is 

therefore deleted from the database due to the strongly deviating turnover growth. For the rest of the assets, 

the turnover information from 2011 until 2013 is used. This is a relatively short period of time to calculate the 

standard deviation in turnover development (risk). However, this market is very intransparant and 33 car parks 

nevertheless describe a large part of the European market and therefore still contribute to the insight in the car 

park investment market. From now on, a distinction is made between the dependent and independent 

characteristics for the analysis. Both terms are extensively described in following paragraphs. 

5.1 Data description dependent characteristic 

Briels (2012) stated that an investment with a low and stable risk, and thus a low volatility in returns, is an 

attractive investment in real estate (car parks). The volatility in turnover growth, in this case the approximated 

risk, is the standard deviation in the turnover growth compared to the average turnover growth. To get the 

clearest picture of the volatility in turnover growth (Risk), the monthly turnover will not be used due to the 

seasonality (Figure 5-1) it shows. For this dependent variable the percentage growth on yearly basis will be used. 

The wider the range, the higher the risk, the less attractive is the car park for investors (Morningstar, 2014). 

 

 
Figure 5-1: Average seasonality in turnover development (Bouwfonds, 2014). 

 

Not only is the risk interesting for investors, but more so the ratio between the return and the risk of an 

investment since a higher risk with a corresponding return is admissible. The return risk ratio (RRR) as described 

in chapter 4.1, is therefore the dependent variable used in this research. This RRR will be tested on correlation 

with the characteristics which are selected in former chapter. Eventually, it can be determined which 

characteristics influence the RRR the most.  

 

In Figure 5-2, the return and risk of Bouwfonds IM’s car parks are plotted in a scatterplot. As can be seen, the 

average risk (volatility of return) and return of the portfolio (red dot) are respectively 6.45 and 7.39 %. This 

corresponds subsequently with an average RRR of 0.75. With reference to those average portfolio numbers, 

four quadrants can be classified. Quadrant 1 shows concerning this portfolio, the ideal ratio, those assets have 

a relatively low risk in relation to the returns. In quadrant 1, a distinction is made between 1a and 1b. The 1a 

part of the first quadrant realized returns higher than the average and the assets in part 1b, realized returns 

lower than the average, but still positive. These asset can still have a positive contribution to the portfolio. The 

assets in part 1a are preferred in comparison with part 1b. The next quadrant is 2, in this quadrant the risk of 

the assets is significantly higher than the assets in quadrant 1. This is not directly a problem because those 
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higher risks correspond with higher returns. The assets in quadrant 3 are more worrying. Fortunately, they 

exhibit a low risk with that negative return. Those negative returns resemble to be partly attributable to the 

fact that those figures are derived in years of crisis. The assets in quadrant 3 all show a negative RRR, enabling 

them to be quickly detected. Especially the assets in quadrant 4 give rise to concern. These assets are relatively 

most risky and give negative returns. Fortunately, the majority of the assets are located in quadrant 1 and 2, 

making it a reasonable allocation. As you can see in the table in Figure 5-2, the assets are also divided per 

country. Those figures are reflecting the economic situation in the different countries. However, in Norway and 

Spain, only one asset is used for calculating the average which makes it a less reliable number.  

 

 
Figure 5-2: Scatterplot of Return risk ratio's (RRR) of Bouwfonds IM portfolio (Bouwfonds IM, 2014). 

5.2 Data description independent characteristic 

The car parks used for this analysis are widely spread across Europe and are located in the Netherlands, 

Belgium, Germany, France, Spain, Norway and the United Kingdom (Figure 5-3). There is also a spread in 

operators of the car parks. There are 7 different operators active, divided over the 33 car parks as you can see 

in Figure 5-3. All the given data is based on the current situation. The average capacity of the car parks in the 

portfolio is 625 parking spaces, with an average turnover of € 1.3 million and an average tariff of € 2.90 per 

hour. Those figures give an impression of the scale of Bouwfonds IM’s portfolio. Due to the fact that all the car 

parks are purchased in different months or years, not every car park in the database contains the same amount 

of turnover information. The turnover information over multiple years is needed to calculate the dependent 

variable. To give an even better impression of the portfolio, some other facts will be summarized. The average 

construction year of the car parks is 1996, but the majority of those car parks are built between 2001 and 2014 

(24 car parks). When the environmental characteristics are specified, the centrality index is an interesting 

characteristic. According to Bouwfonds IM (2014), the region/ or cities with a centrality index higher than 100 

are interesting. When their portfolio is being assessed for this characteristic, it turns out that the average 

centrality index is 114.4 and the majority of the car parks have a higher index then 100 (26 car parks). When we 

look at the car park in its surrounding, the distances to different points are measured. The average distance to 

a highway is 1221 meters, but the majority of the car parks have a distance of less than 1000 meters to a 

highway. Concerning the distance between a car park and a train station, the average is 1463 meters. In this 

case the majority of the car parks are within 1000 meters of a train station (16 car parks). Lastly, the average 

distance from the parking ring to a car park is 293 meters. In this case, the majority of the car parks are located 

within 250 meters from a parking ring. A detailed description of the discussed characteristics is given in 

appendix II. 
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Figure 5-3: Country and fund dispersion details of database cases (Bouwfonds, 2014). 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5-4: Description of car parks in database (Bouwfonds, 2014). 
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5.3 Analysis process 

In this paragraph the analysis process which leads to the actual analysis is lied out. In the next paragraph an 

analysis scheme is drafted. The analysis scheme (Figure 5-5) drafts the structure of the following chapters. To 

answer the research question and test the stated hypothesis a multiple regression analysis will be performed 

afterwards. With a multiple regression analysis, it is possible to select to most influential characteristics and 

investigate the mutual relationship. With this result, the research question can be answered.  

 

 
Figure 5-5: Analysis process 

 

5.3.1 Collecting data 

In Table 5-1 the available and unavailable data is summarized and from the available data the source is given as 

well. As shown in Table 5-1, the data of 24 characteristics is collected and can be used for the analysis. The data 

for characteristics of characteristic type ‘accessibility’ are self-observed by means of an internet tool. This way 

of collecting data makes it more difficult reproducible and therefore not favorable. An easier reproducible 

method is the tool that is used for the collection of the ‘anchor mix’ data (walkscore). This tool calculates a 

score, based on the entered address, which gives an indication of the walkability of the direct surrounding with 

reference to the distance to the facilities. A more accurate description of all the characteristics is distinguished 

in Appendix II. The characteristics, for which there is no data available, have been excluded for this research. 

The data is labeled as not available when there was no source or tool with which ‘hard’ data could be collected. 
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Table 5-1: Collected data disaggregated per source 
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5.3.2 Raw data file 

The available data is used for this multiple regression analysis and put together in a raw data file (Appendix III). 

In Table 5-2 the retrieved characteristics for research are summarized. In the following chapter this raw data file 

will be further adapted and prepared for the multiple regression analysis  

 

 
Table 5-2: Selected characteristics and data codes. 

5.3.3 Data preparation for analysis 

In the raw data file (appendix III), the collected and calculated data is displayed. To use this data for a multiple 

regression analysis, the data needs to be prepared for the analysis. This preparation aims to distribute the data 

as normal as possible, since this is important for a regression analysis (Wonnacott, 1990). By normalization of 

the data, there are per characteristic not too extreme outliers. This preparation is done based on the 

histograms of the raw data file. In this paragraph, some different methods for data preparation are explained 

and are again substantiated by dependent and independent characteristic.  

Dependent characteristic 

The raw data of the dependent variable (RRR) consists of figures varying between -7.71 and 7.05. When this 

data is used in a regression analysis, the computer program (SPSS) is trying to estimate the RRR using several 

characteristics as independent variable. Theoretically, this predicted value can range between -∞ unVl ∞ which 

is the same in practice. It is therefore not needed to prepare this data for the analysis. 

  

Level Type Selected independent characteristic Variables in SPSS Data code

Expected population growth period POP_exp_gr

Realized population growth period POP_re_gr

Population 2013 (Nuts 3) POP_2013

Density of population (#/m2) Density of population (#/m2) Dens_pop

Expected GDP/cap growth period GDP/cap_exp_gr

Realized GDP/cap growth period GDP/cap_re_gr

GDP/cap 2013 GDP/cap_2013

Expected households growth period HH_exp_gr

Realized household growth period HH_re_gr

Households 2013 HH_2013

Expected unemployment rate period Unempl_exp_gr

Realized unemployment rate period Unempl_re_gr

Unemployment rate 2013 Unempl_2013

Centrality index Centrality index Centr_ind

Distance to highway in meters Distance to highway in meters Dist_HW

Distance to train in meters Distance to train in meters Dist_Train

Distance to parking ring in city in meters Distance to parking ring in city in meters Dist_PR

Distance to major anchor in meters Distance to major anchor in meters Dist_anch

Anchor mix (walkscore) Anchor mix (walkscore) Anch_mix

Number of anchors Functionality surrounding Funct_sur

Opening duration shops Opening days anchor Open_day_anch

# of competitors Number of competitors Comp_numb

On-street tariff On-street tariff Tariff_onstr

Difference tariff onstreet and car park Difference tariff Tariff_diff

Policy regulation (7 steps) Policy regulation Pol_reg

Price policy (hours paid parking p.w.) Price policy Price_pol

Capacity in # Capacity Capacity

# Opening hours in week Opening hours in week Open_hours_cp

Occupation in % Occupation Occup

Tariff per hour Car park tariff Tariff_cp

Construction year (CAPEX) Construction year Const_year

Design type (splitlevel) Design type Des_typ

Clear passage height in meters Clear passage height CPH
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Independent characteristics 

Due to the fact that a characteristic from a nominal or ordinal level cannot be used in a multiple regression 

analysis, the characteristic will be transformed into an interval or ratio level. There are multiple ways to do this, 

for this research effect coding is conducted.  

 

In an effect coding system a nominal or ordinal level characteristic can be transformed in an interval or ratio 

level characteristic. In effect coding for two level variables only 1s and -1’s are used, where the 1 represents 

membership in a category and non- membership is coded -1. This method for coding creates the opportunity to 

prove not only a linear relation, but also a directional change in the relation (effect relation). Since it is 

beforehand not clear what kind of relation will be found, the nominal and ordinal level characteristics of this 

thesis are transformed with an effect coding (Kugler, n.d.).  

 

Next to the coding of characteristics, some characteristics meet the statistical level requirements (ratio or 

interval level) but are not normally distributed. In data mining and statistical data analysis, data needs to be 

prepared before models can be built or algorithms can be used. Often, the reason for data transformation is to 

proof the hypothesis, while at the same time preserving their information content. According to Wonnacott 

(1990), one of the most basic transformations is the normalization of data. Simplified, normalizing means 

transforming the data in a way that it will act normal in the analysis. Normalization can be used by 

transforming the data to a logistic scale. In this way the proportions will not be lost, but they are easier to 

calculate for the analytical program. This method is mainly useful for characteristics with considerable 

differences in size, like the population of London compared to an average city in the Netherlands. The same 

applies to density of the population and number of households in a city. 

 

Some of the independent characteristics contain missing values. The following characteristics contain missing 

values: Centr_ind, Price_pol, Tariff_onstr, Tariff_diff, Occup. The centrality index data is not available for 

Norway and is therefore missing, the price policy for only two car parks is not available on the internet, even as 

the on-street tariff and therefore also the tariff difference between on-street and car park tariff are missing. 

Due to some of those missing values, the occupation rate cannot be calculated for two car parks. In the 

statistical analysis (SPSS), the missing values can be left out.  

5.3.4 Correlation analysis  

Correlation shows a linear relationship between two variables. A Pearson correlation test is used for finding 

association between variables. The size and direction of the correlation, expressed in the correlation 

coefficient, can vary between the values -1 to 1. The sign indicates the direction of the correlation (negative or 

positive). When a moderate to strong (-0.5 to -1 or 0.5 to 1) correlation exists between the independent 

variables, it may occur that the statistical program can hardly conduct a multiple regression analysis. Thus it is 

important in this study to prevent this, so called, multicollinearity. There exists multicollinearity, according to 

Wonnacott (1990), when two regressors are very close related. In that case, it can be hard to ‘untangle’ their 

separate effects on the dependent variable. When one increases, the other increases at the same time. It is 

therefore important to clear this effect from the database before starting with a multiple regression analysis 

(Wonnacott, 1990). In practice, multicollinearity can be tackled by doing a Pearson correlation analysis to the 

independent variables. In Appendix IV all the Pearson correlations are shown. The characteristics with a 

moderate or high correlation are shown in Table 5-3. When there is a high or moderate correlation, one of the 

intercorrelated characteristics should be deleted. Which of the two should be deleted is hard, since the 

influence is hard to disaggregate, according to Wonnacott (1990). In this research, it is accomplished to 

maintain at least one variable of the different characteristic types as described in 4.4. The characteristics in 

Table 5-3, given in grey are the ones which are not included in the multiple regression analysis due to 

multicollinearity.  

In Table 5-3, there are few correlations which are expected. For example, the correlation between the density of 

the population and the amount of parking policy regulations makes sense. The same is true for the correlation 

between the on street- and car park tariff. In addition, the correlations between the demographic 

characteristics are also expected and by deleting those characteristics, their influence can better be 

decomposed.  
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Table 5-3: Moderate or high Pearson correlations independent variables 

 

Due to the multicollinearity, 13 of the 33 characteristics are deleted in the analysis. The high amount of 

multicollinearity can be partly attributed to the small number of observations. This multicollinearity some 

characteristics which are expected to show a relation but need to be deleted due to the undesirable effect of 

multicollinearity. The deleted characteristics are partly described by the characteristic with which they 

correlated. The following characteristics (Table 5-4) will be used for the multiple regression analysis.  

 
1. RE_GDPcap 2. Dist_train 3. CPHa 4. Tariff_onstr 

5. RE_HH_gr 6. Dist_PR 7. Des_typ 8. Tariff_diff 

9. Unempl_13 10. Dist_anch 11. Anch_mix 12. Price_pol 

13. Centr_ind 14. Constr_y 15. Open_day_anch 16. Capacity 

17. Dist_HW 18. Occupation 19. Comp_numb 20. Open_hours_CP 

 Table 5-4: Characteristics used in multiple regression analysis 

 

5.4 Expectations and hypothesis  

In this paragraph the expectations are expressed and on this basis the research question can be answered. The 

research question is formulated as: Which characteristics are decisive for car parks attractiveness and how is it 

possible to quantify the compared characteristics to each other? Since the remaining characteristics are not 

known at the beginning of this research the expectations are formulated in this chapter, just before the 

analysis. A positive addition is that the literature study, expert opinion and internship at Bouwfonds gave a lot 

of insight whereby the expectations could be better substantiated. Those expectations will be compared to the 

results of the multiple regression analysis and afterwards discussed. The hypothesis will be divided per spatial 

aspect (situation, site and object) and per characteristic type as drafted in the foregoing chapter. The 

hypotheses are formulated to find the characteristics that relate with the Return risk ratio (RRR). When the RRR 

is high, it means that the car park is attractive for real estate investors. The overall hypothesis is that: The 

‘return risk ratio’ is mainly related to the accessibility- and visiting goals characteristics.  

5.4.1 Situation level hypothesis 

The expectations and hypothesis of the characteristics which are categorized at a situation level are clarified 

per characteristic type in order to improve the clarity.  In this paragraph the environmental and accessibility 

characteristics are treated, the rest of the characteristics will be treated per spatial level. 

Environmental hypothesis 

The expectation is that there will be a relation with environmental characteristics and the ´return risk ratio´. 

According to the expert panel and some internal research of Bouwfonds IM, the expectations are that there 

will be a relation with the household growth and centrality index. Especially, the number of households seems 

a good predictor for the number of passenger cars (Bouwfonds IM, 2014). Given in Figure 5-6 is the correlation 

(44%) visualized between the amount of households and the amount of passenger cars.  

 

RE_Pop_gr Ex_Pop_gr Log_Pop_13 Log_dens_pop GDPcap_13 RE_GDPcap EX_GDPcap_gr Log_HH_13 RE_HH_gr Unempl_13 Funct_sur Tariff_onstr Tariff_cp

Ex_Pop_gr 0,888**

GDPcap_13 0,546**

Ex_GDPcap -0,576**

Log_HH_13 0,993**

Re_HH_gr 0,769* 0,781**

Ex_HH_gr 0,836** 0,948** 0,839**

Unempl_13 0,627** 0,617**

Re_avg_unempl -0,772**

Ex_avg_unempl 0,532** 0,533** 0,959**

Centr_ind 0,705**

Dist_train -0,507** -0,508**

Comp_numb 0,549**

Tariff_onstr 0,522** 0,565**

Tariff_cp 0,787** -0,530** 0,715**

Pol_regA -0,514** -0,548**

Price_pol -0,693** 0,545**

**= Correlation is significant at the 0,01 level (2-tailed)

*= Correlation is significant at the 0,05 level (2-tai led)
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Figure 5-6: Correlation between number of households and number of passenger cars (CBS, 2011). 

 

Next to that, Bouwfonds IM is also using the centrality index as a predictor for the future parking pressure in 

inner cities. This contributes to the expectation of a positive relation between the centrality index and the 

´return risk ratio’. In addition, for the growth in GDP per capita a positive relation is expected. This follows from 

the idea that when there is more money to spend per person, then it is expected that more money is spent on 

car parks. The opposite applies to the unemployment rate. Those expectations lead to the following 

hypothesis: 

 

� H1a: The ´return risk ratio´ is positively related with the expected GDP/capita growth over the given period.  

� H1b: The ´return risk ratio´ is positively related with the expected household growth over the given period.  

� H1c: The ´return risk ratio´ is negatively related with the unemployment rate in 2013. 

� H1d: The ´return risk ratio´ is positively related with the centrality index.  

Accessibility hypothesis 

The expectations regarding the accessibility characteristics are based on a study of Garde (2009) and expert 

opinion of the Bouwfonds experts. Garde (2009) stated that there is no relation found between the walking 

time to the final destination and the production (turnover) of a car park. In addition, it appears that the 

Bouwfonds experts expect a relationship between the distance to the major anchor and the RRR. Next to that, 

the expectation is that there will also be a relation between the distance to the parking ring and the RRR. The 

distance to the parking ring seems one of the most decisive characteristics regarding the accessibility. It 

describes the find ability of a car park in the surrounding. Also the distance to the highway seems to relate to 

the RRR. The expectation is that when a car park is located further the highway, it is closer to the city. This 

means that there might be a positive relation. The last characteristic where a relation is expected is the 

distance to the train station. A train station can be seen as the center of the city, which means the function 

density is very high, which looks logical according to the attractiveness of a car park. The following hypothesis 

will be tested: 

 

� H2a: The ´return risk ratio´ is positively related with the distance to the highway.  

� H2b: The ´return risk ratio´ is negatively related with the distance to the train station.  

� H2c: The ´return risk ratio´ is negatively related with the distance to the parking ring.  

� H2d: The ´return risk ratio´ is negatively related with the distance to the major anchor.  

5.4.2 Site level hypothesis 

The expectations and hypothesis of the characteristics which are categorized at a site level are clarified per 

characteristic type in order to improve the clarity.  In this paragraph the visiting goal, competition and 

regulation characteristics are treated. 

Visiting goals hypothesis 

The expectations regarding the visiting goal characteristics are based on a study result of Garde (2009) and the 

expert panel expectations. Garde (2009) proved a significant relation between the amount of shops and the 

performance of a car park. This does not directly mean that there will be a relation with the ´return risk ratio´ 

as well, but due to the expert opinion, a relation is nevertheless expected. The more anchors in the 

surrounding of the car park, the less dependent is the car park per anchor, and thus the more attractive is the 
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car park. The anchor mix (Walkscore) in the surrounding of a car park, describes the mix of amenities. Those 

amenities attract people and seem to be important for the attractiveness of a car park. The higher the 

Walkscore the more interesting seems the location for a car park investor to be. The expectation is that the 

anchor mix is positively related to the ´return risk ratio´. In addition, the opening days of the shops in the 

surrounding is expected to show the same relationship with the RRR.  This leads to the following hypothesis: 

 

� H3a: The ´return risk ratio´ is positively related with the anchor mix.  

� H3b: The ´return risk ratio´ is positively related with the opening days of the surrounding shops.  

Competition hypothesis 

The expectations regarding the competition characteristics are based on expert opinion. The term parking 

pressure is quantifying the competition (match demand-supply). In this case, the number of competitors is 

known. It can be expected that the parking consumer is more likely to choose for a car park when the parking 

pressure in the surrounding is high and when there are limited competitors. In addition, it is expected that a 

higher on-street tariff is positive for a car park and especially the difference in price between on- and off street 

parking is expected to show a relation. The expectation is that the ´return risk ratio´ will be higher when the car 

park tariff is lower than the on street parking tariff and when there are fewer competitors.  
 

� H4a: The ´return risk ratio’ is negatively related with the number of competitors. 

� H4b: The ´return risk ratio´ is positively related with the on-street tariff.  

� H4c: The ´return risk ratio´ is negatively related with the difference between on-street- and car park tariff.  

Regulation hypothesis 

The price policy of on- street parking is one of the governmental regulations to influence the parking behavior 

of the parking consumer. The expectation is that the more hours of paid parking in the surrounding of the car 

park, the more likely it is that parking consumers will choose for a car park to park their car. This results in the 

following hypothesis: 

 

� H5a: The ´return risk ratio´ is positively related with the hours of paid parking (on- street). 

5.4.3 Object level hypothesis 

The expectations and hypothesis of the characteristics, which are categorized at an object level, are clarified 

per characteristic type in order to improve the clarity. In this paragraph the property- and functionality 

characteristics are treated. 

Property hypothesis 

The expectations regarding the property characteristics are partly based on the expert panel and on the EPA 

awards. Smaller car parks are less interesting for Bouwfonds IM due to the fixed costs in an acquisition 

process.. Another expectation, which is implemented, is about the occupancy. It seems that the higher the 

occupancy rate, the better a car park is functioning, which leads to a higher RRR. Next to that, the construction 

year seems to have a relation with the image of the car park since this is playing an increasingly important role 

in the construction industry. A positive image of a car park is appreciated by the parking consumer and can 

therefore lower the risk, this will lead to higher RRR. Next to that, the opening hours of a car park can also be 

positively related to the RRR, because a car park with long opening hours, is more accessible for parking 

consumers. Those expectations lead to the following hypothesis: 

 
� H6a: The ´return risk ratio´ is positively related with the capacity. 

� H6b: The ´return risk ratio´ is positively related with the opening hours of the car park. 

� H6c: The ´return risk ratio´ is positively related with the occupancy of the car park. 

� H6d: The ´return risk ratio´ is positively related with the construction year. 

Functionality hypothesis 

For this characteristics type a relation is expected (Loon, 2006). However the expert panel expected a relation 

for the functionality as a whole and not for the separate characteristics only.  Due to the fact that not all the 

functionality characteristics are available for this research, the design type and clear passage height (CPH) 

represent the functionality. It is expected that a car park that is above ground, is more attractive, due to the 
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lower construction costs. Regarding the CPH, it is expected that a car park with a higher CPH is better accessible 

for the consumer. This results in the following hypothesis: 

 

� H7a: The ´return risk ratio´ is positively related with the design type. 

� H7b: The ´return risk ratio´ is positively related with the clear passage height of a car park. 

 

In Table 5-5, a summary of the expectation and hypothesis is given. Those expectations will be tested via a 

multiple regression analyses in the following paragraph. Obviously, only 20 characteristics are still applicable of 

the original number of characteristics. 

 
Table 5-5: Summary of expectations and hypotheses per characteristic type 

 

5.5 Analysis  

A regression analysis is used to estimate the relationship between different variables. In fact, the regression 

analysis helps to understand the change of the dependent variable when any of the independent variable is 

varied (Heus, Leeden, & Gazendam, 2002). In this way, a prediction or forecasting model will be created. 

5.5.1 Statistical theory 

A regression analysis is applied when the dependent variable should be predicted as good as possible from a 

set of one or multiple independent variables. The regression model links the dependent and independent 

variable by calculating an optimal slope to each independent variable. This slope describes the importance and 

type of relation of the different independent variables. The type of relation may consist of a negative or 

positive relation as illustrated in Figure 5-7. When the independent variable increases, the dependent variable 

can increase (positive relation), decrease (negative relation) or remains the same (no relation). However, the 

regression analysis also shows a value representing of the quality of the prediction (R
2
). R

2
 is also called 

‘explained variance’, and varies between 0 and 1. The R
2
 is briefly a measure that indicates to what extend the 

independent variables are able to predict the deviations from the mean of the dependent variable (Wonnacott, 

1990). Next to the R
2
, the regression analysis gives more results to check for instance, the quality or 

interrelationship. The standardized Bèta is one of those figures that indicate the degree of correlation adjusted 

for the unit of measurement of the independent variables. In this way, it is possible to mutually compare the 

contribution of the individual characteristics.  
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H1a GDP/ capita Realized GDP/cap growth period GDP/cap_re_gr

H1b Households Realized household growth period HH_re_gr

H1c Unemployment Unemployment rate 2013 Unempl_2013

H1d Centrality index Centrality index Centr_ind

H2a Distance to highway in meters Distance to highway in meters Dist_HW

H2b Distance to train in meters Distance to train in meters Dist_Train

H2c Distance to parking ring in city in meters Distance to parking ring in city in meters Dist_PR

H2d Distance to major anchor in meters Distance to major anchor in meters Dist_anch
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H4a # of competitors Number of competitors Comp_numb

H4b On-street tariff On-street tariff Tariff_onstr

H4c Difference tariff onstreet and car park Difference tariff Tariff_diff

Reg. H5a Price policy (hours paid parking p.w.) Price policy Price_pol

H6a Capacity in # Capacity Capacity

H6b # Opening hours in week Opening hours in week Open_hours_cp

H6c Occupation in % Occupation Occup

H6d Construction year (CAPEX) Construction year Const_year

H7a Design type (splitlevel) Design type Des_typ

H7b Clear passage height in meters Clear passage height CPHO
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Figure 5-7: Basic principle regression analysis 

 

As earlier described, the statically program (SPSS) tries to predict the dependent variable by formulating a 

formula. The formula appears as follows: 

 

5 � � 6 +71	 9 :1, 6 +72	 9 :2, 6 +… . , 6 +7*	 9 :*,6∈	 
 

The ‘5 ‘in the formula represents the dependent variable and is the value which SPSS tries to predict. The value 

‘�′ on the other hand represents the intersection point with the y-axis. This value is also called the ‘constant’. 

The other values in the formula are the different independent values ‘:′ and slopes′7′. The final symbol in the 

formula is ‘∈ ′ and represents the deviations that may occur by chance and measurement errors.  
 

On the basis of the entered variables into the model, a multiple regression formula will be created which 

explains as many variables as possible. To achieve this, a ‘stepwise’ regression method will be used. In the 

‘backward’ variant, all remaining variables are included in the regression analysis. The analysis removes each 

time the variable that contributes the least to the variance of the dependent variable. This process continues 

until the model consists of nothing but significant variables. A multiple regression analysis should only be 

performed if the sample is of sufficient size (n > 30) and only consists of ratio and interval level variables (Pedd, 

2012).  

 

5.5.2 Multiple regression model 

In the multiple regression analysis the variables in blue (Figure 5-8) are ‘entered’ into the model to predict 

dependent variable (grey). As you can see, for 4 of the 20 variables are coded with an ‘a’ and ‘b’ and are 

separately entered into the model. This is due to the effect coding as discussed in paragraph 5.3.3. When both 

‘a’ and ‘b’ remain in the model, this means that there is an effect relation present and not just a linear relation 

between the dependent and this specific independent variable. If this is the case, it will be discussed later one.  

 

 
Figure 5-8: The independent and dependent variables which are entered into the analysis. 

 

The results of the ‘stepwise’ multiple regression analysis are 16 different models varying between an R
2
 of 

0.891 and 0.698 (Appendix V). Because a ‘stepwise’ backward method is used for this analysis the first model 

contains all the variables. Every new model deletes one more variable, until a model with the most significant 
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variables is created. However, this is not necessarily the best model to predict the dependent variable. 

Sometimes, due to the mutual correlation of the independent variables, a not significant variable can 

nevertheless be helpful for the prediction of the dependent variable. The exact range of when a variable still 

can be helpful is hard to describe and is therefore based on estimations.  Model 15 seems to be the best 

prediction of the dependent variable, due to the amount of significant values and the level of significance 

compared to the other models. Most of the variables are substantially more significant than the values in 

model 16. The least significant value of model 15 is the construction year with a value of 0.128. Compared with 

the other models this seems a permissible significance to add it to model. This variable still contributes for a 

reliability of 87% to the final result. Model 15 is given in Table 5-6. 

 

The ‘R square’ (R
2
) of model 15 is 0.738 and the ‘Adjusted R square’ is 0.583. This R square coefficient indicates 

to what extend the model is able to predict the dependent value. The Adjusted R square corrects the R square 

value for the amount of independent variables. Both coefficients can range between 0 and 1. In this model 

almost 74 % of the dependent variable is indicated by the 10 independent variables which are included in the 

model (Table 5-6). This prediction is supported by a constant value, the ‘a’ from the regression analysis. In this 

case the constant value is significant, which means that it makes a real contribution to the prediction of the 

dependent value. It can therefore be concluded that the independent variables are not ‘strong’ enough to 

predict the dependent value on their own, but this R
2
 is relatively good based on common practice.   

 

Another result of the multiple regression analysis is given by the ANOVA analysis as shown in appendix V. As 

you can see, the significance level of this model is 0.002 (p= .002), which is below 0.05 and 0.01. This model is 

therefore statistically significant which means that the predictions of the model are reliable for more than 99%.  

When this is compared to the other models, it appears that from 12 to 16, they are all approximately even 

concerning the reliability, but model 15 shows the most individual characteristics with a significant 

measurement level. 
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Table 5-6: Selected multiple regression model ( R

2
 = 0,738, ANOVA: F=4,779 and Sig. 0,002) 

 
The ‘Beta’ in Table 5-6 indicates the degree of correlation adjusted for the unit of measurement of the 

independent variables. The variable ‘Distance to Parking Ring b’ contains the highest Beta value of -0.737, 

followed by ‘Household growth’ and ‘Distance to train station’ with respectively -0,551 and – 0,479. This means 

that those 3 independent variables are the major predictors of the dependent variable. However, the 

difference of the Beta value is relatively well distributed over the different independent variables, including 3 

characteristics mentioned before. 

 

Table 5-7 provides an overview of the results compared to the expected relations. When the variable results are 

substantially different than the expected results, the variable will be discussed separately. The variables that 

show the same relationship as expected will not be discussed.  
 

 
Table 5-7: Hypotheses compared with results multiple regression model. 

  

Description variables Variables entered 

Variables 

removed

Included 

in model B Beta Sig.

(Constant) 5,111 - 0,028

GDP/ capita growth GDP/cap_gr - -

Household growth HH_gr -2,726 -0,551 0,008

Unemployment rate in 2013 Unempl_2013 - -

Centrality index Centr_ind - -

Distance to highway in meters (a) Dist_Hwa - -

Distance to highway in meters (b) Dist_Hwb 2,639 0,533 0,009

Distance to train in meters (a) Dist_Traina -1,844 -0,479 0,017

Distance to train in meters (b) Dist_Trainb 1,637 0,376 0,032

Distance to parking ring in city in meters (a) Dist_PRa 1,258 0,280 0,076

Distance to parking ring in city in meters (b) Dist_PRb -3,886 -0,737 0,000

Distance to major anchor in meters (a) Dist_ancha - -

Distance to major anchor in meters (b) Dist_anchb - -

Anchor mix Anch_mix - -

Opening days anchors Open_day_anch - -

Number of competitors Comp_numb - -

On-street tariff Tariff_onstr - -

Difference tariff onstreet and car park Tariff_diff -1,274 -0,277 0,056

Price policy (hours paid parking p.w.) Price_pol - -

Capacity in numbers Capacity - -

Number of opening hours in week Open_hours_cp - -

Occupation in % Occupation 0,160 0,308 0,043

Construction year Const_year 1,312 0,321 0,128

Design type Des_typ - -

Clear passage height CPH 1,496 0,442 0,022
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5.5.3 Accepted hypotheses 

As described there are 8 characteristics that do show a relation of which 5 characteristics show the expected 

relation and are significant. From the other 3 characteristics, 2 do show a relation but are not significant and 

one is significant but shows the opposite relation. The 5 characteristics that show the expected relation and are 

significant will be discussed first. 

The following hypotheses are accepted: H2a, H2b, H2c, H6c and H7b. There is a positive relation between the 

distance to the highway and the RRR. This relation shows that when the RRR gets higher, the location is further 

from the highway. This result may be explained by size of the cities in the database. The car parks where the 

distance to the highway is greater than 2000 meters are mostly located in very large cities like Amsterdam and 

Paris, or at a suburban area. This however confirms the expectation and is therefore accepted.   

 

Next to that, the distance to the train shows a negative and positive relation. This is possible due to the effect 

coding of the data as described in paragraph 5.3.3. The interpretation of this result is relatively complex. It 

appears that the car park has a higher RRR when the distance to the train is increasing until a certain limit. 

From approximately 375 meters distance from the train station the (blue) line nods downwards. The conclusion 

that can be associated with this effect is that there is a positive relation from 250 meters distance to 

approximately 375 meters distance and a negative relation from approximately 375 meters to 500 meters. For 

the distance smaller than 250 meters and greater than 500 meters, it is impossible to a give a judgment about 

the slope of the relation. In the implementation of the model, the RRR will decrease with -1.844 when the 

distance is between 0-250 meters, it will increase with 1.637 when the distance is between 250 -500 meters 

and finally there will be an increase of 0.207 of the RRR when the distance is greater than 500 meters. This 

effect is shown with the blue bars in Figure 5-9. 

  

 
Figure 5-9: Interpretation of analysis result (distance to train station) 

 

The distance to the parking ring also shows the expected negative relation with the return risk ratio. According 

to the multiple regression analysis there is a negative and a positive relation. However, only 1 of the 2 variables 

shows a significant relation. This means that there is only a negative linear relation proven. This relation shows 

that when the distances to the parking ring increases the RRR decreases. This sounds as a logical relation, since 

a short distance to a parking ring increases the find ability of the car park for parking consumers and this 

confirms the expected relation.  

The next significant proved relation is occupation. As expected the occupation has a positive relation with the 

RRR. This means that when a car park shows a higher occupation, the car park has a more favorable RRR.  

The final expected significant relation is the clear passage height (CPH). A positive relation is found by a 

multiple regression analysis. This result was expected but is remarkable considering the fact that only two of 

the six experts thought it might be important. This relation is possibly partly attributable to the high correlation 

with the construction year (-.369), since the CPH and the construction year are for approximately 37% 

describing the same effect (Figure 5-10). It appears that, according to this result, newer car parks are easier to 

access.  
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Figure 5-10: Scatterplot of CPH and construction year. 

 

Another proved relation is the characteristic: household growth. The expectation was that the household 

growth would have a positive relation with the return risk ratio. According to the results there is a negative 

relation. This is not a result that can be fully explained. However, when the single assets are judged on this 

characteristic, it is notable that especially the car parks from the UK, Norway and Spain show the strongest 

growth in households (between 2 - 3%) and also the lowest RRR (average of -2.8). This phenomenon can also 

made visible when looking at it the other way around. Namely, the car parks with the lowest growth (between 

1 – 2%) have an average RRR of +1.85. Those car parks are mainly located in the Netherlands, France and 

Germany. A possible reason for this effect can be that the information for the dependent variable is collected in 

years of crisis, especially in Spain and the UK. Since the relation is significant, it seems to be a characteristic that 

matters, but the relation is based on crisis figures, which makes it probably more complicated to understand. 

 

The final 2 characteristics that do show a relation but are not significant are: difference in tariff and 

construction year. The construction year is already explained together with the CPH because of the high 

correlation. It seems that they together predict the dependent variable. The construction year contributes to 

that prediction, but is not significant.  

The tariff difference also seems to be important for the prediction. The negative relation shows that when the 

car park is more expensive than the on-street tariff, it negatively influences the RRR. 

5.5.4 Rejected hypotheses 

There are 12 hypotheses that are rejected. The most remarkable rejected hypothesis will be discussed. They 

are considered as remarkable when 4 or more experts thought that there would be a relation, but still need to 

be rejected. For example hypotheses H3b, H6b and H7a were only expected to show a relation by respectively 

2, 3 and 1 expert. Therefore they will not be discussed anymore.  

 

The GDP per capita and unemployment rate are not showing a relation. This is remarkable, because 

environmental characteristics are expected by the experts to show a relation. Those hypotheses can however 

not be proven in this research. Perhaps only a certain better off segment of the population owns a car and 

makes use of a car park? 

 

Another characteristic where a relation was expected is the ‘centrality index’ since Bouwfonds IM is using the 

centrality index as a predictor for the future parking pressure in inner cities. However, they use the centrality 

index on a more detailed level (city level) and not on a regional level. In this research the regional level for the 

centrality index is used because the more detailed centrality index was not available for the needed countries 

in Europe. Therefore hypothesis h1d also needs to be rejected.  

 

For the distance to the major anchor a negative relation was expected but cannot be proved by the analysis. 

Even if it isn’t proved in this study, the link of a car park with its surrounding anchors is however not in doubt.  

A possible explanation for the rejection of hypothesis H2d is that the market area of a car park is wider than 

just one anchor. However it also cannot be proven that there is a positive relation of the anchor mix with the 

return risk ratio. A possible reason for the rejection of the hypothesis H2e is the size and distribution of the 
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Bouwfonds IM portfolio since Bouwfonds IM is not willing to buy car parks with a low anchor mix. There is not 

enough variation in their portfolio to proof an observable difference with the multiple regression analysis.  

 

In addition, there are 2 competition characteristics from which the hypotheses also are rejected. The relation 

of ‘on-street tariff’ and ‘number of competitors’ cannot be proven. This might be due to the fact that the 

number of competitors may not be relevant, but the number of qualitative good competitors is important. It 

seems an indistinctness of the final model that those 2 competition characteristics are not included, since all 6 

experts thought that it would have a relation with the RRR.  

 

The same applies to the regulation characteristic: price policy. A relation was expected by 5 experts, but for this 

analysis, the hypothesis is rejected. This can be attributed to the fact that this subject is hard to depict in 

numbers.  

 

The final hypothesis (H6a) for which the rejection is remarkable, is the capacity of a car park. Bouwfonds IM 

has a strong preference for car parks that are bigger than 200 parking spaces and is not intending to buy 

smaller car parks. This can partly be the reason that this relation cannot be proven. Perhaps, this relation is 

shown when the database consists of car parks with a wider spread of the capacity.  

5.6 Resume  

As shown in Figure 5-11, the amount of characteristics is reduced from 54 to 20 and the amount of car parks is 

reduced from 39 to 33. Those 20 characteristics and 33 car parks are used for the stepwise multiple regression 

analysis. This analysis shows an ultimate model where the R-square is 0.738, with a significance level of 0.002. 

This means that the model is significant and that the predictions of the model are reliable for more than 99%, 

and can predict the change of the dependent variable for 74%. 

  

 

 
Figure 5-11: Flow chart of characteristic and car park reduction 

 

The 8 characteristics, used in the final model, are obtained from only 5 of the 8 characteristic types. These five 

characteristic types are: environmental, accessibility, competition, property and functionality characteristics. 

The visiting goals, safety perception and regulation characteristics are not incorporated in the final model. 

However, none of the characteristics individually have proven to be significant with the dependent variable. 

Probably, the mutual relation and underlying information of these variables are causing such a coefficient of 

determination.  

 

This analysis proved important relations, like the influence of accessibility characteristics to the attractiveness 

for real estate investors. Together with the household growth in the region and occupation of the car park a 

large part of the prediction can be carried out. On the other hand, there seems to be an indistinctness of the 

data for the model since the visiting goals and regulation characteristics are not included. According to the 

expert opinion and literature study those characteristic types are expected to be of large influence on the 
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attractiveness of car parks for real estate investors. However, by means of this analysis it is not able to proof 

the influence of those characteristics.  

 

 

 
Figure 5-12: Independent variables that influence the dependent variable 

 

In Figure 5-12 the characteristics that describe the attractiveness of a car park for investors are shown. There are 

8 characteristics that together predict the dependent variable, the RRR. As you can see in Figure 5-12, the 

construction year and tariff difference are the only independent variables which are linked to the dependent 

variable with a red dotted line. Those are the only variables which are not significant, but still contribute to the 

prediction. All the others are significantly related to the dependent variable. To verify the practical relevance of 

the created model, it will be tested for a car park on the watch list in the following chapter.  
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6 CASE 

In this chapter, the usability of the created model will be applied by testing it on a property which is on 

Bouwfonds IM’s ‘watch list’. First, a quick description of the car park will be given. Then, the characteristics that 

are needed to predict the RRR with the model will be collected. Finally, the model will give a RRR which will be 

discussed subsequently.  

6.1 Description of car park  

According to research of Bouwfonds IM (2014), there are some key facts about the car park. The car park is 

located in the city center of Dublin (Ireland) and is constructed around 1995 and shortly afterwards partially 

redeveloped with 3 retail units on street level. The car park building is four stories (split level) with an 

additional level of parking on the roof. The structure is a steel frame with perimeter load bearing masonry and 

is ventilated naturally. There is one entrance and one exit to the car park from Jervis Street. The car park has 

one elevator. 

 

 
Figure 6-1: Impression and location of car park 

Location 

The car park is located in the main retail area of downtown Dublin (Figure 6-1) which is on the northern side of 

the river 'Liffey'. This river splits the center of Dublin. The retail in Dublin is predominately concentrated in 

shopping centers. Next to those shopping centers, there are however two prime retails streets which are 

Henry/Mary Street and Grafton Street. Henry Street is only accessible by cars after shopping hours and has a 

number of very large department stores such as Arnotts, Dunnes, M&S and Debenhams. Those large stores all 

attract a lot of visitors to this area; therefore there is hardly any vacancy. The entry of the car park is situated 

on Jervis Street. This is a one way street and is adjacent to Henry/Mary Street (highest footfall of Dublin) which 

starts from Jervis street and runs to O’Connell Street. Car park Jervis Street is the first car park which people 

pass by when accessing Jervis Street from Ormond Quay. Approximately 25 meters from the car park the Jervis 

street Shopping Centre is located which contains 750 parking spaces on the roof and is a major competitor. The 

retail area and the Jervis Shopping Centre is the main anchor for the car park during the day. The Temple bar 

area is located at the southern side of the river. Most of Dublin’s nightlife is there concentrated and is 

therefore the major anchor for the car park in the evening and night. The area is easy accessible over a 

footbridge which is located on approximately 50 meters of the car park (Bouwfonds IM, 2014).  

6.2 Modelling the RRR of a car park 

There are 8 characteristics that need to be collected for the calculation of the RRR. The characteristics and 

collected data are shown in Table 6-1. Those characteristics need to be recoded as described in foregoing 

chapters. When this data is recoded it can be entered into the regression formula. The result of this model is 

given in Table 6-1.  
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Table 6-1: Data for prediction RRR 

 

It is interesting to see the structure of this model in practice. As shown in Table 6-2, the car park seems to be 

very attractive for investors according to this model. This looks like a relatively attractive car park since the 

average RRR of the total portfolio of Bouwfonds IM is 0.75, with a minimum of -7.41 and a maximum of 7.05. 

This could be, based on this thesis and model, the most attractive car park in Bouwfonds IM’s portfolio. 

Especially the household growth, distance to parking ring and occupation (with respectively; -5.45, 3.89 and 

4.64) significantly affect the result of this model.   

 

 
Table 6-2: Application of regression model 

  

The result shown in Table 6-2, provides inside into the differences in attractiveness for parking consumers and 

for real estate investors and possible for both. Especially the look and feel of a car park is subordinate to the 

location, performance and demographic- and economic climate for an investor. As you can see in Figure 6-1, the 

car park image and experience are not optimal, but the location is very attractive for investors and parking 

consumers. This can be derived from the high occupancy rate. Looking at the final result of this model and the 

data of the current portfolio in mind, this car park would be a very attractive car park for Bouwfonds IM. 
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7 CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION 

In this chapter the research question will be illustrated by answering the underlying sub questions. As a result, 

the research question can be reviewed. Finally, recommendations for Bouwfonds IM and further research will 

be outlined.  

7.1 Conclusion 

What is parking real estate? 

For the heterogeneous illiquid parking real estate sector there is limited information available. The parking 

market seems the most intransparant part of the real estate sector in general. But despite this intransparancy, 

the business activity in this sector is expanding and there is an increasing interest in investing in car parks. 

According to the model of Dipasquale and Wheaton (1996), all parts of the real estate market are 

interconnected, so when the interest from investors increases, the total stock increases as well. This can be 

favorable for the transparency of the market, since Kousemaker (1998) states that more transactions create 

more transparency.  

According to Loon (2006), 4 relevant actors can be distinguished in the parking real estate market, namely: 

developers, investors, operators and parking consumers. Loon (2006) states that there is linear relation 

between the 4 actors, but given the current zeitgeist, it is expected that it is a circular relation. This indicates 

the link between the actors. A developer is developing a car park with the goal to sell to an investor. This 

investor is only willing to buy the car park, when there is interest from operators for that car park. In addition, 

an operator is only interested in operating the car park when a parking consumer is willing to park his car in this 

car park. The developer, developing a car park, and the investor, interested in car parks, both depend upon the 

same parking consumer. The occupation seems a relevant predictor of the attractive for a parking consumer 

and a real estate investor. This occupation seems to be related to the market operation, supply and demand 

and competition in the surrounding. It reinforces the idea that there exists a circular relation, instead of the by 

Loon (2006) drafted linear relation.  

When is a car park attractive for real estate investors? 

Real estate investments are distinguished by certain characteristics compared to other investment categories. 

Some characteristics are: a different return- risk profile, a high and stable cash return, portfolio diversification 

and an inflation hedge (IVBN, 2010). The decisive terms for real estate investments by real estate investors are, 

according to Briels (2012), the return and risk. The higher the uncertainty (risk), the higher the compensation 

(return). Each investor aims to achieve the highest possible return at an, for him, acceptable risk. Parking real 

estate has a relatively attractive return risk ratio (Sharpe ratio) compared to other real estate sectors. The 

return of a car park investment is mainly derived from the turnover of the car park. The rental income of an 

investor is namely derived from the turnover of that car park, minus the operational cost and the profit and risk 

margin of the operator. From a characteristics point of view parking real estate looks like hotel real estate. The 

major exception is the very long lease term of car parks (10 to 40 years) and with hotel investments, there are 

additional revenue streams next to the rental income, like food and beverage revenues. In the case of hotel- 

and parking real estate, the object it selves is mainly part of the product offered to the consumer. In these two 

categories, the location, maintenance and interior design of the property are factors that directly influence the 

operating result.  

What are the characteristics of a car park? 

Describing and selecting the characteristics that influence the attractiveness of a car park for real estate 

investors resulted in a long list of 54 characteristics. That long list was discussed with experts and they down 

selected 48 characteristics out of the 54 that can possibly influence the attractiveness. To quantify 

attractiveness the so-called Sharpe ratio could not be used because not all the required information is available 

and to remedy this, a comparable ratio between ‘return’ and ‘risk’ will be approximated by a ‘return risk ratio’ 

(RRR).  The ‘return’ for this ratio is approximated by calculating the growth in turnover over the available data 

period. The ‘risk’ for this ratio will be approximated by calculating the volatility of the ‘return’ (in this case 

turnover growth) and the volatility will be measured as the standard deviation of this turnover growth.  

This RRR, the dependent variable, has been compared with 48 possible characteristics collected from a number 

of studies (e.g., Achterberg (2008), Garde (2009) and Wijk (2010)) and institutions (e.g., EPA and Vexpan), that 

tried to characterize a car park for a variety of purposes.  
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To structure all individual characteristics a categorization on spatial level and characteristic type has been 

applied leading to 3 specific spatial levels (site, situation and object) and 8 types of characteristics (Figure 7-1). 

 

 
 

Figure 7-1: Car park characteristics categories 

 

Which characteristics are relevant for the attractiveness of a car park for real estate investors? 

The more relevant characteristics seem to be the facilities in the surrounding and the accessibility of the 

location. The accessibility and visiting goals seem to influence the attractiveness, RRR, the most. The length of a 

stay in a car park is short and that makes the perception of the property less relevant compared to other real 

estate sectors. Parking can be seen as a necessary intermediate stage, thus it should cost as little time as 

possible to get there, stay and leave from there. The accessibility and the direct environment are therefore the 

decisive characteristics of a car park.  

What is the most adequate method to select the relevant characteristics? 

To answer the research question, a stepwise multiple regression analysis is carried out. This analysis has proven 

to be the most appropriate analysis method due to the little individual relation between the dependent and 

independent variables. The analytical program (SPPS) is due to the ‘backward method’ still able to select the 

most relevant characteristics. An additional advantage of this analysis method is that the individual impact may 

also be observed. 

What are the weightings of the different characteristics with respect to each other? 

The ‘Beta’ in the multiple regression analysis result indicates the degree of correlation adjusted for the unit of 

measurement of the independent variables. This shows the impact of the different independent variables on 

the prediction of the dependent variable. The variable ‘Distance to Parking Ring’ contains the highest Beta 

value of -0.737, followed by ‘Household growth’, ‘Distance to highway’, ‘Distance to train station’, ‘Clear 

passage height’, ‘Construction year’, ‘Occupation’ and ‘Difference in tariff’ with respectively -0.551, 0.533, -

0.479, 0.442, 0.321, 0.308 and -0.277. This means that those 8 independent variables are the predictors of the 

dependent variable (Figure 7-2).   

 

 
Figure 7-2: Independent variables that influence the dependent variable 

 

Of the 8 variables as shown in Figure 7-2, the construction year and difference in tariff are the only independent 

variables which are linked to the dependent variable with a red dotted line. These are the only variable which 

are not significant, but still contributes to the prediction. All the others are significantly related to the 

dependent variable.  
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Based on the sub-questions described above, the main question can now be answered.  

Which characteristics are determinative for a car parks attractiveness for real estate investors and what 
are the weightings of the characteristics compared to each other? 

By doing a stepwise multiple regression analysis, the characteristics of a car park that influence the 

attractiveness, RRR, are found. The 8 characteristics which can predict the change in attractiveness in order of 

influence are: Distance to parking ring, Household growth, Distance to highway, Distance to train station, Clear 

passage height, Construction year, Occupation and Difference in tariff. 

Looking at those car park characteristics, it immediately stands out that the final model includes variables from 

only 5 of the 8 characteristic types. These five characteristic types are: environmental, accessibility, 

competition, property and functionality characteristics. The visiting goals, safety perception and regulation 

characteristics are not incorporated in this final prediction model. Since 3 of the 8 decisive characteristics 

belong to the characteristic type accessibility this model clearly demonstrates the importance of accessibility 

characteristics to the attractiveness for real estate investors. 

 

However, there are also some shortcomings of this model. To start with, none of the characteristics individually 

has proven to be significant with the dependent variable. This is probably due to the mutual relation and 

underlying information of these variables, which is causing such a coefficient of determination (0.738). 

Although visiting goals and regulation characteristics are according to the expert opinion and literature study 

expected to be of huge influence on the attractiveness of car parks for real estate investors this has by means 

of this analysis not been proven.  

 

The decisive characteristics are used to validate the model. A car park which is on the ‘watch list’ of Bouwfonds 

IM has been used to test the model. The expectation was that the car park will be attractive due to the vibrant 

area and position in its surrounding and the model outcome confirms the attractiveness of this car park, the 

RRR of 7.1 is indeed very high. In comparison with the average RRR of the total Bouwfonds IM portfolio (0.75) it 

seems an attractive investment. 

 

This validation shows the functioning of the model in practice. However, it is not as if this model gives decisive 

results, since not all the expected characteristics are included in the model. The model can better be seen as a 

step towards more clarity in the intransparant world of parking real estate investments. Notwithstanding the 

earlier mentioned shortcomings, it is from now on possible to support the acquisition process by partly 

underpinning the ‘sense of attractiveness’ based on demonstrated facts. This first step hopefully gives reason 

for more investigation on this topic. In the next paragraph some recommendations are given for further 

research or improvements to this research. 

7.2 Recommendation  

As described in the conclusion, this research is a first attempt to, on the one hand, find the right variable to 

measure the attractiveness for real estate investors in parking real estate, and on the other hand, find the car 

park characteristics which influence this attractiveness the most. The problems that arose during this 

investigation and the improvements for this research that can be made will be explained in this paragraph. 

There will be recommendations for further research and recommendations to Bouwfonds IM as well. 

Recommendations to Bouwfonds IM 

Composing a database to model the intransparant parking real estate market has been a major challenge for 

this thesis. Key characteristics for accessibility and visiting goals are hard to depict in numbers.  

 

Despite the limitations of this thesis the most important recommendations for Bouwfonds IM are: at the 

moment decisions are based on estimations and a gut feeling, which makes the acquisition process poorly 

predictable. Therefore, the first recommendation to Bouwfonds IM is, when they are assessing a new car park, 

to use this tool, to get an unambiguously answer to the question if that car park is relatively attractive or not. 

This tool helps to underpin a gut feeling in numbers and expresses the attractiveness in a score. To use this 

tool, there is only limited data required and that data can be gathered case by case.  

 

Another recommendation is to create (or to use the one created during this research) a proper database 

containing all car parks Bouwfonds IM is investing in containing at least the key characteristics as described in 
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this thesis as well as to improve the quality of the data and the metadata of a that specific set of 

characteristics. Some examples of data to be collected are: historical turnover figures, realized returns per car 

park and difference in tariff over the years. Another example of a characteristic that needs better metadata, 

quality improvement, is the characteristic type visiting goals. This is currently very hard to depict in numbers. 

Now this could not be proven to be relevant. 

 

In addition, another recommendation is, although the model has shown that accessibility is the most important 

type of characteristics it is recommended to revisit the underlying variables. It is expected that there could be 

better ways to describe this characteristic type. How to properly define the ease of reaching the car park that 

allows the consumer to achieve his final goal is a study on its own.  

 

Finally, modelling car park investments makes a lot of sense for the current situation. However, a lot of 

technological change on the mid- and long term is expected. This makes it more difficult to predict the future 

and therefore the attractiveness of car parks as an investment product. The final recommendation is therefore 

to invest in research to get a better understanding of the future of car parking. 

Recommendations for further research 

In general, the conclusion is that the created model works properly. However, a lot of data had to be 

approached or self- observed. This makes it less reproducible. The method of data collection as such has been 

extensively described in the appendix.  

 

Considering the total market volume, Bouwfonds IM is a significant player. This indicates that it is not easy to 

expand the database or observations. There simply is not much more data. Bouwfonds IM’s database almost 

exclusively consists of ‘core’ car parks. The disadvantage of that is that the car parks are relatively much alike, 

which makes it more difficult to prove the attractiveness since there are far less not attractive car parks than 

attractive car parks in the database. Most of the car parks are located in the city center or cities with a high 

density of people. This also applies to the fact that characteristic types like regulations and visiting goal 

characteristics cannot be substantiated regarding their relation with the RRR. A specific recommendation could 

be to use a database with more variety in the assets.  

 

Another recommendation is to do the same research again but then with a realized return risk ratio as 

dependent variable. The expectation is that more hypotheses can be accepted when the realized return risk 

ratio is used. Next to this, the used dependent variable is strongly influenced by the crisis, since the turnover 

data of the last 3 years is used. It is expected that, when there are less negative results, the multiple regression 

analysis would probably show slightly different values as a result. It therefore seems interesting to study this 

topic with a more comprehensive database, with realized dependent variables and with more years of turnover 

information and to then compares those results with this analysis.  

 

When looking at the different independent variables used, it seems useful to measure and register the 

distances to multiple locations in another way. This seems to be of influence since it is in the current data not 

visible if the distance from; for example, the parking ring to the car park is towards the city center or in the 

direction of the outskirts. This might make this variable more useful and the outcome fairer.  

 

Next to that, a recommendation about the amount of characteristic can be given. This research is an exploring 

research, whereby as much characteristics as possible are entered into the model. To do a proper research 

without multicollinearity, 13 characteristics had to be deleted. This means that no judgment can be made 

regarding those characteristics. A possibility for further research can be to use a factor analysis to combine the 

underlying variables into one general variable which describes the most important aspects of the separate 

variables. In this way less data is discarded. However, a prerequisite is that the database needs to contain more 

cases in relation with the independent variables in order to achieve the desired effect.  

 

A final recommendation, in response to the in the introduction mentioned Real Estate Norm (REN) is that the 

parking real estate as sector is not included in the REN. As a recommendation to expand the REN with parking, 

the results of this study should be minimally included into the REN. Those characteristics describe, according to 

this research, the attractiveness of a car park and can therefore be useful as an addition to the REN. 
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APPENDIX I 

Location scale 

A common way of assessing a location is created by Eurostat (2014). The Eurostat data is divided into the NUTS 

classification (Nomenclature of territorial units for statistics). It is a hierarchical system for dividing the 

European territories into 3 classification levels. NUTS 1 (major socio-economic regions), NUTS 2 (basic regions 

for the application of regional policies) and NUTS 3 (small regions for specific diagnoses) (figure I). For this 

research, the hierarchical system of Eurostat will be used.  

 
Figure I: NUTS classification (Eurostat, 2014) 



 

 

  



 

 

APPENDIX II  

Description of independent characteristics 

The list of characteristics is divided into a number of categories; environmental, accessibility, visiting goals, 

safety perception, competition, regulation, property and functionality characteristics (Table 1). 

Environmental characteristics 

When the category 'environmental characteristics' is assessed, it is important to find out if there is a market for 

the car park. Are there enough people travelling by car to the location and is the city large enough for 

institutional investor to invest in? This kind of questions is treated with the characteristics listed below in Table 

1. 

 

 
Table 1: Environmental characteristics 

 

1 Expected population growth in %: 

Population growth is an expected increase of the population in a given area, calculated by the difference in the 

size of the population due to the difference between births and deaths. When the increase is negative it is a 

population decrease. These figures say something about the growth or shrinkage of a region. The population 

growth is calculated based on the expected figures until 2020 as well as from the past operating period.  

 

2 Population region (Nuts 3): 

The amount of people in a region gives an indication of the possible market in the region. The population data 

is obtained from oxford economics (2014).  

 

3 Density of population (#/m
2
): 

The density of the population can be calculated by dividing the population in a region with the amount of 

square meters in that region. For the collection of this variable the information of Eurostat (2014) NUTS 3 data 

is used as an area demarcation. 

 

4 GDP/capital growth in %:   

Gross Domestic Product (GDP), is used to control the growth of the total money value of all goods and services 

produced in a country for a certain period to measure (Dale, 2014). This gives a reflection of economic growth 

or contraction in an area. Data of oxford economics (2014) is used. 

 

5 Expected household growth in %: 

Measuring the number of households is a way of describing the population in that region. The growth will be 

calculated for the former- and future years and is collected from Oxford Economics. 

 

6 Centrality index:  

The centrality index is calculated by dividing the total retail sales (in euros) in a specific region by the total 

consumer spending by the inhabitants of that specific region. The higher the value of the centrality index, the 

more attractive the region for consumers of adjacent regions. The centrality index can be expressed as the 

formula:  

 

Centrality	index =
(������	��������	��	‰)	

(������	������� 	��	‰)
 x 100 
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7 Unemployment rate in %: 

The unemployment rate of a region also described the population in a region. The rate shows growth or 

shrinkage and will be calculated for the former- and future years. The data is collected from oxford economics 

(2014).  

Accessibility characteristics 

Accessibility describes the distances from or to access roads and the position of the car park concerning the 

surrounding anchors or means of transport. The accessibility can be subdivided into the following 

characteristics. 

 

 
Table 2: Accessibility characteristics 

 

8 Distance to highway in meters: 

The distance to a highway is measured as illustrated in Figure 1. An arbitrary car park is used for the illustration 

of the way of measuring. Assume that car park ‘Heuvel- Eindhoven’ is assessed. The green marker gives the 

location. Subsequently, afstandmeten.nl is used to measure the distance to the closest access to a highway. 

The blue line shows the shortest route to enter the car park from a highway in Eindhoven. The distance is in 

this case is 1640 meter according to afstandmeten.nl. 

 

9 Distance to train in meters: 

The distance to the railway station is measured as illustrated in figure 1. 

 

10 Distance to parking ring in city in meters: 

In most of the bigger cities there are parking guiding systems (PGS). Those PGS on street are indicating a route 

into the city center where most of the car parks are situated. The distance to the parking ring is measured as 

illustrated in figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1: Distance to highway, train and parking ring in Eindhoven (afstandmeten.nl) 

 

11 Distance to anchors in meters: 

Due to the fact that the distances from a car park to the major anchor are relatively small, the distances are 

divided into groups. When a car park is internally connected to the anchor (0m), the pedestrian exit is close to 

the anchor (25m) and the rest of the distances can be measured. An anchor is in this case a function that 

attracts people from other regions.  For example a cinema, shopping mall or hospital is in this case seen as an 

anchor. This data is collected from the car park quick scan by Bouwfonds. 

 

# Selected characteristic Type

8 Distance to highway in meters

9 Distance to train in meters

10 Distance to parking ring in city in meters

11 Distance to anchor in meters

12 Parking guiding systems (external/ car navigation)

13 Position disclosure (in surrounding)

14 Pedestrian routes A
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12 Parking guiding systems: 

In the current zeitgeist, Parking Guiding Systems (PGS) can be seen as a portable navigation device (PND). 

People rely more and more on their PND. This means that it is really important for car parks to be part of the 

point of interest (POI) list of those PND systems. The POI list of tomtom navigation systems can be a good 

source based on a 51% market share in Europe (Nieuwsbreak, 2013). Unfortunately, this data is not available 

for this research.  

 

13 Position disclosure in surrounding: 

The position of the disclosure of the car park (entrance and exits) seems to be an important characteristic for 

real estate investors. However, this characteristic is hard to depict in numbers due to the given timeframe of 

this research. Therefore this characteristic will not be studied in this thesis. 

 

14 Pedestrian routes:  

The distance perception of a parking consumer is mainly influenced by the quality of the pedestrian routes. 

Due the fact that there is no accessible variable available to describe this characteristic mainly, it will not be 

taken into account in this research. This characteristic will partly be described in characteristic 17. 

Visiting goals 

The visiting goals of a car park are influencing its attractiveness. A car park cannot function on its own and is 

depending on the surrounding amenities (anchors). The amount, quality and distance of the anchors will be 

studied by the following characteristics (Table 3).  

 

 
Table 3: Visiting goals characteristics 

 

15 Number of anchors:  

Due to the fact that the exact amount of anchors is hard to measure, the functionality level is measure instead. 

There is a distinction made between mono- and multi-functional areas for this research. 

 

16 Anchor concentration in m2: 

The anchor concentration describes the weight that can be assigned to the number of anchors. However, this 

characteristic is also hard to measure. Due to this fact, the characteristic ‘anchor mix’ will describe the weight 

of the number of anchors and gives a qualification of the anchor quality.  

 

17 Anchor mix: 

The tool ‘Walkscore’ measures the walkability of any address by analyzing hundreds of walking routes to the 

nearby amenities/ functions. In that analysis, points are awarded based on distances to amenities in different 

categories. The tool also measures pedestrian friendliness by analyzing population density, road metrics and 

intersection density (Walkscore, 2014). The walkscores can be interpreted as given in Figure 2. This tool will be 

used to measure the anchor mix for this research. 

# Selected characteristic Type

15 # Anchors

16 Anchor concentration in m2

17 Anchor mix (walkscore)

18 Opening duration shops

19 Value surrounding RE V
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Figure 2 : Walkscore results interpretation (Walkscore, 2014). 

 

18 Opening duration shops in surrounding: 

Not the absolute amount of opening hours of a shop but the amount of days the area is interesting to visit will 

be measured. For this characteristic the opening days of the major anchors are examined.  

 

19 Value surrounding real estate: 
The value of the surrounding real estate says something about the attractiveness of an area. The higher the 

real estate value, the more attractive is the area. This could be an interesting variable for this research, but due 

to the fact that this information is not available for this research it will not be taken into account in this 

research.  

Safety perception 

The safety perception in and around a car park is getting more and more important for the car park choice of 

parking consumers as described in Chapter 2. It is therefore important that a pedestrian route feels as safe as 

possible.  

 

 
Table 4: Safety perception characteristics 

 

20 Safety perception: 

The safety perception of a car park is mainly expressed in the safety perception of the pedestrian route from 

the car park to the visiting goal. This characteristic is already measured in the characteristic ‘anchor mix’ and 

will therefore not separately be taken into account for this research. 

Competition 

The competition in the surrounding of a car park seems an important characteristic and can be divided into the 

characteristics given in Table 5. There are two different kinds of competition: competition from on street 

parking spaces and on the other hand commercially operated car parks in the surrounding.  

 

 
Table 5: Competition characteristics 

 

21 Parking pressure surrounding: 

The parking pressure is estimated by Bouwfonds. For measuring the competition the following status can 

occur: very limited competition, limited competition and moderate competition. This classification is created by 

the experts of Bouwfonds IM (2014) and is used in this research. The classification is made, based on the 

capacity and amount of competition of on- and off-street parking.  
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21 Parking pressure surrounding

22 # of competitors

23 On-street tariff C
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22 Number of competitors: 

The number of competitors gives a more quantifiable observation of the situation. According to Garde (2009), 

parking consumers are willing to walk 10 minutes from their parking spot, to their visiting goal. Therefore, 10 

minutes walking (as a radius) and a capacity greater than 50 spaces is used a guidance for the selection of 

competitors. The data is required using: www.prettigparkeren.nl and www.parkopedia.nl. 

 

 
Figure 3: Competitors within 10 minutes walking range. Example: Q-park- Heuvel Eindhoven. (prettigparkeren.nl) 

 

23 On street tariff: 

Not the absolute value of on- street parking is relevant, but rather the relative price difference between the on- 

street tariff and the car park tariff. To calculate the difference in percentages, both need to be collected. The 

car park tariffs are collected through the operators’ websites and the on-street tariffs are collected from the 

municipal websites. 

Regulations 

The governmental regulations can also influence the performance of a car park. This makes a car park investor 

dependent on governmental policy. The regulations can be divided by the following characteristics (Table 6).  

 

 
Table 6: Regulation characteristics 

 

24 Policy regulation: 

The governmental parking policy can be broken down in 7 steps. The different cases can be assessed on the 

basis of those 7 steps. Those steps differ from: step 1, no parking policy to step 7, mobility management.  

 

 

  

# Selected characteristic Type

24 Policy regulation (7 steps)

25 Political background

26 Clamping and fining

27 Price policy (hours paid parking p.w.) R
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25 Political background: 

The political background of a city influences the government parking policy and can therefore be important for 

a real estate investor. However, this data is not available for this research and is therefore not taken into 

account in this research.  

 

26 Clamping and fining: 

Clamping and fining is important for parking consumers to park in a car park. According to Gerritsen (2009) 

(chapter 2) paying for parking is a major annoyance of a parking consumer. It is therefore important to verify 

on-street parking payments, otherwise people will lose their willingness to pay for car parks. A strict clamping 

and fining policy stimulates to park in a car park. This characteristic is not taken into account in this research 

due to the fact that the data is not available and it is not feasible to collect the data given the tight timeframe 

of this study.  

 

27 Price policy: 

This characteristic is measured by the amount of hours of paid on-street parking in the surrounding of the car 

park. This data is required from municipal websites. 

Property features 

The property features of a car park resemble beforehand not a direct link with the performance of a car park. 

However, it appears logical that the property features might influence the car park performance indirectly. The 

property features seems equal to the user experience of the car park. The following characteristics (Table 7) are 

describing the property features.  

 

 
Table 7: Property characteristics 

 

28 Capacity: 

The capacity of a car park is an important characteristics in this category. The capacity is related to many other 

variables and gives a clear personality to a car park. The data according the capacity is collected from the 

Bouwfonds database.  

 

29 Number of opening hours in week: 

This data is required from the operators’ websites and is expressed in hours per week.  

 

30 Occupation: 

The occupation of a car park is a difficult figure to approximate. Due to the fact that in most of the car parks the 

tariff is not paid per minute, it is possible to use a parking space two times in the same tariff period.  This 

makes it a relative unreliable figure. However, since every car park is dealing with the same problem, the 

occupation can nevertheless be used to compare the car park production. The occupation is in this case 

approximated by the following formula: 

 

# Selected characteristic Type

28 Capacity in #

29 # Opening hours in week

30 Occupation in %

31 Tariff per hour

32 Ownership land

33 Construction year (CAPEX)

34 # staircases

35 # elevators

36 Accessible to disabled

37 Safety technics

38 Payment options

39 # electrical charging points P
ro

p
e

rt
y

 f
e
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Occupation =
(Sold	hours	per	parking	space	per	year)	× 	capacity	

(Opening	hours	per	year)	× capacity
 

 

31 Tariff per hour: 

Tariff is for the parking consumer the most relevant comparison tool. However, the parking tariff is composed 

of multiple variables. It is subject to; municipal policy, supply and demand and the operators’ requirements. 

The car park tariff compared to the on-street tariff is most interesting. The tariffs are all calculated as the tariff 

per hour to make it easier to compare. The tariffs are collected from the operators’ website. 

 

32 Ownership land: 

For a real estate investor it is interesting to know if it is an owner occupied piece of land or a leasehold period 

of the land. This is influencing the future operating period of the car park. Because this data is not available for 

this study, it will not be taken into account. 

 

33 Construction year: 

The construction year of the car park influences the image, maintenance and CAPEX. The data is collected from 

the Bouwfonds database.  

 

34- 38 Number of staircases, number of elevators, accessible to disabled, safety technics, payment options:  

Those characteristics are typical examples of a characteristic that influences the user experience and the ease 

of use of a car park. The data for those characteristic is however not possible to gather and is therefore not 

taken into account in this research. 

 

39 Number of electrical charging points: 

This characteristic is not studied for the acquisition of car parks in the past, but is expected to be an important 

variable in the user experience of a car park in the future. This characteristic is not taken into account in this 

research because it will be important in the future but has no influence on the evaluation of the current 

portfolio.  

Functionality  

Functionality as a category seems important for the user experience of a car park. When the ease of use of a 

car park is not good, the parking consumer will get a negative association with the car park. This stimulates the 

consumer to use another car park the next time. According to the experts of Bouwfonds, it is important to 

judge to total functionality and not the separate characteristics because they all contribute to the ease of use. 

The functionality can be divided in the following characteristics (Table 8). 

 

 
Table 8: Functionality characteristics 

 

40- 44 & 46 Column distance, quality of lighting, size of parking space, # entrances, # exits, PGD (intern): 

The foregoing characteristics seem to contribute to the functionality of a car park. However, this data is not 

available for this research and is due to the given timeframe not feasible to collect. Therefore those 

characteristics will not be taken into account in this research. 

 

  

# Selected characteristic Type

40 Colom distance

41 Quality of lighting

42 Size parking space (width in meters)

43 # entrances

44 # exits

45 Design type (splitlevel)

46 Parking guiding systems (internal)

47 Clear passage height in meters F
u
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ct
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y



 

 

45 Design type: 

The type of design of a car park can be divided into an underground and aboveground car park. There are many 

difference between those two design types regarding the construction costs, ventilation systems, artificially 

light and the construction type. This could affect the functionality of a car park. The data is collected from the 

Bouwfonds database. 

 

47 Clear passage height (CPH): 

The clear passage height of a car park restricts some cars to get in. The CPH data is collected from the 

operators websites and Bouwfonds database.  
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Case_# Pop_exp_gr Pop_re_gr Pop_2013 Dens_Pop

GDP/cap_exp

_gr

GDP/cap_re_

gr

GDP/cap_201

3 HH_exp_gr HH_re_gr HH_2013

Car_Park_1 -0,01 0,00 50557 726 0,12 0,02 54368 0,02 0,01 28410

Car_Park_2 0,02 0,01 326061 2319 0,04 0,00 60009 0,05 0,02 179444

Car_Park_3 -0,05 -0,02 253659 2397 0,16 0,04 28394 -0,03 -0,01 131471

Car_Park_4 0,03 0,01 6430900 806 0,10 -0,04 25757 0,07 0,02 2424788

Car_Park_5 0,02 0,01 2277360 21684 0,07 0,00 77165 0,03 0,01 1217660

Car_Park_6 0,02 0,01 2277360 21684 0,07 0,00 77165 0,03 0,01 1217660

Car_Park_7 0,02 0,01 2277360 21684 0,07 0,00 77165 0,03 0,01 1217660

Car_Park_8 0,02 0,01 600764 98 0,07 0,00 23873 0,04 0,01 279394

Car_Park_9 -0,01 0,00 2578760 448 0,10 0,00 24242 0,01 0,01 1088811

Car_Park_10 0,03 0,01 2012810 397 0,07 0,00 28484 0,04 0,01 894201

Car_Park_11 0,05 0,02 1048060 177 0,03 -0,01 20646 0,07 0,02 479938

Car_Park_12 0,03 0,01 1278830 1433 0,10 -0,03 51853 0,05 0,02 649674

Car_Park_14 0,06 0,02 634753 210 -0,68 -0,01 32838 0,07 0,02 257532

Car_Park_15 0,06 0,01 1111140 10288 -0,79 0,01 171783 0,07 0,01 502697

Car_Park_16 0,07 0,02 1257810 3579 0,22 0,00 24530 0,08 0,03 511366

Car_Park_17 0,07 0,02 1257810 3579 0,22 0,00 24530 0,08 0,03 511366

Car_Park_18 0,07 0,02 1257810 3579 0,22 0,00 24530 0,08 0,03 511366

Car_Park_19 0,01 0,01 526663 1774 0,07 0,00 22075 0,04 0,02 305734

Car_Park_20 0,02 0,01 382484 227 0,03 -0,03 51675 0,04 0,02 195758

Car_Park_21 0,03 0,01 1278830 1433 0,10 -0,03 51853 0,05 0,02 649674

Car_Park_22 0,08 0,04 621339 1389 0,13 0,02 77201 0,08 0,03 323612

Car_Park_23 0,03 0,02 560621 1532 0,14 0,01 26541 0,04 0,02 233463

Car_Park_24 0,02 0,01 359264 241 0,08 -0,03 30456 0,04 0,01 149357

Car_Park_25 0,01 0,01 631281 421 0,09 -0,03 27510 0,03 0,01 269743

Car_Park_26 0,01 0,00 661642 356 0,09 -0,03 28593 0,03 0,02 275214

Car_Park_27 0,03 0,01 164120 1286 0,06 -0,04 23980 0,05 0,02 73022

Car_Park_28 0,05 0,02 825434 2905 0,04 -0,04 34092 0,07 0,02 396054

Car_Park_29 0,03 0,01 239323 346 0,06 -0,04 28066 0,06 0,02 103755

Car_Park_30 0,03 0,01 239323 346 0,06 -0,04 28066 0,06 0,02 103755

Car_Park_31 0,03 0,01 1246200 865 0,06 -0,04 38061 0,05 0,02 557497

Car_Park_32 0,03 0,01 164120 1286 0,06 -0,04 23980 0,05 0,02 73022

Car_Park_33 0,01 0,00 620230 477 0,08 -0,03 34070 0,03 0,01 274491

Car_Park_34 0,01 0,01 745197 512 0,09 -0,04 32015 0,04 0,02 331460



Case_#

Car_Park_1

Car_Park_2

Car_Park_3

Car_Park_4

Car_Park_5

Car_Park_6

Car_Park_7

Car_Park_8

Car_Park_9

Car_Park_10

Car_Park_11

Car_Park_12

Car_Park_14

Car_Park_15

Car_Park_16

Car_Park_17

Car_Park_18

Car_Park_19

Car_Park_20

Car_Park_21

Car_Park_22

Car_Park_23

Car_Park_24

Car_Park_25

Car_Park_26

Car_Park_27

Car_Park_28

Car_Park_29

Car_Park_30

Car_Park_31

Car_Park_32

Car_Park_33

Car_Park_34

Unempl_ex

p_gr

Unempl_re

_gr

Unempl_20

13 Centr_ind Dist_HW

Dist_trai

n Dist_PR

Dist_anc

h

Anch_mi

x Funct_sur Open_day_anch

0,06 0,11 0,05 249,3 386 654 664 25 100 Multi functional 7

0,05 -0,06 0,05 106,7 1 733 1 50 100 Multi functional 6

0,11 -0,06 0,10 98,7 255 1370 1640 25 82 Mono functional 7

0,18 0,18 0,20 107,4 948 3540 313 25 98 Multi functional 6

0,09 0,04 0,09 148,6 808 1360 447 25 97 Multi functional 6

0,09 0,04 0,09 148,6 4820 2490 1090 25 92 Multi functional 7

0,09 0,04 0,09 148,6 1510 3840 1 50 98 Multi functional 7

0,10 0,36 0,11 94,4 478 1090 478 25 68 Multi functional 6

0,14 0,13 0,14 98,0 1230 507 285 25 97 Multi functional 6

0,11 0,04 0,12 103,2 600 2760 90 25 83 Multi functional 6

0,10 0,06 0,10 112,7 841 1410 81 25 95 Multi functional 6

0,07 0,44 0,07 105,4 1720 550 374 50 97 Multi functional 7

0,04 -0,06 0,05 79,6 4870 1080 1480 25 92 Mono functional 7

0,08 -0,14 0,10 220,1 30 2290 30 50 93 Multi functional 7

0,06 -0,10 0,08 107,2 113 1060 113 200 95 Multi functional 7

0,06 -0,10 0,08 107,2 970 399 1 25 92 Multi functional 7

0,06 -0,10 0,08 107,2 446 611 51 25 100 Multi functional 7

0,11 -0,14 0,10 106,7 569 652 63 50 100 Multi functional 6

0,08 0,40 0,08 102,9 1400 919 376 1 90 Multi functional 7

0,07 0,44 0,07 105,4 2610 2910 1 25 98 Multi functional 7

0,04 0,01 0,04 713 782 379 300 83 Multi functional 6

0,09 -0,09 0,10 108,7 38 174 38 25 97 Multi functional 7

0,06 0,26 0,06 106,3 1450 1380 304 50 88 Multi functional 7

0,07 0,66 0,07 110,1 2900 278 50 100 95 Multi functional 6

0,05 0,51 0,05 100,6 1620 1270 195 300 98 Multi functional 6

0,06 0,40 0,06 93,7 620 852 620 50 88 Multi functional 7

0,11 0,70 0,10 93,9 1380 792 12 50 78 Multi functional 6

0,05 0,38 0,05 110,0 387 810 133 300 98 Multi functional 6

0,05 0,38 0,05 110,0 452 1110 1 25 95 Multi functional 6

0,06 0,54 0,06 95,0 1380 9300 309 25 92 Mono functional 7

0,06 0,40 0,06 93,7 201 478 201 25 85 Multi functional 7

0,07 0,77 0,07 100,3 4050 1580 1 100 95 Multi functional 7

0,05 0,25 0,05 102,1 1600 611 1 25 97 Multi functional 7



Case_#

Car_Park_1

Car_Park_2

Car_Park_3

Car_Park_4

Car_Park_5

Car_Park_6

Car_Park_7

Car_Park_8

Car_Park_9

Car_Park_10

Car_Park_11

Car_Park_12

Car_Park_14

Car_Park_15

Car_Park_16

Car_Park_17

Car_Park_18

Car_Park_19

Car_Park_20

Car_Park_21

Car_Park_22

Car_Park_23

Car_Park_24

Car_Park_25

Car_Park_26

Car_Park_27

Car_Park_28

Car_Park_29

Car_Park_30

Car_Park_31

Car_Park_32

Car_Park_33

Car_Park_34

Comp_nu

mb

 

Tariff_ons

tr  Tariff_diff Pol_reg Price_pol Capacity Open_hours_cp Occup  Tariff_cp 

Constr_yea

r Des_type

7 0,6 1,17 6 70 830 168 0,25 1,30 2005 Above ground

11 1 0,80 6 77 816 94 0,26 1,80 1960 Underground

0 6 274 1,00 2002 Above ground

4 2,2 0,59 7 77 550 168 0,08 3,50 2000 Underground

8 3,6 -0,06 7 70 472 168 0,11 3,40 2004 Underground

8 3,6 -0,08 7 70 525 168 0,10 3,30 1994 Underground

4 2,4 -1,00 7 70 555 168 1970 Underground

8 1,4 0,29 6 75 300 168 0,12 1,80 1990 Underground

7 1,9 -0,05 6 70 533 1,80 2004 Above ground

5 1,5 0,60 6 49 328 168 0,11 2,40 2004 Underground

5 0,5 2,80 5 70 285 168 0,16 1,90 1993 Underground

5 5 0,14 7 105 400 168 0,15 5,71 1995 Underground

1 5 1050 150 3,12 2008 Above ground

6 4,68 1,31 7 154 304 168 0,04 10,81 1998 Underground

4 2,88 -0,56 6 56 882 168 0,06 1,26 1964 Above ground

4 2,88 -0,08 6 56 1059 168 0,05 2,64 1970 Above ground

7 2,88 -0,08 6 56 584 168 0,07 2,64 1973 Above ground

7 1,5 -0,07 6 70 1261 168 0,18 1,40 1998 Underground

4 2,5 0,09 6 98 807 112 0,11 2,73 1998 Underground

9 4 0,15 7 105 259 168 0,19 4,60 1996 Above ground

13 3,6 1,27 5 63 368 112 0,09 8,16 1983 Underground

2 1,38 1,61 6 87,5 680 168 0,04 3,60 2002 Above ground

14 2,6 0,15 6 91 334 119 0,13 3,00 2001 Underground

9 1,9 0,13 5 63 369 168 0,11 2,14 1998 Underground

5 2,14 0,27 6 70 692 168 0,06 2,73 2001 Underground

5 2,5 -0,08 6 98 412 110 0,09 2,31 1994 Above ground

8 1,61 0,29 5 119 832 108,5 0,17 2,07 2000 Underground

9 1,3 0,78 6 70 560 168 0,08 2,31 1977 Above ground

11 1,3 0,78 6 70 416 112 0,18 2,31 2006 Above ground

1 1,9 -0,10 5 63 1450 168 0,08 1,71 2009 Above ground

5 2,5 -0,08 6 98 900 131 0,21 2,31 2010 Underground

5 2 0,25 6 91 300 111 0,16 2,50 2004 Underground

5 2 0,25 6 84 358 98 0,15 2,50 2004 Underground



Case_#

Car_Park_1

Car_Park_2

Car_Park_3

Car_Park_4

Car_Park_5

Car_Park_6

Car_Park_7

Car_Park_8

Car_Park_9

Car_Park_10

Car_Park_11

Car_Park_12

Car_Park_14

Car_Park_15

Car_Park_16

Car_Park_17

Car_Park_18

Car_Park_19

Car_Park_20

Car_Park_21

Car_Park_22

Car_Park_23

Car_Park_24

Car_Park_25

Car_Park_26

Car_Park_27

Car_Park_28

Car_Park_29

Car_Park_30

Car_Park_31

Car_Park_32

Car_Park_33

Car_Park_34

CPH

2

1,8

1,9

1,95

1,9

1,95

1,95

1,9

1,8

1,9

1,9

1,9

2,1

1,9

1,96

1,95

2

2

2,1

1,95

2

1,95

1,9

2,1

1,95

1,95

2,2

2

1,9

2
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RE_Pop_gr Ex_Pop_gr Log_Pop_13 Log_dens_pop GDPcap_13 RE_GDPcap
EX_GDPcap_g

r Log_HH_13 RE_HH_gr Ex_HH_gr Unempl_13
RE_avg_Unem

pl
Ex_avg_unem

pl Centr_ind Dist_HWa Dist_traina Dist_PRa Dist_ancha Dist_HWb Dist_trainb Dist_PRb Dist_anchb Anch_mix Funct_surA
Open_day_an

chA Comp_numb Tariff_onstr Tariff_diff Tariff_cp Pol_regA Price_pol Capacity
Open_hours_

CPa Occupation Constr_yA Des_typA CPHa

Pearson 
Correlation

1 ,888** ,209 ,084 ,066 -,075 -,066 ,195 ,769** ,836** -,127 -,135 -,227 -,165 ,139 ,193 ,268 -,217 -,074 -,106 ,227 -,141 -,061 ,262 -,087 ,271 ,174 ,259 ,360* ,313 -,084 ,207 ,110 -,331 ,304 -,099 ,317

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000 ,236 ,637 ,710 ,673 ,709 ,270 ,000 ,000 ,475 ,445 ,197 ,359 ,433 ,273 ,126 ,218 ,679 ,551 ,197 ,426 ,733 ,135 ,626 ,121 ,341 ,152 ,037 ,072 ,647 ,239 ,550 ,074 ,080 ,576 ,067

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

,888** 1 ,269 ,154 ,164 -,113 -,236 ,234 ,781** ,948** -,100 -,152 -,268 -,093 ,167 ,017 ,322 -,234 -,118 -,108 ,135 -,148 -,036 ,187 ,055 ,123 ,357* ,163 ,438** ,183 ,060 ,209 ,008 -,487** ,388* ,012 ,129

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000 ,123 ,383 ,353 ,524 ,179 ,184 ,000 ,000 ,574 ,392 ,125 ,605 ,345 ,924 ,063 ,182 ,506 ,542 ,446 ,404 ,841 ,289 ,759 ,489 ,045 ,373 ,010 ,301 ,746 ,235 ,966 ,006 ,023 ,944 ,466

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

,209 ,269 1 ,333 ,155 ,002 -,013 ,993** ,092 ,201 ,627** -,152 ,523** -,147 -,207 -,507** ,181 ,121 ,049 -,372* ,406* -,016 ,128 ,070 -,142 -,157 ,385* -,217 ,234 -,332 -,126 -,075 -,451** -,474** ,084 -,237 -,224

Sig. (2-tailed) ,236 ,123 ,054 ,382 ,992 ,942 ,000 ,607 ,255 ,000 ,391 ,001 ,413 ,240 ,002 ,307 ,495 ,782 ,030 ,017 ,928 ,471 ,695 ,424 ,376 ,030 ,232 ,183 ,055 ,492 ,673 ,010 ,008 ,637 ,176 ,203

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

,084 ,154 ,333 1 ,546** ,329 -,002 ,384* -,029 ,030 ,109 -,350* ,094 ,387* ,103 -,182 ,029 -,076 -,066 -,388* -,189 ,200 ,222 ,099 ,276 -,053 ,522** -,337 ,294 -,514** ,144 ,124 -,283 -,196 ,298 -,057 -,084

Sig. (2-tailed) ,637 ,383 ,054 ,001 ,057 ,989 ,025 ,871 ,868 ,540 ,042 ,597 ,026 ,563 ,304 ,870 ,668 ,710 ,024 ,285 ,256 ,207 ,579 ,114 ,767 ,002 ,059 ,092 ,002 ,433 ,485 ,116 ,300 ,087 ,748 ,638

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

,066 ,164 ,155 ,546** 1 ,312 -,576** ,202 -,187 ,060 -,053 -,256 -,091 ,705** -,030 -,349* -,057 -,134 -,036 -,391* ,027 ,190 ,081 ,094 ,165 ,157 ,565** ,112 ,787** -,434* ,498** -,195 -,094 -,102 ,159 -,281 -,059

Sig. (2-tailed) ,710 ,353 ,382 ,001 ,072 ,000 ,252 ,289 ,734 ,767 ,143 ,608 ,000 ,865 ,043 ,751 ,449 ,838 ,022 ,880 ,283 ,649 ,596 ,352 ,376 ,001 ,542 ,000 ,010 ,004 ,270 ,610 ,592 ,369 ,107 ,741

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

-,075 -,113 ,002 ,329 ,312 1 -,049 ,048 -,313 -,294 ,125 -,772** ,090 ,444** ,302 -,061 -,262 ,108 -,175 ,063 -,217 -,168 -,092 -,157 ,022 -,091 ,056 ,204 ,132 -,075 -,278 -,127 -,318 -,056 ,197 ,158 -,176

Sig. (2-tailed) ,673 ,524 ,992 ,057 ,072 ,785 ,787 ,072 ,092 ,483 ,000 ,612 ,010 ,082 ,732 ,135 ,542 ,323 ,722 ,218 ,343 ,605 ,376 ,900 ,608 ,760 ,263 ,457 ,675 ,123 ,475 ,076 ,768 ,264 ,373 ,320

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

-,066 -,236 -,013 -,002 -,576** -,049 1 -,002 ,132 -,204 ,043 ,165 ,107 -,272 ,167 ,278 ,124 -,012 ,192 ,077 ,194 -,214 ,035 ,304 -,123 ,148 -,294 -,289 -,530** -,002 -,693** -,025 -,136 ,128 ,121 ,084 -,089

Sig. (2-tailed) ,709 ,179 ,942 ,989 ,000 ,785 ,991 ,456 ,247 ,811 ,352 ,547 ,126 ,344 ,111 ,486 ,945 ,277 ,664 ,272 ,225 ,843 ,080 ,488 ,405 ,103 ,109 ,001 ,993 ,000 ,890 ,458 ,499 ,496 ,638 ,616

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

,195 ,234 ,993** ,384* ,202 ,048 -,002 1 ,057 ,159 ,617** -,169 ,533** -,106 -,209 -,508** ,159 ,121 ,050 -,395* ,400* ,011 ,131 ,075 -,150 -,136 ,396* -,223 ,241 -,361* -,120 -,070 -,460** -,418* ,101 -,275 -,226

Sig. (2-tailed) ,270 ,184 ,000 ,025 ,252 ,787 ,991 ,747 ,370 ,000 ,338 ,001 ,557 ,236 ,002 ,369 ,494 ,779 ,021 ,019 ,953 ,460 ,673 ,398 ,442 ,025 ,219 ,169 ,036 ,513 ,693 ,008 ,021 ,571 ,116 ,198

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

,769** ,781** ,092 -,029 -,187 -,313 ,132 ,057 1 ,839** -,233 -,034 -,351* -,282 ,173 ,330 ,377* -,247 ,070 -,060 ,188 -,292 ,235 ,279 -,009 ,111 ,100 ,032 ,117 ,224 -,179 ,401* ,110 -,225 ,384* ,140 ,179

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000 ,000 ,607 ,871 ,289 ,072 ,456 ,747 ,000 ,185 ,850 ,042 ,112 ,327 ,057 ,028 ,159 ,695 ,738 ,287 ,093 ,180 ,110 ,960 ,533 ,584 ,862 ,509 ,202 ,328 ,019 ,548 ,231 ,025 ,429 ,312

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

,836** ,948** ,201 ,030 ,060 -,294 -,204 ,159 ,839** 1 -,064 -,050 -,217 -,121 ,218 ,071 ,374* -,230 -,082 -,115 ,161 -,108 ,053 ,239 -,034 ,170 ,196 ,232 ,343* ,181 ,101 ,260 ,060 -,344 ,362* ,002 ,125

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000 ,000 ,255 ,868 ,734 ,092 ,247 ,370 ,000 ,717 ,780 ,217 ,503 ,216 ,691 ,029 ,192 ,644 ,519 ,363 ,542 ,767 ,174 ,850 ,337 ,283 ,201 ,047 ,305 ,582 ,138 ,744 ,062 ,035 ,993 ,480

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

-,127 -,100 ,627** ,109 -,053 ,125 ,043 ,617** -,233 -,064 1 -,165 ,959** -,033 ,189 -,316 -,003 ,322 ,036 -,287 ,259 ,118 -,086 ,114 -,247 -,256 -,037 ,027 -,020 -,317 ,030 -,086 -,433* -,284 -,154 -,172 -,293

Sig. (2-tailed) ,475 ,574 ,000 ,540 ,767 ,483 ,811 ,000 ,185 ,717 ,350 ,000 ,855 ,285 ,069 ,988 ,064 ,840 ,100 ,139 ,505 ,628 ,522 ,160 ,143 ,839 ,885 ,913 ,068 ,871 ,628 ,013 ,128 ,386 ,331 ,093

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

-,135 -,152 -,152 -,350* -,256 -,772** ,165 -,169 -,034 -,050 -,165 1 -,046 -,315 -,417* ,106 ,133 -,171 ,094 ,057 ,181 ,223 -,161 ,088 -,045 ,114 -,096 -,151 -,152 ,190 ,294 -,002 ,222 ,127 -,335 -,212 ,293

Sig. (2-tailed) ,445 ,392 ,391 ,042 ,143 ,000 ,352 ,338 ,850 ,780 ,350 ,797 ,074 ,014 ,549 ,452 ,334 ,596 ,751 ,305 ,204 ,362 ,620 ,799 ,520 ,600 ,411 ,390 ,282 ,102 ,990 ,221 ,505 ,053 ,229 ,093

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

-,227 -,268 ,523** ,094 -,091 ,090 ,107 ,533** -,351* -,217 ,959** -,046 1 -,038 ,144 -,247 -,057 ,308 ,085 -,261 ,225 ,199 -,100 ,092 -,292 -,212 -,127 ,035 -,108 -,272 ,070 -,062 -,385* -,131 -,263 -,232 -,225

Sig. (2-tailed) ,197 ,125 ,001 ,597 ,608 ,612 ,547 ,001 ,042 ,217 ,000 ,797 ,834 ,418 ,159 ,751 ,077 ,632 ,136 ,201 ,259 ,575 ,607 ,094 ,229 ,489 ,851 ,543 ,120 ,703 ,726 ,030 ,489 ,132 ,188 ,202

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

-,165 -,093 -,147 ,387* ,705** ,444** -,272 -,106 -,282 -,121 -,033 -,315 -,038 1 ,160 -,190 -,165 ,032 -,068 -,266 -,222 ,077 ,267 ,216 ,155 ,140 ,139 ,240 ,413* -,390* ,184 -,126 -,326 ,120 ,065 -,032 -,024

Sig. (2-tailed) ,359 ,605 ,413 ,026 ,000 ,010 ,126 ,557 ,112 ,503 ,855 ,074 ,834 ,374 ,291 ,359 ,858 ,708 ,135 ,215 ,670 ,134 ,227 ,390 ,436 ,456 ,193 ,017 ,025 ,322 ,486 ,073 ,535 ,718 ,860 ,893

N 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 31 31 33 33 31 33 31 29 33 33 33

Pearson 
Correlation

,139 ,167 -,207 ,103 -,030 ,302 ,167 -,209 ,173 ,218 ,189 -,417* ,144 ,160 1 ,233 ,130 -,036 ,205 ,096 ,078 -,196 -,102 ,187 -,229 ,019 -,242 ,347 -,003 -,036 -,129 ,097 -,160 -,115 ,151 ,104 -,244

Sig. (2-tailed) ,433 ,345 ,240 ,563 ,865 ,082 ,344 ,236 ,327 ,216 ,285 ,014 ,418 ,374 ,184 ,465 ,842 ,244 ,591 ,660 ,268 ,566 ,291 ,192 ,917 ,182 ,052 ,986 ,839 ,483 ,586 ,383 ,545 ,394 ,558 ,164

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

,193 ,017 -,507** -,182 -,349* -,061 ,278 -,508** ,330 ,071 -,316 ,106 -,247 -,190 ,233 1 ,081 -,184 ,167 ,326 -,010 ,056 ,059 ,248 -,067 ,174 -,226 ,077 -,204 ,381* -,003 ,221 ,321 ,183 ,110 ,090 ,221

Sig. (2-tailed) ,273 ,924 ,002 ,304 ,043 ,732 ,111 ,002 ,057 ,691 ,069 ,549 ,159 ,291 ,184 ,650 ,298 ,344 ,060 ,953 ,754 ,740 ,157 ,707 ,326 ,213 ,675 ,248 ,026 ,986 ,209 ,073 ,333 ,534 ,611 ,209

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

,268 ,322 ,181 ,029 -,057 -,262 ,124 ,159 ,377* ,374* -,003 ,133 -,057 -,165 ,130 ,081 1 -,266 ,078 -,075 ,205 ,058 ,241 ,469** -,229 ,158 -,155 ,087 ,053 ,029 ,037 ,043 -,140 -,040 ,257 -,225 ,013

Sig. (2-tailed) ,126 ,063 ,307 ,870 ,751 ,135 ,486 ,369 ,028 ,029 ,988 ,452 ,751 ,359 ,465 ,650 ,128 ,660 ,671 ,244 ,746 ,170 ,005 ,192 ,372 ,397 ,635 ,768 ,873 ,839 ,810 ,446 ,835 ,143 ,200 ,944

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

-,217 -,234 ,121 -,076 -,134 ,108 -,012 ,121 -,247 -,230 ,322 -,171 ,308 ,032 -,036 -,184 -,266 1 -,119 -,140 -,051 ,061 -,084 -,250 ,187 -,316 -,138 ,076 -,232 -,107 -,072 -,014 -,044 ,208 -,344* ,197 ,104

Sig. (2-tailed) ,218 ,182 ,495 ,668 ,449 ,542 ,945 ,494 ,159 ,192 ,064 ,334 ,077 ,858 ,842 ,298 ,128 ,504 ,429 ,773 ,731 ,636 ,153 ,289 ,069 ,452 ,681 ,187 ,547 ,695 ,937 ,811 ,270 ,046 ,263 ,559

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

-,074 -,118 ,049 -,066 -,036 -,175 ,192 ,050 ,070 -,082 ,036 ,094 ,085 -,068 ,205 ,167 ,078 -,119 1 -,023 ,483** ,013 -,051 ,058 -,033 -,058 -,047 -,167 -,057 ,009 ,093 ,145 ,101 -,072 -,105 -,147 -,129

Sig. (2-tailed) ,679 ,506 ,782 ,710 ,838 ,323 ,277 ,779 ,695 ,644 ,840 ,596 ,632 ,708 ,244 ,344 ,660 ,504 ,895 ,004 ,942 ,777 ,744 ,851 ,743 ,798 ,361 ,748 ,960 ,614 ,412 ,582 ,707 ,554 ,408 ,467

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

-,106 -,108 -,372* -,388* -,391* ,063 ,077 -,395* -,060 -,115 -,287 ,057 -,261 -,266 ,096 ,326 -,075 -,140 -,023 1 -,023 -,174 -,159 -,109 -,150 ,070 -,265 ,137 -,334 ,345* -,160 -,108 ,309 ,115 -,168 ,074 -,177

Sig. (2-tailed) ,551 ,542 ,030 ,024 ,022 ,722 ,664 ,021 ,738 ,519 ,100 ,751 ,136 ,135 ,591 ,060 ,671 ,429 ,895 ,895 ,326 ,368 ,541 ,396 ,692 ,142 ,454 ,053 ,045 ,381 ,542 ,085 ,547 ,342 ,679 ,318

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

,227 ,135 ,406* -,189 ,027 -,217 ,194 ,400* ,188 ,161 ,259 ,181 ,225 -,222 ,078 -,010 ,205 -,051 ,483** -,023 1 -,061 -,096 ,222 -,318 ,267 ,210 -,073 ,219 -,067 -,020 -,051 -,041 -,175 -,044 -,339 -,129

Sig. (2-tailed) ,197 ,446 ,017 ,285 ,880 ,218 ,272 ,019 ,287 ,363 ,139 ,305 ,201 ,215 ,660 ,953 ,244 ,773 ,004 ,895 ,733 ,588 ,206 ,067 ,127 ,250 ,693 ,214 ,708 ,914 ,774 ,823 ,356 ,807 ,050 ,467

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

-,141 -,148 -,016 ,200 ,190 -,168 -,214 ,011 -,292 -,108 ,118 ,223 ,199 ,077 -,196 ,056 ,058 ,061 ,013 -,174 -,061 1 ,028 ,101 ,178 ,079 ,055 -,137 ,064 -,135 ,497** ,002 ,162 ,288 -,045 -,352* -,026

Sig. (2-tailed) ,426 ,404 ,928 ,256 ,283 ,343 ,225 ,953 ,093 ,542 ,505 ,204 ,259 ,670 ,268 ,754 ,746 ,731 ,942 ,326 ,733 ,875 ,568 ,313 ,657 ,765 ,456 ,718 ,446 ,004 ,993 ,377 ,123 ,799 ,041 ,882

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

-,061 -,036 ,128 ,222 ,081 -,092 ,035 ,131 ,235 ,053 -,086 -,161 -,100 ,267 -,102 ,059 ,241 -,084 -,051 -,159 -,096 ,028 1 ,175 ,105 -,033 ,021 ,011 ,002 -,303 -,129 ,179 -,286 ,056 ,183 ,180 -,066

Sig. (2-tailed) ,733 ,841 ,471 ,207 ,649 ,605 ,843 ,460 ,180 ,767 ,628 ,362 ,575 ,134 ,566 ,740 ,170 ,636 ,777 ,368 ,588 ,875 ,321 ,555 ,852 ,908 ,954 ,990 ,081 ,483 ,311 ,112 ,767 ,300 ,307 ,712

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

,262 ,187 ,070 ,099 ,094 -,157 ,304 ,075 ,279 ,239 ,114 ,088 ,092 ,216 ,187 ,248 ,469** -,250 ,058 -,109 ,222 ,101 ,175 1 -,260 ,549** ,069 ,123 ,167 -,351* ,145 -,302 -,085 ,132 ,278 -,395* -,228

Sig. (2-tailed) ,135 ,289 ,695 ,579 ,596 ,376 ,080 ,673 ,110 ,174 ,522 ,620 ,607 ,227 ,291 ,157 ,005 ,153 ,744 ,541 ,206 ,568 ,321 ,137 ,001 ,708 ,501 ,344 ,042 ,429 ,083 ,644 ,486 ,111 ,021 ,194

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

-,087 ,055 -,142 ,276 ,165 ,022 -,123 -,150 -,009 -,034 -,247 -,045 -,292 ,155 -,229 -,067 -,229 ,187 -,033 -,150 -,318 ,178 ,105 -,260 1 -,430* ,407* -,290 ,120 -,233 ,327 ,163 ,063 -,148 ,037 ,289 ,195

Sig. (2-tailed) ,626 ,759 ,424 ,114 ,352 ,900 ,488 ,398 ,960 ,850 ,160 ,799 ,094 ,390 ,192 ,707 ,192 ,289 ,851 ,396 ,067 ,313 ,555 ,137 ,011 ,021 ,108 ,499 ,184 ,067 ,357 ,733 ,436 ,835 ,097 ,268

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

,271 ,123 -,157 -,053 ,157 -,091 ,148 -,136 ,111 ,170 -,256 ,114 -,212 ,140 ,019 ,174 ,158 -,316 -,058 ,070 ,267 ,079 -,033 ,549** -,430* 1 ,037 ,121 ,198 -,012 -,009 -,316 ,249 ,353 ,168 -,270 -,052

Sig. (2-tailed) ,121 ,489 ,376 ,767 ,376 ,608 ,405 ,442 ,533 ,337 ,143 ,520 ,229 ,436 ,917 ,326 ,372 ,069 ,743 ,692 ,127 ,657 ,852 ,001 ,011 ,839 ,510 ,262 ,948 ,960 ,068 ,170 ,056 ,343 ,123 ,772

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

,174 ,357* ,385* ,522** ,565** ,056 -,294 ,396* ,100 ,196 -,037 -,096 -,127 ,139 -,242 -,226 -,155 -,138 -,047 -,265 ,210 ,055 ,021 ,069 ,407* ,037 1 -,328 ,715** -,548** ,386* -,222 -,103 -,329 ,185 -,116 -,094

Sig. (2-tailed) ,341 ,045 ,030 ,002 ,001 ,760 ,103 ,025 ,584 ,283 ,839 ,600 ,489 ,456 ,182 ,213 ,397 ,452 ,798 ,142 ,250 ,765 ,908 ,708 ,021 ,839 ,067 ,000 ,001 ,029 ,223 ,583 ,076 ,310 ,529 ,607

N 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 31 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 31 30 32 32 32

Pearson 
Correlation

,259 ,163 -,217 -,337 ,112 ,204 -,289 -,223 ,032 ,232 ,027 -,151 ,035 ,240 ,347 ,077 ,087 ,076 -,167 ,137 -,073 -,137 ,011 ,123 -,290 ,121 -,328 1 ,267 ,304 ,139 -,253 -,016 ,094 -,175 -,055 ,141

Sig. (2-tailed) ,152 ,373 ,232 ,059 ,542 ,263 ,109 ,219 ,862 ,201 ,885 ,411 ,851 ,193 ,052 ,675 ,635 ,681 ,361 ,454 ,693 ,456 ,954 ,501 ,108 ,510 ,067 ,140 ,091 ,449 ,162 ,932 ,622 ,338 ,765 ,441

N 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 31 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 31 30 32 32 32

Pearson 
Correlation

,360* ,438** ,234 ,294 ,787** ,132 -,530** ,241 ,117 ,343* -,020 -,152 -,108 ,413* -,003 -,204 ,053 -,232 -,057 -,334 ,219 ,064 ,002 ,167 ,120 ,198 ,715** ,267 1 -,306 ,545** -,296 -,031 -,320 ,078 -,254 ,067

Sig. (2-tailed) ,037 ,010 ,183 ,092 ,000 ,457 ,001 ,169 ,509 ,047 ,913 ,390 ,543 ,017 ,986 ,248 ,768 ,187 ,748 ,053 ,214 ,718 ,990 ,344 ,499 ,262 ,000 ,140 ,079 ,001 ,089 ,866 ,085 ,660 ,148 ,705

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

,313 ,183 -,332 -,514** -,434* -,075 -,002 -,361* ,224 ,181 -,317 ,190 -,272 -,390* -,036 ,381* ,029 -,107 ,009 ,345* -,067 -,135 -,303 -,351* -,233 -,012 -,548** ,304 -,306 1 -,268 ,287 ,346 ,058 -,146 ,135 ,440**

Sig. (2-tailed) ,072 ,301 ,055 ,002 ,010 ,675 ,993 ,036 ,202 ,305 ,068 ,282 ,120 ,025 ,839 ,026 ,873 ,547 ,960 ,045 ,708 ,446 ,081 ,042 ,184 ,948 ,001 ,091 ,079 ,137 ,100 ,053 ,760 ,409 ,445 ,009

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

-,084 ,060 -,126 ,144 ,498** -,278 -,693** -,120 -,179 ,101 ,030 ,294 ,070 ,184 -,129 -,003 ,037 -,072 ,093 -,160 -,020 ,497** -,129 ,145 ,327 -,009 ,386* ,139 ,545** -,268 1 -,126 ,262 ,053 -,204 -,252 ,170

Sig. (2-tailed) ,647 ,746 ,492 ,433 ,004 ,123 ,000 ,513 ,328 ,582 ,871 ,102 ,703 ,322 ,483 ,986 ,839 ,695 ,614 ,381 ,914 ,004 ,483 ,429 ,067 ,960 ,029 ,449 ,001 ,137 ,493 ,155 ,782 ,262 ,165 ,352

N 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 31 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 31 30 32 32 32

Pearson 
Correlation

,207 ,209 -,075 ,124 -,195 -,127 -,025 -,070 ,401* ,260 -,086 -,002 -,062 -,126 ,097 ,221 ,043 -,014 ,145 -,108 -,051 ,002 ,179 -,302 ,163 -,316 -,222 -,253 -,296 ,287 -,126 1 -,071 -,046 ,000 ,184 ,309

Sig. (2-tailed) ,239 ,235 ,673 ,485 ,270 ,475 ,890 ,693 ,019 ,138 ,628 ,990 ,726 ,486 ,586 ,209 ,810 ,937 ,412 ,542 ,774 ,993 ,311 ,083 ,357 ,068 ,223 ,162 ,089 ,100 ,493 ,698 ,811 ,999 ,299 ,076

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

,110 ,008 -,451** -,283 -,094 -,318 -,136 -,460** ,110 ,060 -,433* ,222 -,385* -,326 -,160 ,321 -,140 -,044 ,101 ,309 -,041 ,162 -,286 -,085 ,063 ,249 -,103 -,016 -,031 ,346 ,262 -,071 1 ,403* -,252 -,108 ,169

Sig. (2-tailed) ,550 ,966 ,010 ,116 ,610 ,076 ,458 ,008 ,548 ,744 ,013 ,221 ,030 ,073 ,383 ,073 ,446 ,811 ,582 ,085 ,823 ,377 ,112 ,644 ,733 ,170 ,583 ,932 ,866 ,053 ,155 ,698 ,027 ,165 ,555 ,356

N 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 31 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 31 31 32 32 31 32 32 30 32 32 32

Pearson 
Correlation

-,331 -,487** -,474** -,196 -,102 -,056 ,128 -,418* -,225 -,344 -,284 ,127 -,131 ,120 -,115 ,183 -,040 ,208 -,072 ,115 -,175 ,288 ,056 ,132 -,148 ,353 -,329 ,094 -,320 ,058 ,053 -,046 ,403* 1 -,135 -,153 ,161

Sig. (2-tailed) ,074 ,006 ,008 ,300 ,592 ,768 ,499 ,021 ,231 ,062 ,128 ,505 ,489 ,535 ,545 ,333 ,835 ,270 ,707 ,547 ,356 ,123 ,767 ,486 ,436 ,056 ,076 ,622 ,085 ,760 ,782 ,811 ,027 ,476 ,419 ,395

N 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 29 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30

Pearson 
Correlation

,304 ,388* ,084 ,298 ,159 ,197 ,121 ,101 ,384* ,362* -,154 -,335 -,263 ,065 ,151 ,110 ,257 -,344* -,105 -,168 -,044 -,045 ,183 ,278 ,037 ,168 ,185 -,175 ,078 -,146 -,204 ,000 -,252 -,135 1 ,097 -,369*

Sig. (2-tailed) ,080 ,023 ,637 ,087 ,369 ,264 ,496 ,571 ,025 ,035 ,386 ,053 ,132 ,718 ,394 ,534 ,143 ,046 ,554 ,342 ,807 ,799 ,300 ,111 ,835 ,343 ,310 ,338 ,660 ,409 ,262 ,999 ,165 ,476 ,587 ,032

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

-,099 ,012 -,237 -,057 -,281 ,158 ,084 -,275 ,140 ,002 -,172 -,212 -,232 -,032 ,104 ,090 -,225 ,197 -,147 ,074 -,339 -,352* ,180 -,395* ,289 -,270 -,116 -,055 -,254 ,135 -,252 ,184 -,108 -,153 ,097 1 ,103

Sig. (2-tailed) ,576 ,944 ,176 ,748 ,107 ,373 ,638 ,116 ,429 ,993 ,331 ,229 ,188 ,860 ,558 ,611 ,200 ,263 ,408 ,679 ,050 ,041 ,307 ,021 ,097 ,123 ,529 ,765 ,148 ,445 ,165 ,299 ,555 ,419 ,587 ,563

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Pearson 
Correlation

,317 ,129 -,224 -,084 -,059 -,176 -,089 -,226 ,179 ,125 -,293 ,293 -,225 -,024 -,244 ,221 ,013 ,104 -,129 -,177 -,129 -,026 -,066 -,228 ,195 -,052 -,094 ,141 ,067 ,440** ,170 ,309 ,169 ,161 -,369* ,103 1

Sig. (2-tailed) ,067 ,466 ,203 ,638 ,741 ,320 ,616 ,198 ,312 ,480 ,093 ,093 ,202 ,893 ,164 ,209 ,944 ,559 ,467 ,318 ,467 ,882 ,712 ,194 ,268 ,772 ,607 ,441 ,705 ,009 ,352 ,076 ,356 ,395 ,032 ,563

N 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 34 34 32 34 32 30 34 34 34

Constr_yA

Des_typA

CPHa

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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DATASET 
ACTIVATE 
DataSet2.
REGRESSION

  /MISSING 
LISTWISE

  /STATISTICS 
COEFF OUTS R 
ANOVA

  
/CRITERIA=PIN(.
05) POUT(.10)
  /NOORIGIN

  /DEPENDENT 
RRR

Des_typA CPHa.

Regression

16-MAY-2014 16:36:43

Data F:\Afstuderen\Afstu
deren\Universiteit\D
atabase\SPSS\140
516.1 met 
missing.sav

Active Dataset DataSet2
Filter <none>
Weight <none>
Split File <none>
N of Rows in Working Data 
File

33

Definition of Missing User-defined 
missing values are 
treated as missing.

Cases Used Statistics are based 
on cases with no 
missing values for 
any variable used.

REGRESSION
  /MISSING 
LISTWISE
  /STATISTICS 
COEFF OUTS R 
ANOVA
  
/CRITERIA=PIN(.0
5) POUT(.10)
  /NOORIGIN
  /DEPENDENT 
RRR
  
/METHOD=BACKW
ARD RE_GDPcap 
RE_HH_gr 
Unempl_13 
Centr_ind 
Dist_HWa 
Dist_HWb 
Dist_traina 
Dist_trainb 
Dist_PRa Dist_PRb 
Dist_ancha 
Dist_anchb 
Anch_mix 
Open_day_anchA 
Comp_numb 
Tariff_onstr 
Tariff_diff Price_pol 
Capacity 
Open_hours_CPa Processor Time 00:00:00,16

Elapsed Time 00:00:00,17
Memory Required 18564 bytes
Additional Memory 
Required for Residual 
Plots

0 bytes

[DataSet2] F:\Afstuderen\Afstuderen\Universiteit\Database\SPSS\140516.1 met missing.sav

Notes
Output Created
Comments
Input

Missing Value 
Handling

Syntax

Resources

  /METHOD=BACKWARD RE_GDPcap RE_HH_gr Unempl_13 Centr_ind Dist_HWa 
Dist_HWb Dist_traina Dist_trainb Dist_PRa Dist_PRb Dist_ancha 
Dist_anchb Anch_mix Open_day_anchA Comp_numb Tariff_onstr Tariff_diff 
Price_pol Capacity Open_hours_CPa Occupation Constr_yA



Variables Entered Variables Removed Method

1 CPHa, Dist_HWb, 
Tariff_diff, Dist_anchb, 
Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, 
Comp_numb, Dist_traina, 
RE_GDPcap, Dist_ancha, 
Des_typA, Tariff_onstr, 
Dist_trainb, Unempl_13, 
Occupation, Dist_PRb, 
Dist_HWa, Capacity, 
Open_day_anchA, 
Centr_ind, Constr_yA, 
Open_hours_CPa, 

Price_pol, RE_HH_grb

Enter

2 Price_pol Backward (criterion: 
Probability of F-to-
remove >= ,100).

3 Unempl_13 Backward (criterion: 
Probability of F-to-
remove >= ,100).

4 Des_typA Backward (criterion: 
Probability of F-to-
remove >= ,100).

5 Dist_anchb Backward (criterion: 
Probability of F-to-
remove >= ,100).

6 Open_day_anchA Backward (criterion: 
Probability of F-to-
remove >= ,100).

7 Comp_numb Backward (criterion: 
Probability of F-to-
remove >= ,100).

8 Open_hours_CPa Backward (criterion: 
Probability of F-to-
remove >= ,100).

9 Capacity Backward (criterion: 
Probability of F-to-
remove >= ,100).

10 Tariff_onstr Backward (criterion: 
Probability of F-to-
remove >= ,100).

11 RE_GDPcap Backward (criterion: 
Probability of F-to-
remove >= ,100).

12 Dist_ancha Backward (criterion: 
Probability of F-to-
remove >= ,100).

13 Dist_HWa Backward (criterion: 
Probability of F-to-
remove >= ,100).

14 Centr_ind Backward (criterion: 
Probability of F-to-
remove >= ,100).

15 Anch_mix Backward (criterion: 
Probability of F-to-
remove >= ,100).

16 Constr_yA Backward (criterion: 
Probability of F-to-
remove >= ,100).

R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate

1 ,944a ,891 ,015 3,09295
2 ,944b ,890 ,260 2,68007
3 ,943c ,890 ,406 2,40098
4 ,943d ,890 ,505 2,19210
5 ,943e ,889 ,573 2,03710
6 ,942f ,888 ,621 1,91806
7 ,940g ,884 ,653 1,83638
8 ,934h ,872 ,654 1,83214
9 ,924i ,854 ,640 1,86860
10 ,919j ,844 ,649 1,84581
11 ,908k ,824 ,635 1,88137
12 ,901l ,811 ,636 1,87929
13 ,886m ,785 ,613 1,93729
14 ,872n ,760 ,595 1,98328
15 ,859o ,738 ,583 2,01158
16 ,836p ,698 ,547 2,09672

Variables Entered/Removeda

Model

a. Dependent Variable: RRR
b. All requested variables entered.

Model Summary
Model

a. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_anchb, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Comp_numb, Dist_traina, RE_GDPcap, 
b. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_anchb, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Comp_numb, Dist_traina, RE_GDPcap, 
c. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_anchb, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Comp_numb, Dist_traina, RE_GDPcap, 
d. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_anchb, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Comp_numb, Dist_traina, RE_GDPcap, 
e. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Comp_numb, Dist_traina, RE_GDPcap, Dist_ancha, 



Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Regression 233,475 24 9,728 1,017 ,583b

Residual 28,699 3 9,566
Total 262,174 27
Regression 233,443 23 10,150 1,413 ,405c

Residual 28,731 4 7,183
Total 262,174 27
Regression 233,351 22 10,607 1,840 ,259d

Residual 28,824 5 5,765
Total 262,174 27
Regression 233,343 21 11,112 2,312 ,151e

Residual 28,832 6 4,805
Total 262,174 27
Regression 233,126 20 11,656 2,809 ,083f

Residual 29,048 7 4,150
Total 262,174 27
Regression 232,743 19 12,250 3,330 ,043g

Residual 29,432 8 3,679
Total 262,174 27
Regression 231,824 18 12,879 3,819 ,023h

Residual 30,351 9 3,372
Total 262,174 27
Regression 228,607 17 13,447 4,006 ,015i

Residual 33,567 10 3,357
Total 262,174 27
Regression 223,766 16 13,985 4,005 ,012j

Residual 38,408 11 3,492
Total 262,174 27
Regression 221,290 15 14,753 4,330 ,007k

Residual 40,884 12 3,407
Total 262,174 27
Regression 216,160 14 15,440 4,362 ,006l

Residual 46,014 13 3,540
Total 262,174 27
Regression 212,730 13 16,364 4,633 ,004m

Residual 49,444 14 3,532
Total 262,174 27
Regression 205,878 12 17,156 4,571 ,003n

Residual 56,297 15 3,753
Total 262,174 27
Regression 199,240 11 18,113 4,605 ,003o

Residual 62,934 16 3,933
Total 262,174 27
Regression 193,385 10 19,338 4,779 ,002p

Residual 68,790 17 4,046
Total 262,174 27
Regression 183,042 9 20,338 4,626 ,003q

Residual 79,132 18 4,396
Total 262,174 27

Standardized Coefficients
B Std. Error Beta

(Constant) -5,657 17,941 -,315 ,773
RE_GDPcap -,642 ,915 -,414 -,702 ,533
RE_HH_gr -8,361 9,229 -1,690 -,906 ,432
Unempl_13 ,086 1,031 ,086 ,083 ,939
Centr_ind -,049 ,059 -,562 -,829 ,468

f. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Comp_numb, Dist_traina, RE_GDPcap, Dist_ancha, 
g. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Dist_traina, RE_GDPcap, Dist_ancha, Tariff_onstr, 
h. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Dist_traina, RE_GDPcap, Dist_ancha, Tariff_onstr, 
i. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Dist_traina, RE_GDPcap, Dist_ancha, Tariff_onstr, 
j. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Dist_traina, RE_GDPcap, Dist_ancha, Dist_trainb, 
k. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Dist_traina, Dist_ancha, Dist_trainb, Occupation, 
l. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Dist_traina, Dist_trainb, Occupation, Dist_PRb, 
m. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Dist_traina, Dist_trainb, Occupation, Dist_PRb, 
n. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Dist_traina, Dist_trainb, Occupation, Dist_PRb, 
o. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Dist_traina, Dist_trainb, Occupation, Dist_PRb, Constr_yA, 
p. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Dist_traina, Dist_trainb, Occupation, Dist_PRb, RE_HH_gr
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a. Dependent Variable: RRR
b. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_anchb, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Comp_numb, Dist_traina, RE_GDPcap, Dist_ancha, Des_typA, 
c. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_anchb, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Comp_numb, Dist_traina, RE_GDPcap, Dist_ancha, Des_typA, 
d. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_anchb, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Comp_numb, Dist_traina, RE_GDPcap, Dist_ancha, Des_typA, 
e. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_anchb, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Comp_numb, Dist_traina, RE_GDPcap, Dist_ancha, Tariff_onstr, 
f. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Comp_numb, Dist_traina, RE_GDPcap, Dist_ancha, Tariff_onstr, Dist_trainb, 
g. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Comp_numb, Dist_traina, RE_GDPcap, Dist_ancha, Tariff_onstr, Dist_trainb, 
h. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Dist_traina, RE_GDPcap, Dist_ancha, Tariff_onstr, Dist_trainb, Occupation, 
i. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Dist_traina, RE_GDPcap, Dist_ancha, Tariff_onstr, Dist_trainb, Occupation, 
j. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Dist_traina, RE_GDPcap, Dist_ancha, Tariff_onstr, Dist_trainb, Occupation, 
k. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Dist_traina, RE_GDPcap, Dist_ancha, Dist_trainb, Occupation, Dist_PRb, 
l. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Dist_traina, Dist_ancha, Dist_trainb, Occupation, Dist_PRb, Dist_HWa, 
m. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Dist_traina, Dist_trainb, Occupation, Dist_PRb, Dist_HWa, Centr_ind, 
n. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Dist_traina, Dist_trainb, Occupation, Dist_PRb, Centr_ind, Constr_yA, 
o. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Dist_traina, Dist_trainb, Occupation, Dist_PRb, Constr_yA, RE_HH_gr
p. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Dist_traina, Dist_trainb, Occupation, Dist_PRb, Constr_yA, RE_HH_gr
q. Predictors: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Dist_traina, Dist_trainb, Occupation, Dist_PRb, RE_HH_gr

Coefficientsa

Model
Unstandardized Coefficients

t Sig.
1



Dist_HWa 1,681 1,595 ,402 1,054 ,369
Dist_HWb 4,987 5,183 1,006 ,962 ,407
Dist_traina -2,727 1,556 -,709 -1,752 ,178
Dist_trainb 3,495 3,478 ,804 1,005 ,389
Dist_PRa 1,828 2,540 ,406 ,720 ,524
Dist_PRb -6,785 4,776 -1,287 -1,421 ,251
Dist_ancha 1,939 2,556 ,431 ,759 ,503
Dist_anchb -,313 1,713 -,063 -,183 ,867
Anch_mix ,222 ,242 ,523 ,918 ,426
Open_day_anchA -,228 1,364 -,074 -,167 ,878
Comp_numb -,133 ,413 -,122 -,323 ,768
Tariff_onstr 1,035 2,582 ,374 ,401 ,715
Tariff_diff -1,422 2,509 -,309 -,567 ,611
Price_pol ,005 ,083 ,035 ,058 ,957
Capacity ,003 ,006 ,259 ,448 ,685
Open_hours_CPa -,363 1,934 -,111 -,187 ,863
Occupation ,169 ,228 ,326 ,740 ,513
Constr_yA 4,095 4,598 1,003 ,891 ,439
Des_typA ,201 2,374 ,063 ,084 ,938
CPHa 2,398 1,645 ,708 1,458 ,241
(Constant) -5,237 14,222 -,368 ,731
RE_GDPcap -,648 ,789 -,417 -,821 ,458
RE_HH_gr -8,416 7,955 -1,701 -1,058 ,350
Unempl_13 ,099 ,872 ,099 ,113 ,915
Centr_ind -,048 ,050 -,556 -,958 ,392
Dist_HWa 1,669 1,371 ,399 1,218 ,290
Dist_HWb 5,004 4,483 1,010 1,116 ,327
Dist_traina -2,708 1,319 -,704 -2,053 ,109
Dist_trainb 3,491 3,013 ,803 1,158 ,311
Dist_PRa 1,847 2,183 ,411 ,846 ,445
Dist_PRb -6,786 4,139 -1,287 -1,640 ,176
Dist_ancha 1,886 2,071 ,420 ,911 ,414
Dist_anchb -,308 1,482 -,062 -,208 ,845
Anch_mix ,218 ,201 ,514 1,084 ,339
Open_day_anchA -,233 1,179 -,075 -,197 ,853
Comp_numb -,136 ,354 -,125 -,385 ,720
Tariff_onstr 1,130 1,730 ,408 ,653 ,549
Tariff_diff -1,315 1,483 -,286 -,887 ,425
Capacity ,003 ,005 ,266 ,545 ,615
Open_hours_CPa -,292 1,306 -,089 -,224 ,834
Occupation ,172 ,193 ,331 ,887 ,425
Constr_yA 4,108 3,979 1,006 1,033 ,360
Des_typA ,230 2,009 ,072 ,114 ,914
CPHa 2,423 1,378 ,715 1,759 ,153
(Constant) -3,928 7,446 -,528 ,620
RE_GDPcap -,589 ,531 -,379 -1,109 ,318
RE_HH_gr -7,569 2,455 -1,530 -3,083 ,027
Centr_ind -,044 ,030 -,507 -1,454 ,206
Dist_HWa 1,656 1,223 ,396 1,353 ,234
Dist_HWb 4,535 1,550 ,915 2,925 ,033
Dist_traina -2,669 1,141 -,694 -2,339 ,066
Dist_trainb 3,188 1,255 ,733 2,541 ,052
Dist_PRa 1,642 1,099 ,365 1,493 ,196
Dist_PRb -6,361 1,570 -1,206 -4,052 ,010
Dist_ancha 1,709 1,211 ,380 1,410 ,217
Dist_anchb -,225 1,152 -,045 -,195 ,853
Anch_mix ,199 ,103 ,470 1,927 ,112
Open_day_anchA -,258 1,037 -,083 -,249 ,814
Comp_numb -,124 ,301 -,113 -,411 ,698
Tariff_onstr ,978 ,977 ,353 1,000 ,363
Tariff_diff -1,302 1,324 -,283 -,983 ,371
Capacity ,002 ,003 ,224 ,789 ,466
Open_hours_CPa -,330 1,132 -,101 -,291 ,782
Occupation ,156 ,124 ,301 1,257 ,264
Constr_yA 3,705 1,596 ,907 2,321 ,068
Des_typA ,036 ,941 ,011 ,038 ,971
CPHa 2,350 1,092 ,694 2,153 ,084
(Constant) -4,026 6,383 -,631 ,552
RE_GDPcap -,594 ,466 -,383 -1,275 ,249
RE_HH_gr -7,539 2,124 -1,524 -3,550 ,012
Centr_ind -,044 ,027 -,506 -1,596 ,162
Dist_HWa 1,674 1,030 ,400 1,625 ,155
Dist_HWb 4,521 1,376 ,912 3,285 ,017
Dist_traina -2,677 1,023 -,696 -2,616 ,040
Dist_trainb 3,194 1,136 ,734 2,811 ,031
Dist_PRa 1,633 ,982 ,363 1,663 ,147
Dist_PRb -6,366 1,428 -1,207 -4,458 ,004
Dist_ancha 1,708 1,106 ,380 1,544 ,173
Dist_anchb -,223 1,051 -,045 -,212 ,839
Anch_mix ,200 ,094 ,471 2,122 ,078
Open_day_anchA -,238 ,821 -,077 -,290 ,781
Comp_numb -,119 ,250 -,109 -,475 ,651
Tariff_onstr ,964 ,829 ,348 1,162 ,289
Tariff_diff -1,307 1,203 -,284 -1,086 ,319
Capacity ,002 ,003 ,224 ,864 ,421
Open_hours_CPa -,342 ,989 -,104 -,346 ,741
Occupation ,155 ,107 ,299 1,441 ,200
Constr_yA 3,706 1,457 ,907 2,544 ,044
CPHa 2,361 ,959 ,697 2,462 ,049
(Constant) -4,247 5,852 -,726 ,492
RE_GDPcap -,622 ,416 -,400 -1,494 ,179
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RE_HH_gr -7,505 1,968 -1,517 -3,814 ,007
Centr_ind -,043 ,025 -,494 -1,705 ,132
Dist_HWa 1,709 ,945 ,408 1,808 ,114
Dist_HWb 4,599 1,233 ,928 3,730 ,007
Dist_traina -2,768 ,864 -,719 -3,205 ,015
Dist_trainb 3,287 ,975 ,756 3,371 ,012
Dist_PRa 1,660 ,905 ,369 1,835 ,109
Dist_PRb -6,431 1,296 -1,219 -4,961 ,002
Dist_ancha 1,761 1,001 ,392 1,758 ,122
Anch_mix ,202 ,087 ,477 2,333 ,052
Open_day_anchA -,232 ,762 -,075 -,304 ,770
Comp_numb -,127 ,230 -,116 -,552 ,598
Tariff_onstr ,902 ,722 ,326 1,250 ,252
Tariff_diff -1,403 1,036 -,305 -1,355 ,218
Capacity ,002 ,002 ,214 ,903 ,397
Open_hours_CPa -,414 ,864 -,126 -,479 ,646
Occupation ,152 ,099 ,293 1,533 ,169
Constr_yA 3,768 1,326 ,923 2,841 ,025
CPHa 2,388 ,884 ,705 2,703 ,031
(Constant) -4,021 5,466 -,736 ,483
RE_GDPcap -,663 ,370 -,427 -1,790 ,111
RE_HH_gr -7,570 1,842 -1,530 -4,110 ,003
Centr_ind -,043 ,023 -,502 -1,850 ,101
Dist_HWa 1,763 ,874 ,421 2,018 ,078
Dist_HWb 4,576 1,159 ,924 3,949 ,004
Dist_traina -2,716 ,797 -,706 -3,407 ,009
Dist_trainb 3,235 ,904 ,744 3,579 ,007
Dist_PRa 1,762 ,792 ,392 2,225 ,057
Dist_PRb -6,410 1,219 -1,216 -5,259 ,001
Dist_ancha 1,732 ,939 ,385 1,845 ,102
Anch_mix ,198 ,080 ,466 2,459 ,039
Comp_numb -,100 ,199 -,091 -,500 ,631
Tariff_onstr ,815 ,624 ,294 1,307 ,228
Tariff_diff -1,397 ,975 -,304 -1,433 ,190
Capacity ,002 ,002 ,218 ,979 ,356
Open_hours_CPa -,572 ,650 -,175 -,881 ,404
Occupation ,159 ,090 ,307 1,761 ,116
Constr_yA 3,678 1,217 ,900 3,022 ,017
CPHa 2,270 ,747 ,670 3,037 ,016
(Constant) -4,534 5,140 -,882 ,401
RE_GDPcap -,639 ,352 -,412 -1,818 ,102
RE_HH_gr -7,307 1,690 -1,477 -4,323 ,002
Centr_ind -,044 ,022 -,513 -1,979 ,079
Dist_HWa 1,710 ,830 ,409 2,060 ,070
Dist_HWb 4,473 1,092 ,903 4,097 ,003
Dist_traina -2,639 ,749 -,686 -3,524 ,006
Dist_trainb 3,147 ,849 ,724 3,707 ,005
Dist_PRa 1,692 ,746 ,376 2,268 ,050
Dist_PRb -6,385 1,166 -1,211 -5,476 ,000
Dist_ancha 1,711 ,898 ,380 1,906 ,089
Anch_mix ,191 ,076 ,451 2,518 ,033
Tariff_onstr ,855 ,592 ,309 1,445 ,182
Tariff_diff -1,240 ,884 -,269 -1,403 ,194
Capacity ,002 ,002 ,248 1,208 ,258
Open_hours_CPa -,604 ,619 -,185 -,977 ,354
Occupation ,141 ,080 ,273 1,777 ,109
Constr_yA 3,443 1,075 ,843 3,204 ,011
CPHa 2,247 ,714 ,663 3,146 ,012
(Constant) -4,758 5,123 -,929 ,375
RE_GDPcap -,492 ,317 -,317 -1,552 ,152
RE_HH_gr -7,173 1,681 -1,450 -4,268 ,002
Centr_ind -,045 ,022 -,519 -2,006 ,073
Dist_HWa 1,745 ,828 ,417 2,108 ,061
Dist_HWb 4,235 1,062 ,855 3,989 ,003
Dist_traina -2,825 ,723 -,734 -3,908 ,003
Dist_trainb 3,056 ,842 ,703 3,631 ,005
Dist_PRa 1,513 ,722 ,337 2,097 ,062
Dist_PRb -6,031 1,106 -1,144 -5,455 ,000
Dist_ancha 1,506 ,871 ,335 1,729 ,114
Anch_mix ,205 ,074 ,483 2,751 ,020
Tariff_onstr ,824 ,590 ,298 1,397 ,193
Tariff_diff -1,133 ,875 -,246 -1,295 ,224
Capacity ,002 ,002 ,246 1,201 ,257
Occupation ,110 ,073 ,212 1,515 ,161
Constr_yA 3,522 1,069 ,862 3,294 ,008
CPHa 2,449 ,682 ,723 3,591 ,005
(Constant) -3,855 5,169 -,746 ,471
RE_GDPcap -,334 ,294 -,215 -1,137 ,280
RE_HH_gr -6,169 1,487 -1,247 -4,148 ,002
Centr_ind -,038 ,022 -,438 -1,719 ,114
Dist_HWa 1,607 ,836 ,384 1,922 ,081
Dist_HWb 4,234 1,083 ,855 3,910 ,002
Dist_traina -2,739 ,734 -,712 -3,734 ,003
Dist_trainb 2,607 ,769 ,599 3,389 ,006
Dist_PRa 1,366 ,725 ,304 1,883 ,086
Dist_PRb -5,546 1,050 -1,052 -5,283 ,000
Dist_ancha 1,166 ,840 ,259 1,388 ,192
Anch_mix ,199 ,076 ,468 2,622 ,024
Tariff_onstr ,412 ,489 ,149 ,842 ,418
Tariff_diff -1,674 ,765 -,364 -2,188 ,051
Occupation ,122 ,073 ,235 1,660 ,125
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Constr_yA 3,175 1,050 ,777 3,024 ,012
CPHa 2,470 ,695 ,729 3,552 ,005
(Constant) -3,485 5,087 -,685 ,506
RE_GDPcap -,355 ,290 -,229 -1,227 ,243
RE_HH_gr -5,883 1,430 -1,189 -4,113 ,001
Centr_ind -,029 ,019 -,336 -1,517 ,155
Dist_HWa 1,332 ,760 ,318 1,752 ,105
Dist_HWb 4,137 1,064 ,835 3,890 ,002
Dist_traina -2,706 ,724 -,703 -3,740 ,003
Dist_trainb 2,453 ,738 ,564 3,324 ,006
Dist_PRa 1,426 ,713 ,317 2,000 ,069
Dist_PRb -5,279 ,989 -1,001 -5,340 ,000
Dist_ancha 1,173 ,830 ,261 1,414 ,183
Anch_mix ,190 ,074 ,449 2,566 ,025
Tariff_diff -1,913 ,702 -,416 -2,726 ,018
Occupation ,109 ,071 ,210 1,536 ,151
Constr_yA 3,131 1,036 ,767 3,023 ,011
CPHa 2,292 ,654 ,677 3,503 ,004
(Constant) -2,012 5,038 -,399 ,696
RE_HH_gr -5,413 1,405 -1,094 -3,854 ,002
Centr_ind -,038 ,018 -,434 -2,062 ,060
Dist_HWa 1,034 ,734 ,247 1,408 ,183
Dist_HWb 4,031 1,080 ,814 3,731 ,003
Dist_traina -2,607 ,733 -,678 -3,557 ,004
Dist_trainb 2,212 ,725 ,509 3,050 ,009
Dist_PRa 1,201 ,702 ,267 1,710 ,111
Dist_PRb -5,032 ,987 -,954 -5,101 ,000
Dist_ancha ,762 ,774 ,169 ,984 ,343
Anch_mix ,183 ,075 ,430 2,422 ,031
Tariff_diff -1,778 ,706 -,386 -2,517 ,026
Occupation ,128 ,070 ,247 1,816 ,092
Constr_yA 2,632 ,971 ,644 2,711 ,018
CPHa 2,253 ,666 ,665 3,383 ,005
(Constant) -1,023 4,932 -,207 ,839
RE_HH_gr -4,784 1,249 -,967 -3,830 ,002
Centr_ind -,034 ,018 -,389 -1,896 ,079
Dist_HWa 1,021 ,733 ,244 1,393 ,185
Dist_HWb 3,461 ,911 ,698 3,799 ,002
Dist_traina -2,482 ,721 -,645 -3,442 ,004
Dist_trainb 1,946 ,672 ,447 2,895 ,012
Dist_PRa ,942 ,651 ,210 1,449 ,169
Dist_PRb -4,561 ,862 -,865 -5,291 ,000
Anch_mix ,155 ,070 ,366 2,218 ,044
Tariff_diff -1,541 ,663 -,335 -2,323 ,036
Occupation ,144 ,068 ,278 2,105 ,054
Constr_yA 2,203 ,866 ,539 2,543 ,023
CPHa 2,224 ,665 ,657 3,346 ,005
(Constant) -,112 5,039 -,022 ,983
RE_HH_gr -3,796 1,060 -,767 -3,581 ,003
Centr_ind -,021 ,016 -,240 -1,330 ,203
Dist_HWb 3,228 ,923 ,652 3,497 ,003
Dist_traina -2,114 ,692 -,549 -3,056 ,008
Dist_trainb 1,791 ,683 ,412 2,621 ,019
Dist_PRa 1,013 ,669 ,225 1,516 ,150
Dist_PRb -4,285 ,865 -,813 -4,955 ,000
Anch_mix ,109 ,063 ,256 1,715 ,107
Tariff_diff -1,194 ,634 -,259 -1,884 ,079
Occupation ,147 ,071 ,284 2,087 ,054
Constr_yA 1,794 ,840 ,439 2,135 ,050
CPHa 1,759 ,592 ,519 2,969 ,010
(Constant) -,619 5,144 -,120 ,906
RE_HH_gr -3,083 ,936 -,623 -3,293 ,005
Dist_HWb 2,879 ,906 ,581 3,177 ,006
Dist_traina -1,943 ,696 -,505 -2,793 ,013
Dist_trainb 1,764 ,699 ,406 2,522 ,023
Dist_PRa 1,265 ,657 ,281 1,926 ,072
Dist_PRb -3,874 ,827 -,735 -4,685 ,000
Anch_mix ,071 ,058 ,167 1,220 ,240
Tariff_diff -1,422 ,624 -,309 -2,279 ,037
Occupation ,153 ,072 ,295 2,126 ,049
Constr_yA 1,440 ,816 ,353 1,765 ,097
CPHa 1,596 ,593 ,471 2,690 ,016
(Constant) 5,111 2,130 2,399 ,028
RE_HH_gr -2,726 ,902 -,551 -3,022 ,008
Dist_HWb 2,639 ,897 ,533 2,942 ,009
Dist_traina -1,844 ,701 -,479 -2,632 ,017
Dist_trainb 1,637 ,701 ,376 2,334 ,032
Dist_PRa 1,258 ,666 ,280 1,890 ,076
Dist_PRb -3,886 ,839 -,737 -4,634 ,000
Tariff_diff -1,274 ,621 -,277 -2,051 ,056
Occupation ,160 ,073 ,308 2,190 ,043
Constr_yA 1,312 ,821 ,321 1,599 ,128
CPHa 1,496 ,596 ,442 2,510 ,022
(Constant) 3,307 1,884 1,756 ,096
RE_HH_gr -2,041 ,827 -,413 -2,467 ,024
Dist_HWb 1,956 ,822 ,395 2,379 ,029
Dist_traina -1,340 ,652 -,348 -2,054 ,055
Dist_trainb 1,256 ,688 ,289 1,826 ,084
Dist_PRa 1,274 ,694 ,283 1,836 ,083
Dist_PRb -3,764 ,871 -,714 -4,323 ,000
Tariff_diff -1,273 ,647 -,277 -1,967 ,065
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Occupation ,152 ,076 ,293 2,006 ,060
CPHa ,959 ,513 ,283 1,869 ,078

Collinearit
y 

Statistics

Tolerance

2 Price_pol ,035b ,058 ,957 ,033 ,102
Price_pol ,045c ,090 ,933 ,045 ,107
Unempl_13 ,099c ,113 ,915 ,057 ,036
Price_pol ,046d ,102 ,922 ,046 ,108
Unempl_13 ,014d ,034 ,974 ,015 ,131
Des_typA ,011d ,038 ,971 ,017 ,253
Price_pol ,029e ,071 ,945 ,029 ,111
Unempl_13 -,007e -,020 ,985 -,008 ,140
Des_typA ,009e ,035 ,974 ,014 ,254
Dist_anchb -,045e -,212 ,839 -,086 ,406
Price_pol ,039f ,104 ,920 ,039 ,112
Unempl_13 ,040f ,137 ,895 ,052 ,190
Des_typA -,026f -,118 ,909 -,045 ,338
Dist_anchb -,043f -,216 ,835 -,081 ,407
Open_day_anchA -,075f -,304 ,770 -,114 ,261
Price_pol ,036g ,102 ,922 ,036 ,112
Unempl_13 ,029g ,106 ,918 ,037 ,191
Des_typA -,046g -,231 ,823 -,081 ,355
Dist_anchb -,058g -,312 ,763 -,110 ,420
Open_day_anchA -,022g -,100 ,923 -,035 ,308
Comp_numb -,091g -,500 ,631 -,174 ,423
Price_pol -,147h -,604 ,560 -,198 ,230
Unempl_13 ,066h ,245 ,812 ,081 ,196
Des_typA -,058h -,290 ,778 -,096 ,356
Dist_anchb -,111h -,677 ,516 -,220 ,501
Open_day_anchA -,107h -,607 ,559 -,198 ,441
Comp_numb -,107h -,598 ,565 -,195 ,427
Open_hours_CPa -,185h -,977 ,354 -,310 ,360
Price_pol -,120i -,484 ,639 -,151 ,232
Unempl_13 -,065i -,263 ,798 -,083 ,239
Des_typA -,078i -,390 ,705 -,122 ,359
Dist_anchb -,082i -,492 ,634 -,154 ,511
Open_day_anchA -,096i -,535 ,605 -,167 ,442
Comp_numb -,153i -,891 ,394 -,271 ,460
Open_hours_CPa -,182i -,943 ,368 -,286 ,360
Capacity ,246i 1,201 ,257 ,355 ,306
Price_pol ,043j ,255 ,803 ,077 ,486
Unempl_13 -,106j -,451 ,661 -,135 ,253
Des_typA -,103j -,533 ,604 -,159 ,370
Dist_anchb -,033j -,211 ,836 -,064 ,567
Open_day_anchA -,023j -,141 ,890 -,043 ,538
Comp_numb -,146j -,863 ,407 -,252 ,461
Open_hours_CPa -,172j -,900 ,388 -,262 ,362
Capacity ,079j ,458 ,656 ,137 ,462
Tariff_onstr ,149j ,842 ,418 ,246 ,426
Price_pol ,088k ,529 ,606 ,151 ,516
Unempl_13 -,194k -,925 ,373 -,258 ,310
Des_typA -,055k -,283 ,782 -,081 ,385
Dist_anchb -,054k -,341 ,739 -,098 ,575
Open_day_anchA -,035k -,215 ,833 -,062 ,541
Comp_numb -,072k -,427 ,677 -,122 ,510
Open_hours_CPa -,039k -,220 ,829 -,064 ,461
Capacity -,006k -,035 ,972 -,010 ,544
Tariff_onstr ,166k ,930 ,371 ,259 ,430
RE_GDPcap -,229k -1,227 ,243 -,334 ,374
Price_pol ,010l ,065 ,949 ,018 ,633
Unempl_13 -,233l -1,171 ,263 -,309 ,332
Des_typA -,054l -,280 ,784 -,077 ,385
Dist_anchb -,071l -,454 ,657 -,125 ,583
Open_day_anchA -,002l -,009 ,993 -,003 ,566
Comp_numb -,066l -,396 ,698 -,109 ,511
Open_hours_CPa -,033l -,185 ,856 -,051 ,462
Capacity -,024l -,145 ,887 -,040 ,551
Tariff_onstr ,161l ,903 ,383 ,243 ,430
RE_GDPcap -,122l -,691 ,502 -,188 ,447
Dist_ancha ,169l ,984 ,343 ,263 ,456
Price_pol -,068m -,485 ,635 -,128 ,763
Unempl_13 -,217m -1,049 ,312 -,270 ,333
Des_typA ,033m ,175 ,864 ,047 ,431
Dist_anchb -,119m -,779 ,449 -,204 ,626
Open_day_anchA -,074m -,489 ,633 -,130 ,653
Comp_numb -,057m -,330 ,746 -,088 ,511

a. Dependent Variable: RRR
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Open_hours_CPa -,082m -,467 ,648 -,124 ,485
Capacity ,029m ,181 ,859 ,048 ,586
Tariff_onstr ,036m ,211 ,836 ,056 ,527
RE_GDPcap -,045m -,255 ,802 -,068 ,487
Dist_ancha ,165m ,929 ,369 ,241 ,456
Dist_HWa ,244m 1,393 ,185 ,349 ,439
Price_pol -,105n -,761 ,458 -,193 ,806
Unempl_13 -,270n -1,345 ,199 -,328 ,355
Des_typA -,009n -,049 ,961 -,013 ,445
Dist_anchb -,103n -,653 ,524 -,166 ,630
Open_day_anchA -,111n -,741 ,470 -,188 ,683
Comp_numb -,041n -,233 ,819 -,060 ,514
Open_hours_CPa -,020n -,114 ,911 -,029 ,520
Capacity -,016n -,098 ,923 -,025 ,614
Tariff_onstr -,031n -,185 ,856 -,048 ,580
RE_GDPcap -,137n -,942 ,361 -,236 ,715
Dist_ancha ,100n ,557 ,586 ,142 ,485
Dist_HWa ,071n ,440 ,667 ,113 ,602
Centr_ind -,240n -1,330 ,203 -,325 ,438
Price_pol -,124o -,901 ,381 -,220 ,819
Unempl_13 -,317o -1,795 ,092 -,409 ,439
Des_typA ,021o ,109 ,915 ,027 ,453
Dist_anchb -,120o -,762 ,457 -,187 ,636
Open_day_anchA -,083o -,544 ,594 -,135 ,698
Comp_numb -,023o -,128 ,899 -,032 ,518
Open_hours_CPa -,075o -,443 ,664 -,110 ,566
Capacity ,000o ,000 1,000 ,000 ,618
Tariff_onstr ,018o ,108 ,915 ,027 ,617
RE_GDPcap -,125o -,845 ,411 -,207 ,718
Dist_ancha ,022o ,125 ,902 ,031 ,545
Dist_HWa ,020o ,126 ,901 ,032 ,642
Centr_ind -,101o -,589 ,564 -,146 ,550
Anch_mix ,167o 1,220 ,240 ,292 ,804
Price_pol -,116p -,805 ,432 -,192 ,820
Unempl_13 -,374p -2,399 ,028 -,503 ,547
Des_typA ,060p ,305 ,764 ,074 ,461
Dist_anchb -,140p -,862 ,401 -,205 ,640
Open_day_anchA -,063p -,396 ,697 -,096 ,703
Comp_numb ,074p ,433 ,670 ,104 ,598
Open_hours_CPa -,142p -,859 ,402 -,204 ,619
Capacity -,002p -,014 ,989 -,003 ,619
Tariff_onstr ,051p ,306 ,763 ,074 ,628
RE_GDPcap -,051p -,337 ,741 -,081 ,781
Dist_ancha -,073p -,438 ,667 -,106 ,630
Dist_HWa -,008p -,049 ,961 -,012 ,651
Centr_ind -,034p -,194 ,848 -,047 ,582
Anch_mix ,136p ,944 ,358 ,223 ,818
Constr_yA ,321p 1,599 ,128 ,362 ,382
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j. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Dist_traina, RE_GDPcap, Dist_ancha, Dist_trainb, Occupation, 
k. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Dist_traina, Dist_ancha, Dist_trainb, Occupation, Dist_PRb, 
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a. Dependent Variable: RRR
b. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_anchb, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Comp_numb, Dist_traina, RE_GDPcap, 
c. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_anchb, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Comp_numb, Dist_traina, RE_GDPcap, Dist_ancha, 
d. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_anchb, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Comp_numb, Dist_traina, RE_GDPcap, 
e. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Comp_numb, Dist_traina, RE_GDPcap, Dist_ancha, 

l. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Dist_traina, Dist_trainb, Occupation, Dist_PRb, Dist_HWa, 
m. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Dist_traina, Dist_trainb, Occupation, Dist_PRb, Centr_ind, 
n. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Dist_traina, Dist_trainb, Occupation, Dist_PRb, Constr_yA, 
o. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Dist_traina, Dist_trainb, Occupation, Dist_PRb, Constr_yA, RE_HH_gr
p. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Dist_traina, Dist_trainb, Occupation, Dist_PRb, RE_HH_gr

f. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Comp_numb, Dist_traina, RE_GDPcap, Dist_ancha, Tariff_onstr, 
g. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Dist_traina, RE_GDPcap, Dist_ancha, Tariff_onstr, Dist_trainb, 
h. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Dist_traina, RE_GDPcap, Dist_ancha, Tariff_onstr, Dist_trainb, 
i. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), CPHa, Dist_HWb, Tariff_diff, Dist_PRa, Anch_mix, Dist_traina, RE_GDPcap, Dist_ancha, Tariff_onstr, Dist_trainb, 
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